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Our research is focused on three aspects of advanced optical fiber coimmunication

systems: dynamic wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks, linewidth-

insensitive coherent optical analog links, and impact of fiber nonlinearities on optical

communication systems. During the reporting period, we have been working in all three

fields, as follows. In the area of WDM networks, we investigated, designed, and are

currently implementing an experimental coherent WDM optical network with a

throughput of 3 Gb/s/node. In the study of coherent optical analog links, we analyzed two

linewidth-insensitive schemes that could overcome the impact of phase noise of

semiconductor laser diodes. In the area of fiber nonlinearities, we evaluated the

performance of optical'WDM systems in the presence of four-wave mixing, and are

analyzing the impact of stimulated Brillouin scattering on such systems. In addition, we

have experimentally observed fiber-induced parasitic phase modulation, investigated its

properties, and are beginning to investigate its impact on optical communication systems.

A more detailed summary of our work in the three fields is contained in the following

sections.

Dynamic wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks

Routing and Reconfigurations Algorithms: A dynamically reconfigurable WDM

optical network has the potential of achieving higher throughput, higher reliability and

lower latency, when compared with a WDM optical network with fixed wavelength

assignment. However, to realize such potential gains, dynamic WDM network has to

employ a proper reconfiguration algorithm. This algorithm should dynamically decide

on the allocation of channels based on the communication needs of the stations. Ideally,

this should be a distributed algorithm (i.e., without central control) with low overhead.
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We have formulated an optimum routing/reconfiguration algorithm as a non-linear

integer programming problem and devised strategies to obtain approximate solutions to

this problem. We are now adapting the algorithm to operate dynamically in the network,

as requests are placed and terminate.

STARNET: An FDDI-Compatible WDM Local-Area Network: We proposed and
investigated STARNET - a wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical broadband

local area network based on a physical star topology. Over a single physical network,

STARNET offers all users both a 125 Mb/s packet network and a high-speed (up to 3

Gb/s) circuit interconnect. Based on these two data transport facilities, several

topological and protocol solutions are available to the users. As a result, STARNET

supports traffic of widely different bandwidth and continuity characteristics. PSK

modulation is used for data transmission over the high-speed circuit-switched network.

The 125 Mb/s packet network is based on low moduiation depth ASK modulation on top

of the PSK modulated high-speed channel. Since one of the goals is to interface

workstations over the STARNET, we have chosen the FDDI standard as the mode of

operation over the ASK packet switched network. Figure 1 shows the logical topology

of the STARNET architecture and Figure 2 is a more detailed block-diagram of the

actual implementation that is currently under construction in our lab.

We have completed the construction and characterization of one high-speed receiver.

We have been able to attain a bit error rate (BER) of 10-9 at a data rate of 2.488 Gb/s

with a -38 dBm receiver sensitivity. We have also completed the construction and

characterization of an ASK receiver. We have obtained a BER of 10-9 at a data rate of

125 Mb/s with a -49 dBm sensitivity. The increased sensitivity of the ASK receiver is

primarily attributable to the lower data rate.
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Figure 1. STARNET network topology. 7
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Figure 2. A block diagram of the 4 node STARNET experiment.

The STARNET ASK transmitter and receiver replace standard FDDI

transmitter/receiver hardware in two DECstation 5000/240 workstations. Therefore, a
two-node FDDI ring is formed by the two workstations with one FDDI link formed by

the STARNET hardware, and the other link formed by the standard FDDI interconnect.

We have written software to send pseudo random data, or large image files, using either

the TCP or the UDP protocol over the FDD link while measuring the BER at the FDDI
receiver. Simultaneously, we transmit 2.488 Gb/s data over the PSK link and measure

the BER at the PSK receiver. With this experimental setup we are examining the impact
of the ASK modulated data on the performance of the PSK receiver and vice versa. In

addition, we are investigating the optimum modulation depth/transmitter power that

simultaneously optimizes both the ASK and PSK receiver BER's.

Optical Network Performance Evaluations: In the area of network performance, we

have run simulations comparing the network throughput of an eight node extended

STARNET (2 high-speed re ceivers per node) versus an eight node centralized active

packet switch. The simulations compare the performance in virtual circuit operation of
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Figure 3. Network throughput comparison: STARNET vs. centralized switch.

the two network architectures under uniform and centralized destination traffic for high

and low bandwidth connections for short and long duration connections. Uniform traffic
is applicable in the case of peer-to-peer traffic. Centralized traffic is applicable in the

case of a file server and its satellites. An example of low bandwidth long duration traffic
is real-time voice; high bandwidth long duration traffic, real-time video. Simulation

results such as those shown in Figure 3 indicate that for an eight node network the

extended STARNET architecture provides a performance advantage over the centralized

active switch. The performance advantage is greatest under uniform destination, high

bandwidth traffic.

Polarization Modulations: We have also been working on a theoretical analysis and

an experimental demonstration of digital transmission based on a coherent system

utilizing polarization modulation (POLSK - POLarization Shift Keying).

Traditional transmission systems use either amplitude, phase or frequency as the

modulating parameter to encode data. POLSK systems, instead, use the state of

polarization of the lightwave carrier.
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Figure 4. A typical block diagram of a POLSK receiver.

This new approach has numerous potential advantages. POLSK detection is

insensitive to the laser linewidth (phase noise); polarization fluctuations along the fiber

can be electronically suppressed in the decision baseband circuitry in the receiver; the

power spectrum of POLSK signals is more compact than that of FSK or even PSK;

multilevel transmission is feasible, allowing for significant optical and electrical

bandwidth reduction, at constant bit rates.

As for sensitivity, an extensive theoretical analysis, mostly carried out by some of the

investigators involved in this experiment, is available in the literature and shows that

POLSK systems have a better performance than ASK and single-filter FSK binary

coherent schemes (by approximately 3 dB). The sensitivity gain becomes more

remarkable when multilevel modulation is addressed.

A typical block diagram of a POLSK receiver is shown in Figure 4. The receiver

extracts information on the state of polarization of the incoming lightwave by

analogically computing the Stokes Parameters. The Stokes Parameters are one of the

possible set of parameters describing the state of polarization of a lightwave. They were

found to be the most convenient means of accomplishing POLSK demodulation.

A LiNbO 3 Polarization modulator was built at Ericsson Telecom Research AB in

Sweden specifically for this experiment (Dr. Bo Lagerstrom). Two monolithically

integrated balanced optical photoreceivers are now being built at AT&T Bell Labs and
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will be used in the set-up (Dr. Chandrasekhar). The laser sources used in the experiment

come from AT&T Bell Labs (Dr. Bernard Glance and Dr. Uzi Koren).

Linewidth-insensitive coherent optical analog links

We continued both theoretical and experimental investigations of linewidth-

insensitive coherent optical analog links.

Theoretical Work

We analyzed the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the dynamic range of the amplitude-

modulated (AM) WIRNA (which stands for WIdeband filter-Rectifier-NArrowband

filter, and refers to the signal processing at the receiver) local reference system shown in

Figure 5 and the frequency-modulated (FM) embedded reference system shown in Figure

6. Furthermore, we investigated the impact of the IF bandwidth, phase noise, shot noise,

thermal noise, laser relative intensity noise (RIN) and device nonlinearities on the link

performance.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the AM-WIRNA heterodyne link.
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Figure 6. Embedded reference FM system.
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AM Systems: For the AM-WIRNA coherent link, our analysis shows that there exists

an optimum IF bandwidth which gives the best system performance. The optimum

bandwidth is a strong function of the received optical signal power and the total laser

linewidth. With the proper selection of the IF bandwidth (about 40 times or more the

signal bandwidth), the AM-WIRNA receiver can be made insensitive to laser linewidths up
to 100 MHz, with an SNR penalty of less than 0.5 dB.

Figure 7 shows the output SNR versus the received optical power Ps for the direct

detection and for the AM-WIRNA heterodyne links. Inspection of Figure 7 shows that for

received powers less than 1 mW (which applies to most semiconductor lasers used for

distribution systems in CATV and long distance transmission of analog signals), the AM-

WIRNA system has a better SNR (and therefore, a better dynamic range) than the direct

detection system. For higher power levels, the performance of the AM-WIRNA coherent

link is very similar to that of the direct detection system, with the difference being less

than 3 dB for properly designed systems. The single photodiode coherent AM system was

found to be highly susceptible to laser RIN. A balanced receiver improves the dynamic

range by some 3 dB.
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Figure 7. The SNR versus the received optical power for the AM-WIRNA receiver,
r = 5002, R = 0.8 A/W, T = 300K, and PLO = 30 dBm.

FM Systems: We have found that under ideal conditions coherent FM links have the

potential to increase the SNR and the dynamic range by more than 10 dB as compared to

direct detection and coherent AM links. Through frequency modulation, substantial
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suppression of additive white Gaussian noise and RIN can be achieved. However, the
FM link is sensitive to laser linewidth and requires elaborate phase noise cancellation

techniques when semiconductor lasers are used. We are now in the process of
investigating the performance of FM links with a novel phase noise cancellation circuit,

and evaluating the linearity of the FM characteristics of semiconductor lasers and the FM

receiver.

Experimental Work

We investigated the FM behavior of a two-section distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)

laser. Dependence of the lasing wavelength on the Bragg reflector section current has

been measured. Due to the presence of mode hops, the maximum usable frequency
deviation is 18 GHz with the particular laser used in our experiment. From the

theoretical results and the DBR laser experiments, we evaluated the components'
requirements for the experimental AM-WIRNA heterodyne system and the FM

embedded reference system we will investigate.

Impact of fiber nonlinearities on optical communication systems

Four-Wave Mixing

We evaluated theoretically the performance of optical WDM systems in the presence

of four-wave mixing (FWM). The nonlinear FWM process limits the maximum optical
power that can be launched into fibers, and the shot noise limits the minimum power at the
receiver. We have evaluated the link budget defined as the ratio of the maximum

transmitter power to the minimum optical power at the receiver, and derived the maximum

transmission distance.

We have also proposed and investigated FWM noise reduction method using

Manchester coding. The performance of NRZ (non-return-to-zero) and Manchester

coding in both ASK (amplitude-shift keying) and DPSK (differential phase-shift keying)
modulated systems was evaluated. The effect of fiber dispersion on FWM noise was also

investigated. Our analysis shows that Manchester coding improves both ASK and DPSK

systems, and that systems utilizing dispersion-shifted fiber are more seriously impaired by

FWM noise than those utilizing nondispersion-shifted fibers.
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Figure 8 shows the bit error rate versus transmitter power for a 16-channel ASK

system with dispersion-shifted fiber. Channel separation for this particular system is 10
GHz. Bit rate is 1 Gb/s. Inspection of Figure 8 reveals that BER increases rapidly if the
transmitter power exceeds a threshold power of about 1 mW. Figure 8(a) shows the
results for NRZ coded system; Figure 8(b) shows the results for Manchester coded

system. Figure 9 shows similar results for a 16-channel DPSK system with dispersion-
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Figure 8. Bit error rate of a 16-channel ASK system impaired by FWM.
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shifted fiber. Analysis of Figures 8 and 9 shows that Manchester coding can suppress

FWM by 2 dB, and extend the maximum transmission distance by about 10 km for both

ASK and DPSK systems.

Fig. 10 shows the calculated maximum transmission distance of both ASK and DPSK
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Figure 9. Bit error rate of a 16-channel DPSK system impaired by FWM.
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systems using NRZ and/or Manchester codes. The results show that DPSK systems are

less sensitive to FWM than ASK systems, and that systems employing dispersion-shifted

fiber are inferior to those employing conventional single-mode fiber.
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Figure 10. Maximum transmission distance of DPSK and ASK systems impaired by FWM.

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

Another potentially limiting nonlinear effect is stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS).

SBS process tends to reflect back the launched optical power exceeding a certain

threshold, and also induces excess noise in the transmitted signals. We are currently

analyzing the impact of SBS process theoretically and experimentally. Figure 11 shows

the experimental setup we used to measure the characteristics of transmitted signal under

Brillouin scattering.

Two Nd:YAG lasers with very narrow linewidth are used in this experiment. By

heterodyning the transmitted or back-scattered signal with the second laser, we can

characterize the extra noise induced by Brillouin scattering effect.
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Figure 11. Experimental setup used to characterize signal under Brillouin scattering.
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Figure 12. Spectrum of the transmitted light intensity.

The transmitted light has been found to be impaired by relaxation oscillation of

stimulated Brillouin scattering once the launched power exceeded Brillouin threshold. As
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shown in Figure 12, this effect causes low frequency intensity fluctuation of the

transmitted signal. The influence of this intensity fluctuation on optical communication

systems is currently analyzed.

Fiber-Induced Parasitic Phase Modulation

We experimentally observed a phase modulation caused by thermal acoustic vibrations

in the fiber. The acoustic wave excited by thermal vibrations modulates the phase of the
light propagating along the fiber. The acoustic wave in the fiber has several discrete

modes with different resonant frequency associated with each mode. More than 30
spectral lines have been observed in the phase modulated spectrum, as shown in Figure 13.

Spectral lines caused by the phase modulation are about 30 dB lower than the main
spectral component, corresponding to a phase modulation index of 10- 3 for 10 km of

propagation. The strength of the effect grows proportionally to the square root of

propagation distance.
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Figure 13. Heterodyned spectrum of the transmitted light modulated by thermal

acoustic waves.

Based on these experimental observations, we performed a preliminary theoretical

analysis of the impact of parasitic fiber-induced phase modulation on DPSK optical

communication systems. Our results show that the performance of an optical DPSK
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system can be impaired by thermal acoustic modulation. Figure 14 shows the calculated
BER floor of a I Gb/s DPSK receiver versus laser linewidth for different fiber lengths in
the presence of thermal acoustic phase noise. Inspection of Figure 13 reveals that the
BER floor increases about 400 times at the transmission distance of 500 km when the
laser linewidth is 10 MHz.
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Figure 14. Calculated BER floor of a 1 Gb/s DPSK heterodyne receiver. Both laser phase

noise and fiber-induced parasitic phase noise are included in our analysis.
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Abstract

A detailed theoretical analysis is given for the impact of finite frequency deviation on the sen-

sitivity of dual-filter heterodyne Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) lightwave systems. Our analysis

provides closed-form signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) results for estimating the bit-error-ratio (BER)

performance of the system. These closed-form results provide an insight into the impact of fi-

nite frequency deviation 2 Afd, laser linewidth Av, bit rate Rb, and IF filter bandwidths on the

system performance. It is shown that there is a well-defined relationship between the choice of

frequency deviation and the tolerable amount of laser phase noise. When there is no phase noise,

a frequency deviation of 2Afd = 0.72Rb is sufficient for 1 dB sensitivity penalty with respect to

infinite frequency deviation case; whereas for a linewidth of Av = 0.50Rb the required frequency

deviation increases to 2Afd = 3.42R 6 for the same sensitivity penalty. The sensitivity degradation

can be very severe for a fixed linewidth as the frequency deviation gets smaller: for a linewidth

of 20% the sensitivity penalty is only 0.54 dB when the frequency deviation is infinite whereas

it is 3.48 dB when the frequency deviation is 2Afd = Rb. We also quantify the impact of finite

frequency deviation on optimum IF filter bandwidths. For a fixed linewidth, the optimum IF

filter bandwidth decreases as frequency deviation becomes smaller: for Av = 0.5Rb the optimum

IF filter bandwidth reduces from 7Rb to 3Rb when 2Afd reduces from very large values to 3Rb.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The FSK heterodyne dual filter and single filter detection systems are examples of asynchronous

lightwave systems, whereby a relatively large laser diode (LD) spectral spread can be tolerated. That

makes the use of conventional DFB LD's possible which in turn is important for achieving a simple

and stable system [1]-[8]. The dual filter detection system is particularly attractive because it offers

a 3-dB higher receiver sensitivity than the single filter detection system [1]. The ideal performance

of dual filter heterodyne FSK lightwave systems were previously studied by several authors assuming

ideal conditions for the intermediate frequency (IF) and the frequency deviation between the two

frequencies of data transmission [2], [9], [10].

In particular, in [2], [9] and [10] the sensitivity degradation due to laser phase noise and shot noise

was studied assuming that the IF and the frequency separation between the two tones are infinitely

large. In practical systems, however, these assumptions are not valid [1], [3], [4], [11], [12]. In this

paper, we study the impact of finite frequency deviation on the system performance. Our analysis

also includes the impact of laser phase noise and additive shot noise.

We show that there is a well-defined relationship between the choice of frequency deviation and

the tolerable amount of laser phase noise for a prescribed level of sensitivity degradation (e.g., 1

dB). Our results indicate that when there is no phase noise, a frequency deviation 2 Afd = 0.72Rb is

sufficient for 1 dB sensitivity penalty with respect to infinite frequency deviation case; whereas, for

an IF linewidth of Am = 0.50Rb the required frequency deviation increases to 2Afd = 3.42Rb for the

same sensitivity penalty. The influence of finite frequency deviation on the values of other important

system parameters such as optimum IF filter bandwidth and bit-error-ratio (BER) is also quantified.

It is demonstrated that for a fixed IF linewidth value, the optimum IF filter bandwidth decreases as

the frequency separation between the two tones becomes smaller. As an example, for Av = 0.5Rb the

optimum IF filter bandwidth required reduces from 7Rb to 3R6 when 2Afd reduces from very large
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values to 3Rb. Using the BER results computed, sensitivity penalty due to finite frequency deviation

is quantified as a function of IF laser linewidth. Our results show that the sensitivity degradation

can be very severe for a fixed linewidth as the frequency deviation gets smaller. As an example,

for an IF linewidth of 20% the sensitivity penalty is only 0.54 dB when the frequency deviation is

extremely large (infinite); whereas it is 3.48 dB when the frequency deviation is 2 Afd = Rb. In this

paper, we also investigate practically important suboptimum cases which do not use optimum IF

filter bandwidths. More specifically, we quantify the sensitivity degradation due to finite frequency

deviation for a fixed linewidth value when the IF filter bandwidth used is not optimized for different

frequency deviations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a system description and

problem statement. Section III contains basic receiver equations, the signal-to-noise ratio, the bit-

error rate, and the main results of the paper. A physical interpretation of the main results obtained

is presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V contains the conclusions of this study.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The block diagram of the dual filter optical heterodyne FSK receiver is shown in Figure 1. It was

shown in [9] that the total output current processed by such a receiver is

iT(t) Ascos[(to + Aw)t + 0(t)] + n(t), for data = 1

Ascos[(w - Aw)t + 0(t)] + n(t), for data = 0

where As is the signal amplitude; n(t) is the total noise process at the output of the balanced re-

ceiver; w = 2 rflF is the intermediate frequency (IF) in radians per second; -0(t) is the total phase

noise due to the transmitter and local oscillator (LO) lasers; and Aw = 27rAfd is the frequency

deviation in radians/sec. These quantities are given by the following expressions:

As = 2R VIP NL amperes (2)
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n(t) = ni(t) - n2 (t) amperes (3)

W = ws - wLO radians/second (4)

¢(t) =¢s(t) - OLO(t) radians (5)

2Aw w, - wo radians/second (6)

where R is the detector responsivity; n1(t) and n 2(t) are the noises of the two photodiodes; ws and

wLO are the frequencies of the signal and the LO, respectively; 4s(t) and 4 LO(t) are the phase noises

of the transmitter and LO lasers, respectively; and w, and w0 axe the frequencies of transmission for

data = 1 and data = 0, respectively.

The total phase noise O(t) is defined by expression (5). Its derivative 0(t) has a zero-mean Gaus-

sian probability density function (pdf); the single-sided power spectral density (PSD) of 0(t) is given

by

S- (f)=4rAv 0 < f < (7)

where Av is the FWHM linewidth at the IF, i.e.,

Av = AVr + AVto (8)

where Avr and Avo are the linewidths of the transmitter and LO lasers, respectively. The PSD

shape in (7) implies the Lorentzian laser lineshape.

The additive noise n(t) is composed of both the shot noise and the thermal noise. The single-

sided PSD of n(t) is

S, - r7 for 0 < f < oo amperes 2 per hertz (9)
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where

77 _= 2 eRPLO +- rTH amperes2 per hertz. (10)

In (10), e is the electron charge and rrH is the PSD of the thermal noise. Expression (9) implies

that the additive noise is white; this assumption may be inaccurate in systems having wide laser

linewidth or large bit rate. The autocorrelation function of n(t) is given by

Rn(tl, t 2) -E[n(t)n(t 2 )] = 0-57744 - t2 ) (11)

In previous studies on dual filter heterodyne FSK lightwave systems, the frequency separation

between the two FSK frequencies 2Aw was assumed to be sufficiently large, so that the crosstalk

between the two filters was negligible [2], [9], [10]. For practical system design, however, such

an assumption is not valid. Specifically, in multichannel lightwave systems employing dual-filter

heterodyne FSK receivers, the frequency separation between the two tones is a significant system

design parameter which influences the number of channels that can be received for a prescribed level

of crosstalk [13]-[171.

The physical scenario under consideration is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) illustrates the case

when the two frequencies are sufficiently apart from each other so that there is negligible crosstalk.

The information-bearing signal may also contain phase noise. As the frequency deviation becomes

smaller the two information-bearing signals start overlapping (see Fig. 2(b)) and the performance

of the system under investigation deteriorates. One of the objectives of this study is to quantify

the required frequency deviation for a given linewidth and a fixed sensitivity penalty (e.g., 1 dB).

Another important case is shown in Figure 2(c). For a fixed frequency deviation, assuming the

two information-bearing signals have no phase noise, there is a certain performance level (and a

corresponding BER) which depends on the frequency spacing between w, and wo. Clearly, if the
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frequency deviation is kept fixed, as the two signals are impaired by more and more phase noise, the

crosstalk due to laser phase noise becomes more severe; and the system performance deteriorates

sharply. This physical situation is illustrated in Fig. 2(d). Another objective of this paper is to

quantify the laser linewidth which can be tolerated for a prescribed level of sensitivity penalty, such

as 1 dB, and for a fixed value of frequency deviation.

The physical scenario described above can only be analyzed if certain other system parameters are

also carefully engineered. Note in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), for example, that as the frequency deviation

gets narrower the optimum IF filter bandwidth required becomes smaller. Thus, to optimize the

system performance it is essential to evaluate the optimum IF filter bandwidth corresponding to

a fixed (but finite) frequency deviation and a fixed linewidth in the physical situation depicted by

Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Computation of optimum IF filter bandwidths is also a necessity for the

optimum performance evaluation of the system described by Figures 2(c) and 2(d). Obviously, one

can choose not to optimize the IF filter bandwidth; in that case, however, a certain sensitivity penalty

must be paid and the system performance is no longer optimum.

III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section is organized as follows. First, the basic receiver equations axe given in Section III-A.

Then the SNR at the threshold comparator input is found in Section III-B. The BER is evaluated

in Section III-C. Finally, in Section flI-D numerical results are presented.

A. Basic Receiver Equations :

The dual filter optical FSK receiver under investigation is shown in Figure 1. Following [9] and [10],

we assume the IF filters to be finite-time bandpass integrators, with impulse responses

of cos[wit] if t E [0, T]
hBI(t) = (12)

0 if t g [0, T]
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and

h8ndt) = coS[wot] if t E [0, (1hB2(t) =r (13)

0 if t [0, T]

where a > 1 is a positive integer. The square-law device (SLD) is an envelope detector modeled by [9]

VF(t) -IU(t[ 2 -1U 2(t)l 2

= XF(t) + YF(t) + ZF(t) (14)

where UI(t) and U2(t) are the complex amplitudes of the outputs of the IF filter 1 and IF filter 2,

respectively. In expression (14), XF(t), YF(t), and zF(t) denote the signal-cross-signal, noise-cross-

noise, and signal-cross-noise terms, respectively. The postdetection lowpass filter is assumed to have

the following impulse response (9]:

iThL(t) = (t - -) (15)

The output current of the IF filters at time t is

ul(t) hBl(t) * iT(t)

= sBI(t) + nBl(t) IT < t < (I + I)T (16)

and

u2(t) -hB2(t) * iT(t)

= SB2(t) + nB2(t) IT < t < (I + 1)T (17)

where * denotes convolution; nBl(t) and nB2(t) are the filtered versions of the noise, and sBl(t) and

SB2(t) are the filtered versions of the signal, respectively; i.e.,
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nBi(t) hBi(t) * n(t) IT < t < (I + 1)T (18)

nB2(t) hB2(t) * n(t) IT < t < (1 + 1)T (19)

and

SBI(t) = hBi(t) * ASCOS[Wdt + 10(t)], IT < t < (1 + 1)T (20)

sB2(t) = hB2(t) * Ascos[wdt + 0(t)], IT < t < (1 + 1)T (21)

where Wd = w1 or Wd = wo. Hence the output of the summer is

VF(t) S XF(t) + yF(t) + ZF(t) (22)

where

XF~t) = (~2t) + i2 1(t)- - (23)

YF(t) = n2 (t) + iB(t) - n' 2(t) B- fz 2 (t) (24)

ZF(t) = 2 [B(t)nB(t) + iB1(t)fhB(t) - sB2(t)nB2(t) - hB2(t)hiB2(t)] (25)

In expressions (23)-(25), iBd(t) is the Hilbert transform of sBd(t), fiBd(t) is the Hilbert transform of

nBd(t), and d = 0 or d = 1. Finally, the output signal of the lowpass filter (LPF) WF(t) is

WF(t) = hL(t) * VF(t) (26)

The signal wF(b) is sampled at t = (I + 1)T and sent to the decision gate. The value of WF(t) at

t = (I + 1)T is denoted by WFT (decision variable) in the remainder of this paper.

B. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
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The SNR at the input of the decision gate (Figure 1) is defined as [9], [18]

m(when data = 1) - m(when data = 0)
a(when data = 1) + a(when data =0) (27)

where m and a are the mean and the standard deviation of WFT. We note that, strictly speaking,

the signal-to-noise ratio -y is a meaningful performance measure for a Gaussian hypothesis test only,

whereas the probability density function (PDF) of wFT is non-Gaussian for both ONE and ZERO

symbols even when the linewidth is zero and the frequency deviation is infinite. In the case of zero

linewidth and infinite frequency deviation, the LPF is not needed, and the bandwidth of the BPF

is taken to be equal to the bit rate Rb. Conceptually, in this case WF(t) = VF(t). The probability

density function of VF(t) in this case can be found exactly. When Atv is not equal to zero, and 2 Afd

is finite, the impact of phase noise and crosstalk further complicates the PDF. Since the actual pdf

of wF-r is non-Gaussian, it is clear that the value of -' does not contain all the information needed

to evaluate the system BER exactly. Hence, using expression (27) for estimating the SNR at the

decision gate is an approximation; see Subsection C and Ref.[9] ior an analysis of the accuracy of

this approximation.

Calculation of m and a is a long and a very complicated process. Therefore, we omit the in-

termediate steps of our derivations. Our analysis indicates that a general closed-form result can be

obtained for the signal-to-noise ratio at the decision gate:

MI =(28)

al

where
A F b- 1 1 (x2-a2)(1 bxinl

In = A2( 2 a) 1+ --- + ~- a - - a2(1-bcosx) + kix (29)

and
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2 = 2 a2 2 (IJ= rXF + oYF + OZF (30)

In expression (30), aXF, aYF, and aZF are given by:

A -- ba 2 _ 1 1 6  80 1 2 )- ( b 4) s(2AwT) (31)
16a 0 2 a 9 72 j

aY=E l- sin](3 (32)-16 2 I X2 ]

and

2 A4S 16a 2  sin2 X Sinz 2
16 2 4ax 2 

+ 
-  1 +cosm x (a- )sinx(1-25) +-

a 1
_ - {[+_ - a 2][1 - bcosx] - 2abxsinx} +- {1 + !(b - 1) (33)

where

-= T/a (34)

a = 7A~r (35)

b = exp(-a) (36)

z = 2Awr (37)

y= (a + acosz - xsinz) (38)

k, = (a2 + X2 ) (39)

an

I i- Ow. 2twT [cos(q) + -,r--sin(q)] for 6 1
s(2AwT) =L 7 1' (40)

1 - en 2 A r - wn2AwTe - n 2AwT for 3 = 1
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In expression (40), w, , f3, and q are defined as follows:

w, ; -0.0155 - 0.263/a2 + 0.578/a (41)

0.27 - 1.5/a2 + 2.22/a (42)

q=wn2AwT 1 _32 (43)

For the dual filter optical heterodyne FSK system under investigation, there is a simple relationship

between the peak IF SNR , peak normalized signal energy Ep, and the average normalized signal

energy per bit E... defined as

=En = Ean- AST (44)2,q

The value of - in expressions (28)-(43) can be considerably simplified in several important practical

cases:

Case 1: If" Av = 0 (no phase noise), then - reduces to

-Y= 2(4-5)
a2l- sin2Z)+ 1)0.5

Expression (45) predicts the performance of the FSK system under consideration when there is no

phase noise. Note that in this simple expression x = 2AwT is a design parameter. Hence, to obtain

a BER = 10- (which corresponds to 7 = 6), the IF filter bandwidth expansion factor a can be opti-

mized for fixed values of 2AwT. By using aopt values in expression (45), the impact of reducing 2AwT

on the sensitivity (the value of average signal energy in photons/bit) can be easily computed. As a

sanity check, we also note that as 2AwT gets sufficiently large, expression (45) reduces for aopt = 1 to

1 (46)
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which is the result given in [9].
Case 2: If a T < I < 24T, then -f becomes

I 7ALT (1+ ""T -Lco(2AwT/c)))( 6a (2AwT la) (47)

-L(r~!:2s2Aw) _I r&T 0 (I _LCos(2AwT/ak))05

[4(5 )22 T) + + 2- 6a (2AT/a)2

Expression (47) predicts the SNR at the decision gate of a well-designed dual filter heterodyne FSK

lightwave system in presence of laser phase noise and finite frequency deviation. We note that for

a well-designed system, AvT < a < 2AwT. Clearly, expression (47) is an approximation for the

SNR at the decision gate. The inaccuracy of expression (47) compared to the exact SNR results

given by expressions (28)-(43), however, is only 0.1 dB for a well-designed system. In Table I, simple

guidelines are provided for the choice of cpt and 2AfdT for a given Av in well-designed systems.

C. The Bit Error Rate

A simple estimate of the BER can be obtained by using the Gaussian approximation [9), (18)

BER - 1 00 ~ e2/2 dx (48)

We note that expression (48) gives the accurate value of BER for a Gaussian hypothesis test only and

assumes that the decision threshold is selected optimally, i.e., at the intersection of the conditional

pdf's of wpT calculated for data = 1 and for data = 0. As mentioned before, in the problem inves-

tigated, the pdf of wF-r is generally non-Gaussian. It was shown in [9] that using Gaussian PDF's

for BER evaluation leads to an inaccuracy of approximately 2.6 dB. This, however, is not a serious

limitation in itself since it can be somewhat rectified using an empirical factor. Such an empirical

factor was shown to be useful in estimating the BER; in particular, it was shown that the inaccuracy

of the BER predictions of Gaussian approximation can be reduced to less than 1 dB over a wide

range of linewidth values (up to 250%) when such an empirical correction factor is used. Hence, in

this paper we estimate BER as
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BER = Q(-') = -Y e- /2dx (49)

where k = 1.36 is the empirical factor used for reducing the inaccuracy of the Gaussian BER estimate

to 0 dB at AvT = 0.

It should be noted that though the absolute accuracy of the Gaussian approximation technique is

not perfect, a modified Gaussian approximation does provide a very useful analytical tool for studying

the impact of crucial system parameters such as finite frequency deviation and laser linewidth on

system performance.

D. Numerical Results

Figure 3 shows the optimum IF filter bandwidth values ct, versus normalized laser linewidth for

fixed values of the frequency separation 2AfdT. We observe that for a fixed linewidth, the required

aot decreases as the frequency deviation becomes smaller. The physical reason of this phenomenon is

the so-called crosstalk. As the frequency deviation gets narrower, the IF filter collects more crosstalk

from the other signal. To maintain the same BER (let's say BER = 10- 1) a.Q in the case of infinite

frequency deviation, a narrower IF filter bandwidth must be used in order to reduce the influence of

crosstalk. There is, however, a certain IF filter bandwidth value beyond which a further reduction in

IF filter bandwidth is detrimental because the information-bearing signal gets substantially truncated

and the loss in signal power becomes more than the loss in noise power. This tendency can easily be

observed in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows aopt versus normalized frequency deviation for several

inewidths at BER = 10' . A careful inspection of Figure 4(b) reveals that, at each fixed linewidth

there is a required ctopt and 2AfdT for maintaining a BER = 10- 1. We emphasize that Figure

4(b) does not necessarily correspond to a well-designed system. When AvT = 1.0, for example,

Figure 4(b) indicates that both aopt and 2AfdT can be as small as 3 and a BER = 10- 9 can still

be maintained. Such a system, however, is not a well-designed system. It is clear from Table I that,
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when AvT = 1.0, aopt = 6 and 2AfdT .: 5.46 in a well-designed system.

Figures 5-9 show BER versus for fixed linewidth values and for aopt as the frequency devia-

tion varies parametrically. As expected, for a fixed linewidth value, the sensitivity of the system

deteriorates as frequency deviation becomes smaller. As an example, Figure 7 shows that, when

2Afd = 0.75Rb the sensitivity of the system is 3 dB worse than the ideal case (2 Afd = oo). Note

that (see Figures 3 and 4(a)) ao t= 1 for 2 Afd = 0.75Rb as opposed to aopt = 4 in the ideal case

when AvT = 0.16. The curves shown in Figures 5-9 are plotted using a values which are optimum

only at BER = 10- 9 . Hence, for BER $ 10- 9 the curves are not optimum. This is the main reason

for the better performance of the 2Afd = 0.75Rb curve compared to the 2Afd = 1.5Rd curve at BER

values larger than 10- 9 in Figure 8.

In Figures 10-14 the BER performance is shown versus for a fixed frequency deviation value

as the laser linewidth increases. It can be observed from these Figures that for a fixed frequency

deviation, there is a finite degradation in sensitivity (or an increase in the required for BER = 10- 9 )

as linewidth becomes larger. Figure 12, for instance, shows that there is approximately a 2.5 dB

sensitivity penalty when the linewidth increases from 0 to 16%, for a fixed frequency deviation of

2Afa = 1.5R6 . Another important result which should be observed from Figures 10-14 is that the

aforementioned effect becomes stronger for decreasing values of frequency deviation.

In Figures 15-17 the sensitivity penalty (in dB) is plotted versus laser linewidth for fixed frequency

deviation values. Figure 15, for example, clearly illustrates that for a fixed linewidth value the

sensitivity penalty increases as the frequency separation between the two tones decreases. For a

linewidth of 50%, Figure 15 shows that the sensitivity penalty becomes more than 5 dB for a frequency

separation of 2Afd = Rb which is a drastic deterioration compared to 0.88 dB penalty in the ideal

case.

Figure 16 shows the sensitivity penalty of the system under investigation versus frequency devi-

ation 2AfdT for several laser linewidths when optimum IF filter bandwidth values are employed. It
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can be observed from Figure 16 that, for a 1 dB sensitivity penalty the required frequency devia-

tion is : 2Afj = 0.72Rb for zero linewidth whereas this number goes up to 2Afd = 3.4Rb for 50%

linewidth. We emphasize that in Figure 16 the a values used are always optimum. It is interesting

to contrast the results of Figure 16 with those where a values are not optimum. This is illustrated

in Figure 17. In Figure 17, each sensitivity penalty curve uses the a value which is optimum only

for the ideal case (aij,,opt); i.e., when 2AfdT = oo. It can be easily seen that suboptimum a values

will make the frequency deviation requirement for 1 dB penalty worse.

IV. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The performance of the dual-filter heterodyne FSK lightwave receiver under investigation depends

on the IF laser linewidth, frequency deviation between the two frequencies of data transmission, IF,

and the bandwidth of the two IF filters. In this study we assume that IF is sufficiently large so

that the sensitivity penalty due to finite IF is negligible. This assumption also enables us to isolate

the impact of finite frequency deviation on system performance in presence of phase noise and shot

noise.

In this paper it is shown that the frequency deviation, laser linewidth, and the optimum IF filter

bandwidths are interrelated system parameters. Furthermore, this relationship is quantified by the

results of our analysis.

It is interesting to note that, though they stem from different physical origins, the net impact of

finite frequency deviation on system performance is very similar to the impact of laser linewidth on

system performance. For each linewidth and frequency deviation value, there is an optimum IF filter

bandwidth. If for that fixed linewidth value the frequency deviation is decreased, more crosstalk

power is collected by each IF filter. For maintaining the same BER, a smaller IF filter bandwidth is

required. When the IF fiter bandwidth is reduced, however, the information-bearing signal is also

truncated. For each linewidth there is a critical value of the IF filter bandwidth beyond which a
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further reduction in bandwidth implies more loss in signal power than noise power and, therefore,

a severe BER floor. Hence, for optimum system performance the IF filter bandwidth should be

optimized for each linewidth value and frequency deviation. If this is not done and the optimum IF

filter bandwidth for the ideal case (i.e. if a = ai, _-opt) is used for all frequency deviation values, the

sensitivity penalty paid rises sharply as the frequency deviation decreases. This result is illustrated in

Figure 18 for a linewidth of 27%. In other words, larger-than-optimum IF filter bandwidth values may

have a very profound adverse effect on system performance. The physical reason for this degradation

is the excess crosstalk power in addition to the excess shot noise collected by the IF filters when the

bandwidths used are larger-than-optimum.

Similarly, for a fixed frequency separation 2MfdT, the optimum IF filter bandwidths required

increase as the linewidth increases. In other words, in order to maintain a BER = 10- ' larger IF

filter bandwidths are required for larger linewidth values. Therefore, if one wants to pay a 1 dB

sensitivity penalty due to laser linewidth at a fixed value of frequency deviation, it is clear that there

is a maximum permissible laser linewidth. Beyond this Av value, the sensitivity penalty is more

than 1 dB. This phenomenon is a result of the interaction of the influence of crosstalk due to finite

frequency deviation with the influence of phase noise. Specifically, for larger values of linewidth a

larger value of aot is required. As aopt gets larger, however, the IF filters collect more crosstalk and

the sensitivity deteriorates.

The sensitivity penalty curves shown in Figures 16 and 17 also reveal an important physical

phenomenon. When the Iinewidth is zero, for example, the sensitivity penalty is zero at different

frequency deviation values; namely, at integer multiples of the bit rate. These values of frequency

deviation which give equivalent performance with infinite frequency deviation are known as orthog-

onal values. Similarly, a dual filter FSK system which uses integer multiples of bit rate for the

frequency deviation between the two information frequencies is known as an orthogonal FSK system.

Figure 16 clearly shows that, in such a system the sensitivity penalty has an oscillatory behaviour
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as frequency deviation becomes smaller, up to a certain frequency deviation (up to 2Afd = Rb).

Hence, surprisingly, the system performance for 2 Afd = Rb, for example, is actually better than

the system performance at 2 Afd = 2.5R 6. Note that the sensitivity penalty increases uniformly and

sharply for 2Afd < Rb. A simple mathematical derivation for the performance of the dual-filter

FSK system with zero linewidth is given in [21]. That derivation gives some insight into the reasons

of the mentioned oscillatory behaviour. It can be shown that when f, and fo are orthogonal the

two signals are uncorrelated in the signal-space constellation diagram. Therefore, as long as the

system is orthogonal its performance is not affected by the actual value of the frequency deviation.

For non-negligible linewidths, Figure 17 shows the same type of oscillatory behaviour for sensitivity

penalty. Note, however, that the ideal performance is never reached at any finite frequency deviation

value for non-negligible linewidths. In other words, the dual-filter FSK lightwave system is never

orthogonal in the true sense for finite (non-negligible) linewidths.

The sensitivity penalty results shown in Figures 16 and 17 can be checked with the classical

communication theory literature for zero linewidth [19]-[22]. In all these references, it is a well

established fact that the crosstalk is negligible when 2Afd.= Rb. This gives us a certain confidence

in the validity of the approach used in this paper. For non-negligible linewidths, however, it remains

to be seen how close the results predicted by our approximate theory are to those which will be

predicted by a much more exact approach such as [10].

Though in this paper a single channel dual-filter FSK lightwave system is studied, the results

obtained can give very rough estimates about the electrical domain channel spacings required in

a multichannel dual-fiter FSK system. In such a system, clearly there will be adjacent channel

interference in addition to the co-channel interference due to finite frequency deviation.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the impact of finite frequency deviation on the performance of dual-filter FSK lightwave

systems in presence of laser phase noise and shot noise is studied and quantified. Our analysis shows

that for zero linewidth, a frequency deviation of 2 Afd = 0.72Rb is required for 1 dB penalty. When

the linewidth is 50%, for 1 dB sensitivity penalty the required frequency deviation increases to

2Afd = 3.4Rb. In this work we also show that for a fixed linewidth, the optimum IF filter bandwidth

decreases as the frequency deviation becomes narrower. As an example, for Av = 0.5Rb, a~pt reduces

from 7 to 3 as 2Afd reduces from very large values to 1.5Rb. The BER computations carried out

in this paper enable us to estimate the largest permissible linewidth values for a fixed frequency

deviation. One of the main strengths of this analysis is the fact that it leads to a simple closed-

form SNR expression in terms of the main system parameters. This closed-form simple expression

facilitates physical insight into the impact of finite frequency deviation on system performance and

provides simple guidelines for practical system design.

The results obtained in this paper are based on the Gaussian assumption for the distributions of

the two decision variables. Wechecked the results of our analysis for zero linewidth with the results

given by classical communication theory and found a good match.

Factors not taken into account may change the results obtained in this paper. Receiver thermal

noise and finite IF are among such factors. The ideal case of fIF > R was assumed in this study

in order to isolate the impact of finite frequency deviation. Further study is needed, however, to

quantify the impact of finite IF (in presence of laser phase noise, finite frequency deviation, and shot

noise) on the system performance of the dual-filter FSK lightwave systems.

The obtained results should be conceived as essential first steps for computing the electrical do-

main and optical domain channel spacing required for a prescribed sensitivity penalty in multichannel

dual-filter FSK lightwave systems.
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Table 1: Requirements for a well-designed receiver

zAwT < a => 0.29 + 5.95(iAwT) - 0.68(AvT)2 <_ [al

a « 2AfdT :*a < l.O 73(2zAfdT)

AT< 2AfdT => 0.9 + 4.57(AvT) + 1.9(AvT)2 - 1.9 1(LAvT) 3 < 2AfdT
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Figure Captions :

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the dual-filter heterodyne FSK system under investigation.

Fig. 2 Physical scenario under consideration :

(a) The frequency spectrum of the two information-bearing signals with infir:tely large

frequency separation.

(b) The same frequency spectrum with finite frequency separation.

(c) The frequency spectrum of the two information-bearing signals with finite frequency

separation and zero phase noise.

(d) The spectrum in (c) with the same frequency separation and non-negligible phase noise.

Fig. 3 Optimum normalized IF filter bandwidth versus normalized linewidth for several values of

frequency deviation at BER = 10- 9.

Fig. 4(a) Optimum normalized IF filter bandwidth versus normalized linewidth for several values

of frequency deviation at BER = 10- 9.

Fig. 4(b) Optimum normalized IF filter bandwidth versus normalized frequency deviation for sev-

eral linewidths at BER = 10- 9.

Fig. 5 BER versus IF SNR for several values of frequency deviation when the linewidth is zero.

Fig. 6 BER versus IF SNR for several values of frequency deviation when AvT = 0.04.

Fig. 7 BER versus IF SNR for several values of frequency deviation when AVT = 0.16.

Fig. 8 BER versus IF SNR for several values of frequency deviation and when AvT = 0.27.

Fig. 9 BER versus IF SNR for several values of frequency deviation and AvT = 0.50.
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Fig. 10 BER versus IF SNR for several linewidths and infinite frequency separation between f, and

fo.

Fig. 11 BER vers,-:- IF SNR for several linewidths when 2Afd = 4.5Rh.

Fig. 12 BER versus IF SNR for several linewidths wheii 2 Afd = 1.5Rb.

Fig. 13 BER versus IF SNR for several Iinewidths when 2 Afd = 0.75Rb.

Fig. 14 BER versus IF SNR for several linewidths when 2Afd = 0.3Rb.

Fig. 15 Se:. Ativity penalty (in dB) versus normalized linewidth for several values of frequency

deviation at BER = 10- 9.

Fig. 16 Sensitivity penalty (in dB) versus rnrmalized frequency deviation for several linewidths at

BER = 10- 9 . All curves are computed using a = a,t at BER = 10- 9 .

Fig. 1T Sensitivity penalty (in dB) versus normalized frequency deviation for several linewidths

at BER = 10- 9. All curves are computed using the optimum a values for infinite frequency

separation (ainf-,pt).

Fig. 18 Impact of suboptimum a values on the sensitivity penalty for AvT = 0.27 at BER = 10- 9 .

The solid line corresponds to the curve computed with at for all frequency deviation values

and the broken line corresponds to the curve computed with ainf-om.
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LINEWIDTH-INSENSITIVE COHERENT OPTICAL ANALOG LINKS

Delfim Jay M. Sabido IX, Thomas K. Fong, Robert F. Kalman, and Leonid G. Kazovsky

Stanford University, Department of Electrical Engineering
202 Durand Bldg., Stanford, CA 94305-4055

ABSTRACT

Coherent optical analog links offer several important advantages over conventional direct detection links
including the ability to separate wavelength-division multiplexed signals, frequency translation, and utilization of
angle modulation formats. However, the wide linewidth of semiconductor lasers can cause substantial performance
degradation of these links. This paper analyzes the signal-to-noise ratio and the dynamic range of amplitude
modulated (AM) and frequency modulated (FM) coherent links, and compares them to direct detection links. It is
concluded that a properly designed AM system is insensitive to laser linewidth. For optical powers less than ImW,
the performance of coherent AM links is better than that of direct detection links; for optical powers greater than
1mW, the performance of the two links is nearly the same. Coherent FM links have the potential to increase the
SNR and the dynamic range by more than 10 dB as compared to direct detection and coherent AM links. However,
FM links are potentially sensitive to laser linewidth, and require elaborate phase noise cancellation techniques when
semiconductor lasers are used.

INTRMOD UJCTION

There has been an increasing interest in the use of optical fiber for the transmission of high frequency, high
dynamic range analog signals. Applications of analog optical links include antenna remoting, phased array radar,
interconnection of microwave systems, and cable television systems [1, 2, 3]. Current approaches utilize direct
detection and either Nd.YAG lasers (4,5,6] or semiconductor las (4,7, 8]. In this paer, we investigate coherent
links employing semiconductor lasers for both signal transmission and heterodyning in the receiver.

Coherent detection facilitates the separation of wavelength division multiplexed signals, can perform
frequency translation, and allows the use of alternative modulation formats such as phase and frequency modulation.
Semiconductor lasers are attractive due to their ruggedness, compactness, low power consumption, convenient
frequency tunability and integratability with other optical and electrical devices. However, semiconductor lasers have
the disadvantage of wide linewidths ranging from I MHz to 100 MHL. Since coherent systems can detect the phase
of the optical signal, they are potentially susceptible to the effects of phase noise associated with wide laser
linewidths. This phenomenon represents a major obstacle to the practical implementation of coherent analog optical
links.

Several techniques for fighting laser phase noise have been proposed and demonstrated for digital systems.
In contrast, the issue of obtaining linewidth-insensitive performance in coherent analog systems has received little --
if any -- attention. In this paper, we present optical signal transport systems which have the potential to be
insensitive to laser linewidth. We perform a theoretical analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the dynamic
range of AM and FM hetezdyne systms and compare the results to those of direct detection systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the definition of the dynamic range. The
performance of a conventional direct detection system is reviewed briefly in section 3 while AM and FM coherent
systems are dealt with in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Comparison between coherent AM coherent FM, and direct
detection systems is conducted in section 6 and conclusions are contained in section 7.
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2. DEFNTTTON OF DYNAMIC RANGE

The dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum input RF power Pin,maz to the minimum input

RF power Pinmn that can be carried by the fiber optic link [9):

DR =f 101og(P (1)
(P-I)

Since the square of the modulation index m is proportional to the input RF power, (1) can be rewritten as follows:

DR = iogo(M-2J (2)m 2

where mmin and mmau are the minimum and maximum modulation indexes the system can handle, respectively.
min is the modulation index of the input signal that results in equal signal and noise powers (SNR - 1). For
systems with inherent nonlinearities in its components (in other words, for all practical systems), the maximum
modulation index is limited by third order intermodulation distortions (IMD). To evaluate the relative magnitude of
the IMDs, two equal amplitude signals at frequencies wij and a are u'ansmitted through the system and the amplitude
of the third order trms at frequencies 2ojJ and 2a - w, are measured. The third order INDs increase as the cube
of the input voltage while the useful signal grows linearly. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. la. mmax is the
value of m that makes the MD power equal to the noise power.

where iMD and i f are the third order distortion and noise currents at the output of the receiver, respectively.

When ma is defined as per (3), th ratio defined by (2) is called the spurious-fre dynamic range (SFDR):

SFDR = 10 log. (4)

Third-order = 1

RF RF
Output Output
Power, Power,

dBm Signal dBm Signal

Nise Noise

iS c RF Input range RF Input
d m e Power, dBm 2tal limi Power, dBm

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Definitions of the dynamic range: (a) The spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR);

(b) The fundamental limit of the dynamic range.
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In the absence of any nonlinearines mmax equals one and (2) becomes:

DRft = 10 lo 2.- (5)

where DRfund is the fundamental limit of the dynamic range illustrated in Fig. lb. Clearly, SFDR can never exceed
DRfun4.

3. DIRECr DETECTION LINKS

In this section, we review direct detection links. The results of thi section will serve as a basis for
comparison with the coherent AM and FM systems presented in sections 4 and 5, respectively. The impact of laser
relative intensity noise (RIN) is neglected in this section and in the initial analysis of the AM coherent system; it is
dealt with in section 4.

The block diagram of an externally modulated direct detection system is shown in Fig. 2. The light from
the transmitting Las is modulated by an external Mach-Zehnder modulator.

Input
siinal

N 7 LPFsignal

Amplitude Phoodemcw
modulator

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a direct detection receiver.

It can be shown that the received optical field es(t) is given by:

e, (t) = i2{exCP(j[o + 0.()+ m. x(r)I + (oat + W ()+ (6)

where x(t) is the input RF voltage (normalized to unity amplitude); Ps is the received optical power, os and Ons(t)
are the optical carni frequeny and phase noise of the laser trmsmitter, respcively; and m is the modulation index
defined by the following expmsw

Ir -- (7)
2V,

where Vp is the peak amplitude of the applied RF voltage and V. is the half-wave voltage of the modulator. The
output current of the photodetector is:

ir(t = Rje, (tA2 + n(t) = RPa[1 + sin(m x(.))] + n(t) (8)

where R is the photodetector responsivity and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise at the output of the
photodetector consisting of the shot and dermal noises. The single-sided PSD of n() is given by:

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoecmnic Signal Processing for Phaed Array Anum 1 ii (1992) / 3
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S.(f) =7 = 77,, +7 -= 2eRP,+ + kT, forO<f <.o (9)
r

where i sh and ith are the PSD's of the shot noise and thermal noise, respectively, e is the electron charge, k is the
Boltzmann's constant, T is the receiver noise temperamtre and r is the input resistance of the amplifier.

To determine the fundamental limit of the performance of this system, we assume for a moment that the
external modulator is replaced by an ideal modulator having no nonlinear distortions in the region of operation.
Then sin m xt) - m x( and (8) becomes:

Fundamental limit i.(t) - RP,[I + m x(t)] + n(t) (10)

The SFDR is evaluated by assuming a nonlinear external modulator with the third order terms being the dominant
IMIs. In this case,

sin[m , x(t)] [, . ix(t)i- [ .X(t)](

3

and (8) becomes

it(t) = RP, 1+m.x(t)- [  3'  I + n(t) (12)

Similar to [101 and [ 11], we assume te low pass filter to have an impulse response of

(2B, for t e [0. !~
fort) [= .-IL2] (13)

0 fort , O

where B is the noise equivalent bandwidh The output signal w(t) is thi expressed as:

w(t) = hL(t).iT(t) (14)

Substituting (10) and (13) into (14) and evaluating the total received power, the SNR and DRfund are found to be:

SNR = -(15)
77B

R2p2-sinc 2 (C- Y

= {02og2 B ] (16)

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoelectrofic Signal Processing for Phased Array Antwias III (1992) / 4
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where 1 is the PSD of the additive noise given by (9), and o n is the frequency (or center frequency of the two-tone
signal) of the transmitted RF signal. Similarly, using (12) in (14) and evaluating the total output power, the SFDR
is found to be:

SFDR = 101og R (17)

The numerators of (15), (16), and (17) represent the signal while their denominators represent the noise. In the
following sections, we present AM and FM coherent systems and compare their performance with the direct detection
results given by (15), (16), and (17).

4. AM-WIRNA HETERODYNE L

Wideband filter-rectifier-narrow-band filter (WIRNA) processing has been shown to be effective in achieving
linewidth insensitve performance in amplitude shift keying (ASK) and wide-deviation frequency shift keying (FSK)
homodyne and heterodyne digital systems [11, 12, 13]. Since the phase information is discarded in the WIRNA
receiver, it works effectively with amplitude modulation (AM). In this section, we analyze the SNR and dynamic
range performance of the AM-WIRNA heterodyne receiver.

Input
signal

Transmitter WBP, d - -l- - -

laser PhotodeeIR f
e . d r W t A Square w(t)

4 nlyif F/ia AM.F WINA LYrdneln

Fiber Law

Th liad a ~o A W hr sh wr Output
mitde to tm r signalmodulator .............................. :

LL WlBPasF h wdeband bdail filtlaserNLPF - na-rowband lowp~as filter

Fi.3. Block diagram of the AM-WIRNA heteodym fnk

4-1 Analysis fftleAM.WIRNA heterodvn link

The block diagram of the AM-WIRNA heterodyne system is shown in Fig. 3. Using the same modulator
as in the direct detection system of section 3, the received optical signal es(t) is given by (6). The local oscillator
(LO) laser has an optical field e LO(t) given by:

e1. )'= 1P,--' exp{ j[)Lt + O.w (0l} (18)

where PLO, WLO and OnLWO) ar the optical power, optical carrier frequency and phase noise of the local oscillator
laser, respectively. The output current of the photodetector iit) is thus given by:

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoelactronic Signal Procesingfor Phased Array Anreas 111 (1992) / 5
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/,(0 o(0+ e,.o (t)j2 + ,,(t)
A (19)

= {COS(m x(,)), cos(O, + 0(t)) -(I + sin(m x(t))) sin(a + 0(t))] + n(,)

where As is the signal amplitude, w is the intermediate frequency (IF) in radians per second, Oft) is the total phase
noise, and n(t) is the total additive noise at the output of the photodetector with a PSD of:

S.(f) 2eR(P. + P,) 4kT= ,forO0< f < - (20)
r

The quantities As, o and O(t) are given by the following expressions:

A(t)=2R P.PL ampere (21)

O = 0, - Oho radians per second (22)

0(t) = 0'(t) - OLoW radian (23)

The derivative of O(t) has a zero mean Gaussian probability density with a power spectral density (PSD) of [141:

S. (f) = 4 xAv, for0<f <- (24)

where A vs s + AvLO is the full width-a-half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth at the IF, and Av. and AVLO are
the Iinewidths of the transmitter and L) lasers, respectively.

To determine the fundamental limit of the dynamic range of this system, we assun that sin ex(t) - Mx(t)
and cos m x() - 1; then (19) becomes:

Fundamental limit (t) = -2 [cos(at + 0(t)) -(1 + m. x(t). sin(ox + 0(t))] + n(t) (25)

When nonlinearities are considered, the approximation in (11) is used for the sine term in (19) while cos m x(t) E1
since the even-ordered terms are canceled by the receiver. Then (19) becomes:

i .-$=_A {Cos(Ox+O(t))-{1+m. XQ) - (m ~~) *sm(Ox + 0t))] + n(t) (26)

The current iTO() is processed by the bandpass filter (BPF) such that u(t) = h5(t).i,.(t), where B (t) is the
impulse response of the BPF. Similar to (10] and (11]. we assume AB(t) to be:

h '2A cos ox, for t e [O, (-]

0,(t) Io (27)

where B! is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the BPF. At the output of the square law detector (SD):

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoeloctronic Signal Processing for Phased Array Antennas 111 (1992) / 6
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v(= [Ut)] 2  (28)

and finally, the output signal of the LPF and of the system w(t) is expressed as:

w(t) = hL W ).ir W) (29)

where hL(t) is the impulse response of the LPF given by:

J2B, for te [ 2B2 30hL(t) = 10,1 (30)
L! 1  forte 0o, 1--

where 82 is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the LPF. Since the laser phase noise causes the received signal

spectrum to widen, the selection of BI and B2 is critical to the system performance. If a narrow BPF (with respect
to the signal bandwidth) is used, some of the signal power will be lost while a wider BPF will collect more additive
noise. In this analysis, we select the BPF bandwidth B, to be wide enough to pass 95% of the signal power. From
[151, the bandwidth required to accomplish this goal is related to the LPF noise equivalent bandwidth and the total
laser linewidth as follows:

B,= ((127.Av)2  31)

The autocorrelation function of w(t) is evaluated as follows [161:

R(r) = E{w(t). w(t + T)} (32)

where E[ ) denotes the expectation. Setting r equal to zero in (32) gives the total output power, Pout. The
evaluation of Pout is extremely complicated, and the resulting expression is very long (it consists of more than 30
convoluted terms). The total output power can be expressed as:

P'. = k.(o) = P'i + P. = P, + ', + P. + P.
= r m 2 / + (rm 2 + r,)A, + (r4m2 + r,)A. 7 + r, 12  (33)

where As is the signal amplitude defined in (21); rl is the PSD of the additive noise given in (20); m is the
modulation index; and all the r variables depend on BI , B2 and Au only (I, depends on B1 and B2 only). Table
I shows values of the variables. The first m in the rigt hand side of (33) is the desired signal power while the
rest are noise contributions whom sum is denoted by Pn.

Psd is the noise generat via the phase-to-intensity noise conversion in the BPF filter. The laser phase
noise causes the received spectrum to widen. Therefore, part of the signal spectrum is cut off causing signal
distortion and resulting in phase noise-to-amplitude noise conversion. This term is absent for a system with zero
laser linewidth since the signal spectrum remains unchanged.

The other two noise terms Psn and Pnn ae due to the receiver additive noise, caused by shot and thermal
noises, and stem from the squaring operation in the receiver. This results in the beat between the signal and the
additive noise Psn and the squared additive noise term Pnn" The signal distortion noise and signal-noise beat
expressions have two terms each. This is caused by the received signal having a carrier and message term. In the

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoeectronic Signal Processing for Phased Array Antennas IMI (1992) / 7
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next subsections, the SNR and dynamic range of the AM system will be analyzed and compared with the direct
detection receiver discussed in section 3.

Table 1: Values of the F variables.

Laser LPF bandwidth F, r2 "3 T4 F5 r6

Linewidi b

0 MHz 1 GHz 0.3849 0 0 7.58E+08 3.33E+09 8.67E-18

10 MHz 1 GHz 0.3849 4.68E-09 2.46E-09 3.95E+09 1.35E+09 7E+19

4.2 SNR nRelfrmane of coherent AM limks

The SNR of the AM-WIRNA coherent system can be evaluated by taking the ratio of the desired signal
power Psig to the total output noise P.. Using (33), we obtain:

SNRm2A (34)
(r2m2 + r3)A, + (r4m2 + r,)A 7 + F,1

It is clear from expression (34) that the system has three regions of operation corresponding to each noise term being
dominant. For very small P s the squared additive noise tem dominates and (34) becomes:

SNR- r6 17 m2 16R P P2  for very small P. (35)

Expression (35) predicts a 20 dB/decadu increase in the SNR with respect to Pr For larger optical power, the signal-
noise beat term is dominant; it gives a 10 dB/dec increase of SNR vs. P.:

SNR = r m2 A r 2  - 4 2 pJop) for moderate values of P (36)

(TiM +r)n (rM2 + r')17

The signal distortion term due to imperfect phase noise cancellation dominates for large Ps:

SNR- rm 2

SNR so r, for large P (37)

Expression (37) prdicts that teSNR is independent of P5 for large signal power. Thus, for AM coherent systems
with a finite laser limwidsk there is a maximnmt SNR given by (37); increasing the optical power beyond this point
will not improve the system performco For the zer% linewidth case, there is no signal disortion so that there are
only two regions of operation given by (35) and (36).

The SNR performance of a direct detection receiver has two regions of operation. For small Ps the
dominant noise term is the thermal noise and (15) becomes:

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoelactronic Signal Processing for Phasnd Array Antaennas 111 (1992) / 8
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SNR / m2R2P for small Ps (38)

while for large Ps the system is shot noise-limited with the SNR given by:

SNR ( for large P (39)2eRB

Expressions (38) and (39) predict 2U dB/decade and 10 dB/decade SNR vs. Ps curves, respectively.

80 801 i : ' ' Direct

LPF bandwidth z 1 GIz; Detection
RIN 0; . Av 0, Bi= 2 GHz

6 0....M... : ... ............

V :Av=O MHz, BI= 3 Grz
SNR, h erent

dB 40.................................

0
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Received Optical Power, dBir

Fig. 4. The SNR versus the reccived optical power for the AM-WIRNA receiver,
r - 50MG R - 0.8 A/W, T - 300, and PLO - 30 , mi.

Fig. 4 shows SNR versus the received optical power for the direct detection and for the AM-WIRNA
heterodyne systems. This figure cleary shows the two regions of operatioa of the direct detection receiver. For
small P, (less than 0 dBm) the AM-WIRNA coherent system performs bette thae the direct detection system. This
is because the thermal noise is dominant in the direct detection case whereas the coherent system is shot noise
limited. As P. is in= .1, the shot noise for the direct detection system increasne until it becomes dominant. For
large optical power, the direct detectin system performs slightly better. Fig. 4 indicates that there is approximately
a 3 dB difference between the direct detection ad the zeo linewidth AM coherent system for very large Ps.

It is also clea from Fig. 4 that in the coherent system, the signal-noise beat term dominates for the range
of Ps considerei. Since systems with larger linewidths have larger BPF bandwidths as per (31), more additive noise
is collected resulting in a bigger signal-noise beat term and thus a lower SNR for the same P. . The effect of signal
distortion due to non zero linewidth begins to strongly affect the system only for P. approximately equal to one
watt. Thus, for reasonable values of received optical power, the impact of phase noise is small rendering the system
linewidth-insensitive.

SPIE Vol. 1703 Optoelctromic Signal Procesing for Phawd Array Antmmas 111 (1992) / 9
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42 Dynamic range of the AM-WJRNA link,

The fundamental limit and spurious-free dynamic ranges can be obtained using expressions (5) and (4),
respectively, using the procedure discussed in section 2. Since the carrier power is much larger than the signal power
and m is much less than one, (33) can be approximated by:

r ,m 2A + + rA,In + r(40)

Further, m,,n is the modulation index producing Psig = Pn" The resulting fundamental limit of the dynamic range
is found to be:

DRf,, = 10log A r +A; 1 (41)
LrA., +r1 A27+r~l

For SFDR, mma x is the modulation index corresponding to the [MD power equal to Pn• Using the above results
and (4), the spurious-free dynamic range for the AM-WIRNA system is:

SFDR = 10log 8-( r 2/A, (42)

Fig. 5 shows the dynamic range verus optical power. The dynamic range curves for both the fundamental
limit and the SFDR behave very similar to the SNR curves in Fig. 4: for small P. (less than 0 dBm) the AM-
WIRNA coherest system performs better than the direct detection system; for large received optical power, direct
detection performs slightly better. There is a 5 to 20 dB difference between the fundamental limit and the SFDR.

100__________ _

LPF bandwidth -1 1 GHz; Direct detection
8 RIN =O : A v=0, BIF= -GHz

0 .......................... :............. "......... A v = 10 M Hz, B VWi = 3 GHz

Direct detection
Dynamic 60 ....... Fun.dAIMnOt1 .AV=0, BW--=2GHz
Range, "AV =10 MHz, BWJF=3 GHz

dB 4 0 .. ... .... .....
: Spurious-free

2 0 ...........i .......................... ............... ............0!
- 0 -10 0 10 20 30

Received Optical Power, dBi

Fig. S. The dynamic range versus the received optical power for the AM-WIRNA receiver.
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4.4 Lmact gof the LPF bandwidth on the .rvtem pneifomrznce

Fig. 6 shows the fundamental limit of the dynamic range and dhe spurious-free dynamic range versus the
LPF bandwidth B2 for both direct detection and coherent AM links. The BPF bandwidth B, was selected as per
(3 1). Inspection of Fig. 6 shows that direct detection and coherent links have approximately the same performance.
This is expected for P.- 1mW. For large 82 , DRfund is inversely proportional to 82 while dhe SFDR is

inversely proportional to B34 corresponding to calculated values of 155 dB-Hz and 108 dB-Hz/, respectively.

100 Direct detection
80A 4=O

Dynamic . -"

Range, 60Z
dB 40 . Direct detection ... Suous-free 23

2 0........ .: . :V

00 2'S_

10MNUZ 100 MHz I1GHz 10 GHz

LPF Bandwidth

Fig. 6. The dynamic rapg versus fth LPF bandwidth for direct detection and coherent AM-WIRNA links;

Ps - imW, PLO - 1nW and RlN - 0.

43 Inipct gf laser RL[N on the Cistem gerfonmance

The impact of laser relative intensity noise (RJN) is easily taken into account by making the following

substitutions in the equations for the signal and LO) fields:

P- PI + , (43)

where n 51,RlV) and nOj0are the RINs of the transmitter and LO lasers, respectively. The power spectral

density (PSD) of the laser RIN iqRVVis assumed to be white in the region of operation and is given by,

17 00,forO<f <- (45)

where REN is in dBf~z. For the direct detection system RIN manifests itself as an additive noise in die receiver and
(9) thus becomes:

4kT RIM
S.()=7=Y., Yj,+RP. =2RP, r+RforO<f'c<- (46)
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The expressions for the SNR, Dfund and SFDR for the direct detection receiver still hold true, but with Tq given

by (46).

Due to the presence of two lasers in a coherent system - the transmitter and LO lasers -- the degradation
due to RIN will be greater than that for a direct detection system. RIN affects a coherent system in two ways: first,
as an additive noise at the output of the photodetector:

4kTRI
S.(f) = =2eRP,+ -+R P .10i1o +R 2P,.O-10 -, forO<f <oo (47)

r

and secondly, as an additional noise term at the receiver output such that (33) becomes:

P. = r n'4 + (r 2m2 + r)A: + (r.m 2 + + r.7"

+ rIA(7. A + 7.wB2)

Two possible photodetector configurations for a coherent system are the single photodiode receiver and a balanced
receiver. The balanced receiver is more advantageous in that it eliminates the additive laser RIN term at the output of
the photodetector (given in (47)). Fig. 7 illustrates the impact of laser RIN on the SFDR. A direct detection system
clearly outperforms a coherent system. If good semiconductor lasers with RINs of -160 dB/Hz or better are used,
then a coherent system using a balanced receiver is 3 dB worse than a direct detection system. For a coherent
system, using a balanced receiver improves the SFDR by I to 3 dB.

50

SFDR,
dB

Direct Detectio
Receiver

LPF BW = 1 GHz Coherent System:
Ideal Balanced Receiver

Coherent System:
201 Single PD Receiver
-170 -160 -150 -140 -130

RIN, dB/Hz

Fig. 7. Impact of laser RIN on the dynamic rnge of the
AM-WIRNA and direct detection receiver.

5- COHERENT FM LINKS

Because the phase information is preserved in the course of coherent detection, angle modulation can be
used. Of particular interest is frequency modulation (FM). FM is widely used in commerCi radio broadcasting, and

offers substantial potential improvements in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over AM systems. In this section, we
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analyze the SNR of a basic coherent FM optical link. We then consider a modified receiver structure which can
provide substantial suppxession of phase noise effects.

5.1 Basic FM System Performance

A diagram of the basic system is shown in Fig. 8. The input signal directly frequency modulates a laser
diode. The optical output of the laser diode propagates through a fiber to a directional coupler, where it is combined
with the light from the LO laser. The combined optical signal is then detected. After detection, the signal
encounters a limiter and a FM discriminator, which consists of a differentiator and an envelope detector. Finally, the
signal is low pass filtered.

Receiver

DictFM , - - -
laser Limiter :d/dt Env i L

Input .. - i '7...signal --- Ii
discriminatorLO

-------------------------

Fig. 8. Coherent FM optical link.

The output optical field from a frequency modulated laser diode is given by

e,(t)= A,(t)expi [ot+ Ajx(t')dt'+ O.(t)] (49)
0

where x(t) is the input electrical signal (normalized to unity amplitude), wA is the angular frequency deviation, ps is
the optical carier frequency, Om(t) is the phase noise on the signal law, and As(t) is the field amplitude. Variations
in the field amplitude ae caused by relative intensity noise (RIN) and by spurious amplitude modulation of the laser
output power by the applied signal.

The field emitted by the LO laser is given by

ew(t) = AL(t)expj[o w t + O.o(t)] (50)

where o)LO is the optical carieir frequency, nLO(t) is the phase noise on the signal laser, and ALOt) is the LO
field amplitude with variations arising from RIN. The field from the signal laser is heterodyned with the field from
the LO laser on the de-m resulting in a detected current of

Wlt W ~,t + ewO Of + niit)

=2RA,(t)Aw(t)expj[ojt+ afJx()d + nL (t) +D.C.terms (51)

where R is the detector responsivity, ALO(t) is the amplitude of the LO laser field incident on the detector (variations
due to RIN), w is the IF frequency, and On(t) - 0ns(t) - OnL.O(t). The additive white Gaussian (AWG) noise nl(t)

consists of contributions from both shot and thermal noise (see (20)). The IF bandwidth of the signal is given by
Carson's rule as (17]
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B,, = 2(D + I)B (52)

where D is the deviation ratio given by D - wo&/(2zrB), and B is the signal bandwidth.

Because variations in the signal amplitude are undesirable in a FM link, a limiter is used in the receiver. It
is assumed that this eliminates the effects of spurious amplitude modulation and RIN, allowing the amplitude of the
signal and LO to be replaced by their average values. Assuming that the directional coupler couples half of the light
from the signal and the LO laser to the detector, the average power levels on the detector are related to the field
amplitudes by Ps - A2

542 and PLO = A2 LO/2.

The frequency discriminator consists of a differentiator followed by an envelope detector. The current
emerging from the differentiator is given by

T d+o. + (t) (53)

1C 0

where TD is the time constant of the differentiator. At the output of the low pass filter, the power of the AWG

noise is [17]

NAwG = .-7(2BrD)2 (54)

After envelope detection and lowpass filtering, the phase noise (24) contributes a noise power

NO. = 4xDp2PPwAVB (55)

The baseband signal power emerging from the receiver is given by

S = a Vra p2PPw( t 4 (56)

From (54)-(56), we see that the SNR is given by

SNR- (1 w 'pP, k(: (57)
B[2(2- + 4 pPPwAv

3

In the absence of phm nise, thii expession reduces to

SNR = 3D 2 P L.Pto (58)

This expression shows the expected 3D 2 SNR advantage of FM over a coherent AM link for the same transmitted
power.

Fig. 9 shows the post-detection SNR of an FM link for several values of linewidth for a frequency deviation
of 10 GHz. The impact of phase noise is seen to be severe. At lower signal bandwidths and larger linewidths, the
SNR is dominated by phase noise. For large bandwidths, corresponding to small frequency deviation ratios, the
AWG noise is dominant. Fig. 10 shows the SNR as a function of frequency deviation. As seen from the plots, the
SNR increases by 20 dB per decade of frequency deviation.
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f Sgnapor = ImW

SNR, dB

80 . .. . ... .. ..... . ... .. .. . .. . . .. ..

10100 1000 10000

LPF Bandwidth, MHz

Fig. 9. SNR vs. LPF bandwidth forthde FM link with 3 different linewidths.

The performance of die direct detection link is shown for comparison.
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52 Phaste Noise Spniwxsiol

Given the significant impact of phase noise on FM coherent systems and the large linewidth (1. 100 MHz)
of current DBR and DFB lasers, it is necessary to suppress phase noise effects before a FM system becomes useful.
A receiver structure proposed and demonstrated by Gross et al (181 achieves significant phase noise cancellation
(PNC). The stru tm of this receiver is shown in Fig. 11. After detection, the (unmodulaIed) IF carrier term is
filtered out from the signal spectrum. This filtered carrier is used as a "refernce" and mixed with the signal
spectrum. Because the carrier and signal w'ms both contain the same phase noise, the phase noise is canceled in the
course of mixing.

-Signal h Limiter
~~~filter Li te

Optical
Signal 

HSg4. Reference[
filter L ii t e r

FIg. 11. Coherent FM receiver with the phase noise cancellatiom (PNC) circuit.

The cancellation of the phase noise is imperfect since the phase noise spectrum is of infinite extent, and is
convolved with die signal and carrier spectra. When the carrier is sepaated from the signal by filtering, some of the
phase noise spectrum is tncated, resulting in a loss of informaton. A reference filter with a cutoff frequency lying
half way between the carrier frequency an die lowest signal frequencyfiA truncates a fraction of the phase noise-
broadened carier spectmm a which is given by

a=1-tan-' a.Ijr (,AV)J (59)

8 0 .. .. .. ........... ::............ ........... :........... ...

70 .... ... ArtJkf##w iP CK-.......

SNR, dB• ' :
6 0 ............. ......... ." ..... .." ..• ........... ," . ............. .. .. ........ - :...........

50 ........... :............ !............ • ............ Siptal binidw it hi* r. G i ...........

Frequency deviation = 10 Hz
40 ............ .......... o W ................

30
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Minimum frequency/linewidth

Fig. 12. SNR vs. lowest signal frequency with PNC.
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If we assume that all of this truncated power results in noise which is captured by the output lowpass filter, then the

phase noise cance"aton circuit effectively reduces the linewidih by a factor of a,

Av, = aAv (60)

The impact of this reduction can be seen in Fig. 12, where the performance of a receiver incorporating PNC is
compared to that of a receiver with no PNC and the ideal case of zero laser linewidth. For the case shown, the PNC
receiver offers a SNR improvement of 20 dB for fc/av - 20. It is clear that a PNC receiver cannot handle low
frequency signals (relative to the linewidth) and achieve large phase noise suppression simultaneously.

5. Dynamic Range of Directly Modulated FM Systems

An ideal las for directly modulated FM links would exhibit a linear change in optical frequency as a
function of applied current. In reality, there is a finite range over which the optical frequency vs. current is highly
linear. Nonlinearity in this characteristic results in intermodulation distortion, and in this sense, frequency deviation
in FM links is analogous to modulation index in AM links. Another potential source of nonlinearity stems from a
non-ideal differn"tiator in the receiver.

At certain currents, laser structures suitable for direct FM (DBR or DFB lasers) exhibit discontinuous
"hope" in the frequency as the lasr shift from one longitudinal mode to another. The wavelength tuning range
between mode hope is typially on dih order of 0.1 nan. These hope will limit the useful frequency deviation which
can be obtained from a laswr. Multi-section DBR and DFB lasers hav, under special drive conditions, demnustrated
continuous tuming rmges of 5 nn (191.

Even if it wu powIle to obtain a frequency deviation of more than 10 GHz, thes am practical limitations
due to the required IF bandwidth. Preset photdetectors and IF electronics would be hard-pressed to accommodate an
IF bandwidth in excess of 20 GHz. Thus, frequency deviations of mom than 10 GHz may be of imited usefulness.

1 0: : :' " :::: : : : : :::: = 1 ' ;:
C. -hieii : : : : :::o: 0::::

......0 ....... 7 t. . ' "4 '

10:MHz 100MHz 1GHz 10Hz

LPF Bandwidth

Fig. 13. .o s between the coherent AM, cohernt FM d d t detect.on.uy...s.
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6. COpARISOIN BETWEEN COHERENT AM. COHERENT FM
AND DnIRCT DETECTON LINKS

Fig. 13 shows the fundamental limit of the dynamic range for coherent AM, coherent FM and direct
detection links. The direct detection and coherent AM links perform very much the same. For moderate values of
the LPF bandwidth. FM links show an improvement in the dynamic range by 10 to 15 dB with respect to direct
detection links. This is due mainly to the FM improvement factor discussed in section 5. However, for larger
bandwidths, more additive noise is collected by the FM system, degrading its performance as compared to a direct
detection system. In Fig. 13, a linewidth of I MHz was used. The situation may change for larger linewidths since
FM systems are sensitive to phase noise.

7. CONCLUSTONS

In this paper, we analyzed coherent optical analog links. These links have important advantages such as the
capability of handling multiple signals through a single fiber and frequency translation. Two types of coherent
receiver (AM and FM) were investigated and the impact of the phase noise on the SNR and the dynamic range of the
links wer analyzed.

The first structure studied was the AM-WIRNA heterodyne system. WIRNA, which stands for Wldeband
filter-Rectif.er-NArrowband filter, refers to the signal processing at de receiver. For applicatis where the received
optical power is small (e.g., distribution systems like CATV and long distance tmmission of analog signals), the
AM-WIRNA system has a better SNR and dynamic range than the direct detection system. For medium power
applications, like antenna remoting, the performance of this coherent system is very simil to that of the direct
detection system. The AM-WIRNA system is essentially linewidth insensitive for reasonable semiconductor laser
powers and signal bandwidths. The AM coherent system is susceptible to RIN, but with a balanced receiver
structure a 3 dB improvement in the spurious-free dynamic range can be achieved over a conventional single
photodixIe receiver.

The second structure investigated was a FM coherent link. Through frequency modulation, substantial
suppression of additive white Gaussian noise and RIN can be achieved. However, unless special measures are taken,
phase noise has a substantial adverse impact on the performance of FM links. The 1 -100 MHz Inewidths typical
of DBR and DFB lasers reduces the performance to below that of AM links, negating FM's potential performance
advantage. Through the use of a phase noise cancelladon (PNC) receiver stuctme, the impact of phase noise can be
reduced substantially. For a 1 GHz bandwidth signal with a minimum frequency of 20 times the linewidth, the SNR
can be improved by 20dB for a frequency deviation of 10 G-t.

The improvement due to FM is due to using large frequency deviation ratio. Maximum useful frequency
deviations on the order of 10 G-l may be achievable with current DBR and DFB lasers. Experimental
measurements must be performed to investigate dhe liarity of die FM characteristics of semiconductor lasers.
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Noise Analysis of Subcarrier-Multiplexed
Coherent -Optical Video Transmission

Systems Using Direct Frequency
Modulation of Semiconductor

Lasers
J. C. Fan and L. G. Kazovsky

Abstract-This letter presents a noise analysis of an analog INTRODUCTION
subcarrier-multiplexing coherent optical system for video trans-
mission using direct frequency modulation of semiconductor rTlHE simultaneous transmission of many video chan-
lasers. Receiver sensitivity using the FM subcarrier modulation L nels through subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) on a sin-
format is analyzed for realistic values of receiver thermal noise gle optical carrier is feasible using the high available
(3.31 x 10 -" A / Hz), laser Ilnewidth (up to 100 ME~a), gIN bandwidths of distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers and p-i-n
( -130 to -170 dB / Hz), and optical bandwidth (20 GHz). photodiodes. The use of subcarrier multiplexing in coher-
Linewidth-induced performance degradation Is negligible for up
to 50 channels. and RIN-induced performance degradation be ent optical systems for analog and digital video distnbu-
comes dominant as RIN increases above -140 dB / Hz A tion has been explored experimentally [1I-[31; using phase
sensitivity floor of about -40 dBm (for RIN - -160 dB / Hz) modulation of the optical carrier, receiver sensitivities of
exists for small numbers of channels (up to 50) due to the FM -32 and -27 dBm have been achieved for 60 FM video
threshold effect at the IF demodulator. channels and 20 frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) video chan-
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IEEE Log Number 9201129. theoretical analysis of SCM coherent systems using direct
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frequency modulation of the optical carrier and FM video - ------------- Fib"r

subcarriers. rau,, e r Receiver
Transmitter r - PIN A Frequency

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ---st Denodulto

Fig. I shows a block diagram of the system analyzed.
FM video signals on microwave subcarriers are combined, Combiner

generating a signal which is used for direct frequency X X f,-
modulation of a laser. The transmitted optical signal vco vco
travels over single-mode fiber to a coherent receiver, A A j

;_j oIn -VdoIwhere it is combined with an optical local oscillator signal -,-- ----o--
using a directional coupler. The resulting signal is hetero- Frequncy eMu a
dyne-detected by a p-i-n photodiode, amplified, and de-
modulated. After the first FM demodulator, the SCM
channels are separated using a bandpass filter array, $ oOu, ,0o, ,
downconverted to a common frequency, and amplified. A
set of FM demodulators and lowpass filters recovers the Fig. 1. Block diagram of a coherent SCM system using direct laser
baseband video signals. Each FM demodulator consists of frequency modulation to transmit FM video channels. The N branches

an ideal limiter followed by an ideal phase-shift discrimi- after the downconverters are identical.

nator.

ANALYSIS TABLE I
DEFINmONs OF VARL ES

The goal of this analysis is to evaluate the limitations Optical signal power
imposed by system noises on the optical receiver sensitiv- ! Optical signal frequency
ity, defined as the received optical power (P,) required to f Single-sided maximum optical frequency deviation
achieve a 56 dB peak-to-peak SNR at the output video N Number of channels

3bk Modulation index for channel kprs. Tables I and II contain definitions of variables and k Subcarrier frequency for channel k
numerical values of parameters used in this analysis. fd Single-sided maximum subcarrier frequency deviation

The normalized SCM signal g(t) used to frequency dk(t) video signal for channel k (baseband)

modulate the optical carrier is given by Phase of channel k (subcarrier)
S0Lo Optical local oscillator power

fI = fr - flo Receiver intermediate frequency

,+ 217fd) d)dt' ) Combined phase noise of received signal and optical
g(t) = L. IkCOS 2 7rfkt k(t local oscillator

k =I BIF IF bandwidth = optical bandwidth
RIN Relative-intensity noise (in dB/Hz)
f Highest frequency in SCM signal
D - fj/f Optical frequency deviation ratio

Modulation indices { pk are chosen such that ig(t)i < 1. .av Sum of linewidths of optical transmitter and LO
For simplicity, (0/30 are set equal to a common value
)3 = 1/ vi, which is approximately equal to the optimum
modulation index for an SCM signal using intensity modu- TABLE 11

lation of the transmitter [5]. This is a good estimate foz N PARAMETER DERNMONS AND VALUES

independent and uniform channels and becomes increas- R = 0.7 A/W Photodiode responsivity
ingly accurate for large N. q - 1.6 x 10-'9 C Charge of electron

The signal and LO fields are mixed by the photodiode, k - 1.381 x 10-23 J/*K Boltzmann's constant
T - 300K Room temperaturegiving a detected photocurrent RL - 50 A) Amplifier load resistance
{v.1} - 4 x 10- 20 A 2/Hz Amplifier voltage noise
B, - 50 MHz SCM channel bandwidthi(t) + PLO + 2PsV LO flf- - 2.68 Subcarrier frequency deviation ratio
1 mW Optical LO power
60 MHz Subcarrier separation

-COS 2?rf[Ft + 21rf, 1g(t') dt' + Op(t) .(2) toMHz Lowest subcarrier frequency

f20 GHz Optical bandwidth

The dc currents RP and RPLO will contribute to the
photodetector shot noise and to the total relative-intensity The transmitter dynamic linewidth, which becomes smaller
noise (RIN). The third term in (2) is the useful signal. The with increasing drive current and with increasing transmit-
phase noise process &,P(t) is assumed to have a power ter instantaneous frequency, is assumed to correspond to
spectral density [6] the lowest drive current for the worst case analysis.

Al After amplification, the signal and noise enter the radio
S,(f = (f > 0). (3) frequency (RF) demodulator. The carrier-to-noise ratio

(CNR) at the input of the intermediate frequency (IF)
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demodulator is given by dards for FM video transmission systems [91, an SNR, of

CNR= 2 R 2Ps PL° RIN (4)4kT 4{v,11 ) 2((Ps +P) p ,O) _pLo)IO'T-B0
2qR(Ps + PLO) + - + R B F +

RL 3R L -I

where the first combined term in the denominator, here-after denoted by 0o,:, is the white noise power (consisting 42.9 dB is required for a destination SNR of 56 dB. The
afte dnotedth bymal, isdthelite noise power(consstind threshold noise due to the subcarrier FM demodulator is
of shot, thermal, and amplifier noise owers). The second negligible because its input CNR must be on the order of

term in the denominator is the RIN power, denoted in the neglig ie vea itput SNR os be dB.
reandroftislterb UI. Iwhc i inal 20 dB to achieve an output SNR of 56 dB.remainder of this letter by orIN. BIF, which is linearly The optical bandwidth required to maintain the desireddependent on the total num ber of channels, is given by f e u n y d v a i n r t o m s n r a e w t n r as nCarson's rule: frequency deviation ratio must increase with increasing

modulation index to avoid distortion. The impact of clip-
2(D + 1)fh, D > 10 and D < 2 ping distortion is difficult to quantify and is the subject of

BIF = \2(D + 2)fh, 2 < D < 10 (5) a separate study currently in progress.

D is the optical frequency deviation ratio. Note that the RESULTS
modulation index does not affect the CNR in (4). Figs. 2 and 3 show samples of our results for the system

We evaluated the SNR at the output of the IF demodu- parameters given in Table II. In both figures, the optical
lator by performing an analysis similar to that in [4, pp. receiver sensitivity is plotted versus the number of chan-
428-4431. The fundamental impact of the FM demodula- nels; constant optical bandwidth is assumed. The values of
tion on the noise sources is 1) the conversiola of additive sensitivity have been obtained using an iterative numeri-
white noise at the input to parabolic noise with a zero at cal technique to solve (6) for P,. Inspection of Fig. 2
dc at the output and 2) the conversion of the frequency reveals that increasing linewidth places a limitation on the
noise at the input to white noise at the output. The noise number of SCM channels which one can transmit with a
enhancement which occurs as FM demodulator operation reasonable sensitivity. However, receiver sensitivity is only
breaks down for CNR below the FM threshold (approxi- weakly dependent on linewidth for lower channel counts,
mately 10 dB) is quantified using the threshold model of since the maximum optical frequency deviation increases
Rice [7]. linearly as the number of channels decreases (the phase

Channel N, the channel with the highest subcarrier noise power term in (6) remains constant). The I-nitation
frequency, has the lowest CNR at the input to the subcar- on receiver sensitivity due to system noises is approxi-
rier FM demodulator due to the parabolic noise spectrum, mately -40 dBm for up to 50 channels, even with 100
which has f 2 frequency dependence. Hence, system out- MHz linewidth. This is comparable to the fundamental
put SNR is limited by that for channel N. The impact of limit on sensitivity for the assumed optical bandwidth
the noise on channel N is approximated by white noise (-45 dBm) and the fundamental limit for 50-channel
with density equal to that of the parabolic noise at fl, the coherent transmission of analog FM SCM video channels
highest frequency of the SCM signal. The SNR at the using intensity modulation of the transmitter (-35 dBm)
output of the FM demodulator for channel N is [5]. There is also a potential floor in attainable receiver

3f fd2 2 sensitivity for low channel counts due to the threshold
SNR N a -f1f- effect of the il' demodulator, even though the available

SNRN + _ __ +(or2 ) f . optical bandwidth remains at 20 GHz. The threshold
R 2R 2PS ILOBIF + Br noise power in (7) will increase exponentially with de-

(6) creasing CNR.
Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that performance is degraded

where o'2 = (Av/1r)BT is the phase noise power at the for high values of transmitter and local oscillator RIN. As
input to the FM demodulator for channel N [8]. The RIN increases beyond -150 dB/Hz, local oscillator rela-
threshold noise power at the demodulator input is tive-intensity noise becomes increasingly dominant. For

example, a sensitivity loss of nearly 10 dB for low channel
2 4 'BIFerfc( counts occurs as RIN increases from -140 to -130

Tv"= dB/Hz. RIN degradation can be softened using a bal-
anced receiver [101.

+ 4 1rY2fexp(-CNR) Br. (7) DISCUSSION

The foregoing analysis focuses exclusively on the impact
Carson's rule for 2 < D < 10 is used to find Br in our of system noises. Other effects also have a significant
numerical calculations. Assuming an emphasis improve- impact on the performance of FM video systems. These
ment factor of 13.1 dB as per international (CCIR) stan- effects include clipping distortion, degradation due to
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Sensitivity vs. Number of Channels such systems will have good receiver sensitivity. For exam-
for Varying Linewidth Values pie, receiver sensitivity should be about -30 dBm for

S 0nsitivity Au=too MHz 40 10 80-channel systems with lasers having 100 MHz linewidth.
(dBm) MHziMHz Hz / For up to 50 channels, receiver sensitivity is essentially

.10 independent of laser linewidth up to 100 MHz. This effect

i-20 results from phase noise suppression in a receiver employ-
-20 ing double FM demodulation and is similar to that in

./30 digital ASK and FSK systems [11]. Relative-intensity noise-30rV
RIN -160dB/Hz effects are more severe than linewidth effects, particularly

-40 _ Optical bandwidth = 20 Gz for low channel counts, where the local oscillator RIN is
dominant. For example, a degradation in the sensitivity

-50 50floor of about 15 dB occurs as RIN increases from -150 tic
50 50 t 150 200 to -130 dB/Hz. A balanced receiver may be used to ex

Number or Channels reduce RIN-induced degradation. Other system imperfec- wt

tions such as imperfect FM demodulation, clipping, and PrtFig. 2. Receiver sensitivity (for output SNR - 56 dB) versus the num- th
ber of transmitted channels for several values of linewidth; RIN = _16o residual AM resulting from direct modulation must be of
dB/Hz. The linewidths shown (Av) correspond to the sum of the analyzed to complete the evaluation of the potential of p!
transmitter and LO laser linewidths. Numerical values of system param- such systems. te
eters are shown in Table II. I
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Abstract

Multiple space-division switches based on semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) can be

cascaded to obtain larger switching fabrics. We present a general analysis of optical

switching fabrics using SOAs, considering noise and saturation effects associated with

amplified spontaneous emission. We find that the SOA saturation output power limits the

number of switches which can be cascaded. For example, a saturation output power of

100 mW limits the size of switching fabrics to 100 64x64 switches or 200 8x8 switches if

distributed gain matrix-vector multiplier (MVM) switches or Benes switches are employed.

The corresponding limit for lumped gain MVM fabrics is 10 64x64 or 100 8x8. The Benes

switch may be more suitable for large switch sizes (N > 16) because it requires fewer

SOAs.



1. Introduction

All-optical space-division switches can be constructed using optical splitters, combiners,

and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [1] which provide gain and binary on/off

switching in I - 10 ns. Multiple switches can be interconnected to form larger switching

fabrics.

Switches built from SOAs have been examined by a number of authors [1, 2], and at least

one paper has considered the size limitations of a specific SOA-based switch [3]. The
objective of this paper is to evaluate the limitations on the size of switch fabrics constructed

using SOA-based switches. The results we derive are based on signal-to-noise ratio and

saturation constraints. In Section 2, we analyze the behavior of systems based on SOAs.

In Section 3, we evaluate the size limitations of three specific switch implementations.

Discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. SOA and Switch Behavior

2.1 The Evolution of Stontaneous Emission

The output optical power from a SOA, Pow, is related to the input power, Pin, by

PI,, = L LGP. + L0,.pn,,(G - 1)hv Av (1)

where G is the internal SOA gain, and Li. and Lo are the input and output coupling losses

to the SOA, respectively, v, is the center frequency of the amplifier bandpass, and Av is

the effective amplifier optical bandwidth. n, is the excess spontaneous emission factor [4]
and p is a factor which ranges from 1 for a device which amplifies only one polarization to

2 for a polarization-insensitive device.

Consider a cascade of M identical stages, each stage consisting of a :ystem loss, Ls, and a

SOA with its associated coupling losses. Using Eq. (1), we find that the power output

from the M h stage, PM, is given by

Pm = G gP +G pfqpy hvAvA (2)
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where Aveff is the effective overall gain bandwidth due to the cascade of SOAs, and pff is

the effective polarization-dependent factor which ranges from I to 2 in a manner similar to

p. The net signal gain through the system, Gsig is given by

G.9 = ( LLj.Lo..)" (3)

By analogy to the signal gain, we can define a spontaneous emission gain, Gp,

G*, = -1 Lo 1-Gjr =-  - (4)
,L,/t_- ,, LL, In G,,

The second equality in Eq. (4) holds for large M.

2.2 Saturation and Signal-to-Noise Ratio Constraints

Due to the high spontaneous emission level emerging from a cascade of SOA-based stages,

the post-detection noise in a receiver placed at the output of the last SOA is typically

dominated by signal-spontaneous and spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise. This leads to a

post-detection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), y, of approximately [5]

(Gj.P:.) 2_

=4G,pnfhv B,(Gf. + G,,nh.v0 Bo) (5)

where B, is the electrical noise bandwidth of the receiver and B0 (B0 < AVf) is the

bandwidth of an optical filter placed in front of the receiver. To achieve a 10-9 bit error

ratio (BER), we require y> 144.

SOAs exhibit nonlinear distortion characterized by a saturation output power, PaS, at which

the gain has dropped to l/e of its unsaturated value [6]. Saturation leads to a number of

unle,;irable effects: a decrease in gain, intersymbol interference (ISI) and, in frequency-

division multiplexed systems, crosstalk. We consider the simple saturation constraint

(G,f. + G 1 pn,,hv~AV)j : (6)

3



Eq. 6 indicates that the total power emerging from the endface of the last SOA in a cascaded

amplifier system (i.e. before its output coupling loss) must be less than Psat.

2.3 Specific Switch Architectures

In this paper, we examine switches based on two versions of the matrix-vector multiplier

(MVM) crossbar switch [7, 8] (Fig. 1) and the Benes switch [11 (Fig. 2). The structure of
the three switches allows the direct application of the analysis of Section 2.1. For each of
the switches, Table 1 gives the number of stages travzrsed by a signal, M,, the system loss

per stage, Ls, and the number of SOAs required to implement a switch with N

inputs/outputs.

The MVM switches allow completely general nonblocking interconnections between the

inputs and outputs [7]. The distributed gain MVM (DGMVM) switch differs from the

lumped gain MVM (LGMVM) switch in that it incorporates additional SOAs after each Ix2

splitter and 2x1 combiner. The Benes switch provides a rearrangeably nonblocking

interconnection [1]. From Table 1, note that the number of SOAs in the MVM switches
grows as N2 vs. only N log2N for the Benes switch.

Multiple switches can be interconnected to form larger switching fabrics. For practical

reasons, these larger switch fabrics will be dilute and thus highly blocking. A signal

traveling though a switch fabric containing M, cascaded switches encounters a total of M,

stages where

M, = MM (7)

3. System Size Limitations

We consider system size limitations based on two phenomena: required signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) at the system output, and saturation of the SOAs. For a given value of the

signal gain Gsi,, we can solve Eqs. (5) and (6) simultaneously to find the maximum

allowable spontaneous gain, G,,,=, and the optimum input signal level. Using Gas and

G,,,,, and solving Eq. (4) for the maximum permissible total number of stages, M,,,

we find

4



M =G IL, L. I - 1 (8)

Utilizing the relationships between M., Ls, and N for the three switch types (Table 1) and
using Eqs. (7) and (8), we can find the maximum number of switches of a given size
which can be cascaded. Fig. 3 shows the maximum number of 8x8 switches which can be
cascaded for the three switch types as a function of P,,,. Similarly. Fig. 4 shows the
maximum number of 64x64 switches which can be cascaded.

4. Discussion

From Figs. 3 and 4, the number of switches which can be cascaded can be seen to be
proportional to the saturation output power of the SOAs. Current SOAs exhibit saturation
power levels in the range of 1 - 100 mW (the latter being achieved in quantum well
devices).

Because their system loss per stage is small, DGMVM and Benes switches typically utilize
low gain SOAs which have relatively small on/off extinction ratios, leading to crosstalk. At
the expense of increasing np, the off-state absorption of a SOA can be made arbitrarily
large by increasing its length. Figs. 3 and 4 assume a n,3 of 5, which corresponds to an
extinction ratio of 50 dB for a device with an internal gain of 10. This high absorption
prevents crosstalk from impacting system performance. Because they typically utilize high
gain SOAs, LGMVM switches tend not to exhibit crosstalk problems.

Due to the large numbers of required SOAs, achieving practical switches requires
integration of SOAs and optical waveguides. Electrical pin-out constraints of packages
suggest that monolithic integration of drive electronics with the optical devices may also be
necessary to achieve N > 8. As noted in Table 1, for large switch sizes (N>16) the Benes
switch requires considerably fewer SOAs than the MVM structures and may thus be the
preferred architecture for large switches.

5. Conclusions

The size of optical switching fabrics based on SOAs are ultimately limited by signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and saturation considerations, both of which are associated with

5



spontaneous emission from the SOAs. The number of switches which can be cascaded is
proportional to the saturation output power of the SOAs.

Three specific SD switch architectures were considered. Based on consideration of
saturation and signal-to-noise ratio, it was found that, for the distributed gain matrix-vector
multiplier (DGMYM) switch and the Benes switch, cascades of 100 64x64 switches or
nearly 200 8x8 switches can be achieved for SOAs with saturation output powers of 100
mW. For lumped gain matrix-vector multiplier (LGMVM), approximately 10 64x64
switches or 100 8x8 switches can be cascaded for SOAs with saturation output powers of
100 mW. For large switch sizes, the DGMVM and Benes switches, both of which
distribute gain throughout the switch, are notably better than the LGMVM switch, which
lumps gain in two "planes." The Benes switch may be more suitable for large switch sizes
(N > 16) because it requires fewer SOAs.
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Figure Captions

Table 1. Number of stages (M), system loss per stage (L,), and number of SOAs, for

LGMVM, DGMVM, and Benes switches of size N.

Figure 1. MVM crossbar switches: (a) lumped-gain; (b) distributed gain. As an

example, 4x4 switches are shown.

Figure 2. Benes switch. As an example, a 4x4 switch is shown.

Figure 3. Maximum number of cascaded 8x8 switches vs. Pst for the three switch

types.

Figure 4. Maximum number of cascaded 64x64 switches vs. P,, for the three switch

types.
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Table 1

LGMVM DGMVM Benes

Number of stages (M,) 2 2 Iog2N 2 Iog2N -1I

System Loss per Stage (L.) 1/N I 0.5 I0.5
Number of SOAs N N+ 1) 3N(N- 1) 2N(21og2N - 1)
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Figure 2
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Three-Wave Envelope Solitons: Can the Speed
of Light in the Fiber be Controlled?

Y. N. Taranenko and L. G. Kazovsky

Abstrct-Tbeory predicts that three-wave envelope solltoas intermodul forward stimulate Briflouin scattering (FSBS) in
(TWES) can be geuerated in dual-mode optical fibers bY anject- DM optical fibers. FSBS has been observed recently for the
in3 two copropagating lghtwaves or a Dabiwsve and a fiesalal first time [41. In our quantitative examples we use the fiber
acoustic wave. The mechanism of the three-wave lateructloa Is arnd wave parameters from that experiment.the reeeudr observed latermodal stimulated forward Daifloula
scatteritug 'w velocity of the TWELS can be controlled byI.PHSCOFTREW V vEo oroschanging wet pump power. Us 20 OW pump poer for a .P sc oTRE- y!NVLPSOrOS
typical dual-mode fiber, the average speed of the ligt peA'S im in an optical fiber, two waves having frequencies W1 .2 and
the fiber can be made as low as 3 X 10' 0/s. wavevectorsk,,2 can paramtrica", generate the third wave

with frequency 0 and wavevector K determined by
1. INTROoUC'r1r 0 - W1-tW2, K =k -k2. (1)

A recent growth of interest in dual-mnode (DM) optical In a single-mode optical fiber, this kind of process is possible
.fibers for a variety of nonliar switching and modUla- only for liglitwaves propagating in opposite directions. In a

tion schemes [11-[31 stemsa from the long interac~nn lengths dual-mode fiber, the LP 0 1 and LP, 1 modes and a flexural
and from the two nondegenerate copropagating optical modes acusi wave satisfy the phas matching conditions (1),
(at 6te same optical frequency) offered by these fibers. maiing possible the three-wave interaction of copropagating

This letter presents theoretical results suggesting that the ligmves (6]. For stimulate 5rillouin scattering (SBS),
speed of light in optical fibers can be controlled by using a only one lightwave (which is called the pump) is injected into
nonlinear resonant interaction betwczen two copfopagating fi g e two wavear amplifie fro spo ta-
lightwaves and an acoustic wave in a DM optical fiber. The neous levels.
second-order nonlinearity involved in this process is the In this letter we wonsider the case when two of the three

waves are injected into the fiber as shown in Fig. 1. They can
Manuachpi received January 9. I99. This work was mppoeud by NsF be two ligfitwaves with slightly diffierent frequencies w, > w2

Grant DPP9-18326, ONR Grant N00014-91-; i37. and by the Depairumas or a light wave ma an acoustic wave. A beating signal
of Elecincal Engimnerng. Stanford University. law rcto o tesranotia ffc)The authors am ith STAR Laboratory. Depsrmaft o ff~ ia E g enerates, i lcrsrcin(rth tanotclefc)I tn. Stanford University. Stamford, CA 94303. flexural acoustic wave (or the second lightwave). After this

IME Log Number 9108078. wai.e is amplified, a coupled nonlinear field distribution

1041-1135/92303-00 C)9 IEEE
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r ICo, Amplitde _where a determines the spatial width of the solution. U,) is

- L Modlator the maximum amplitude of the acoustic wave, A,) is the

maximum amplitude of the light waves, and xo specifies an
Detector initial position of the soliton. Solution (3) represents pulses of

,oduator the lightwave with the higher frequency w, and the acoustici I F;ber

wave. The second lightwave has a constant amplitude A,
almost everywhere, except for the vicinity of the center of

-33.r 2cueator the soliton (,b = 0), where it has a local dip, thus, the
relative phase . has a T-jump at the center of the soliton.
More general TWES solutions have been discussed in refer-

Acoustic ences [81-[10], [121. We call the wave with the lower
Ge,,erator 0frequency w2 < w, a pump wave since it has constant ampli-

tude A0 at the entrance to the fiber (assuming x/.1 $ I
Ck Modulae etor when $ = 0) and supplies energy into the fiber. This is

Modulator different from SBS processes where the pump wave has
higher frequency [5), [6].

W, Substitution of solitary-like solution (3) into the set of
• "=7r Modulator equations (2) gives unique values of a and 6 w .. / V asb) functions of the amplitudes A0 , Uo:

Fig. 1. (a) The block-diagram of the proposed experiment with injection of V, - Va A V, -

two light waves. (b) The block-diagram of the proposed experiment with A = 6 -, -. (4)
injection of a light wave and an acoustic wave. Uo 1(l + R) ' V Uoc,( VR + V.)

where R = a.A2/CtUz is the normalized ratio of the
appears in the fiber. In general. this nonlinear complex can power densities of acoustic and light waves. The soliton
propagate with widely varying speeds having acoustic and velocity V is uniquely expressed as a function of the ampli-
lightwave velocities as two extremes for the cases when the tudes
power of the acoustic or lightwaves is dominant. V R + V,

The detailed evolution of the waves in the fiber depends on V = (5)
the ampLitude and phase modulation of the injected waves. I + R
This process is described by a time-dependent set of nonlin- However, since &(A., U,) behaves nonmonotonously as a
ear equations: function of A 0 and Uo, the plot of V versus 6 has two

a a /branches (see Fig. 3). The two branches correspond to light
(-+ V,- A 1.2 = TaA 2 U, (Va Va2V) or acoustic (2V,_a V_2 V,) dominated
la ax, power:(a a

+ Vx +r)U= .A 2A, (2) V ,+ V,,± V/( V,- )-4r7-162 VVo 6
a2 ax (I +r;(6)

where x. t are space and time variables, V is the group N(
velocity of the light waves. Va is the group velocity of the where r2L = I/A~azc a is a nonlinear time scale.

acoustic wave, AIz(t, x) are real slowly varying amplitudes The TWES can be generated by injection of all three
of the light waves, U(t, x) is a real slowly varying ampli- waves modulated at the entrance to the fiber (x = 0) in
tude of the flexural wave, and r is an acoustic wave phe- accordance to expressions (3). This type of boundary condi-
nomenological absorption [6]. The relative phase of the tions for the TWES generation is the exact reproduction of
,,aves ¢ = 01 - '2 - 03 is assumed to be equal to r/2 or the soliton fields at the entrance as it would'propagate from
3 ir 2 throughout the interaction. The coupling coefficients ct, the left-hand part of the fiber (x < 0). However, for a case
Lind t,, are given in (6). We neglect the absorption of light when acoustic (V - V) or light (V 1- V) power is domi-
waves since we use a short fiber (:9 1 In). nant, it is sufficient to inject only two of the three waves into

the fiber to generate the TWES (9].
IllI. GENERATION OF THREE-WAvE ENVELOPE SoLroNs t

For example, soliton generation by two laser beams [101 is
Let us show that equations (2) have soliton solutions. To possible for the case of light dominated power ( V * V) if

simplify the derivation, we neglect the absorption (r = 0). we switch on the pump wave with the lower frequency w
We are searching for the solitary impulse propagating with a and then modulate this signal by a "dark" pulse with the r
constant velocity V [71: phase shift in the middle. Simultaneously the "bright" light

A1 =A.cosh 4, A2=Aotanh4. U= U0cosh'4, pulse with the higher frequency w, > w2 has to be launched
into the fiber. These modulations are described by expres-

x - (3) sions (3) for A .2(x = 0, t); the ratio 6 to TNL has to give
A V•' V for a "+" sign in (6) [101. The corresponding
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Fig. 2. Amplitudes and phases of the two waves injected into the fiber. versus the temporal duration of the injected light signals. Curves I and 5

correspond to the soliton with light domuiated power (the fast solutioni fot
200 mW of the pump and curves 2 and 6 for 50 mW of the pump. Curves 3

TABLE I and 7 correspond to the soliton with acoustically dominated power (the slow
NuMERICAL VALLEs OF PARAMETERS solution) for 200 mW of the pump and curves 4 and 8 for 50 mW of the

Parameter Notation Value Units PUMP.

Acoustic Velocity V3  5.76 x 10' rn/S
Light Power W,200 mw gating light waves or one lightwave and one acoustic wave
Acoustic Power W. 10 "izf/R mW into a dual mode optical fiber. This allows One to control the
Laser Wave Length X 514.5 nm
Overlap Integrals Q 0. t5 Dimensionless speed of light pulses in the fiber by adjusting the power of
Refractive Index n 1.5 Dimensionless light wave. The mechanism of interaction is the recently
Refractive Index In 0.003 Dimensionless observed intermodal stimulated forward Brillouin scattering.

Difference
Fiber Density 10 2.3 g/cm' For 200 mW light wave power and pulse time duration of
Fiber Cladding a 62.5 ALM several Ass to several Ima. the average speed of the light pulse

Radius in the fiber can be as low as 3 x 104 rn/s. This value is
Acouicyv /i1. H limited by the lifetime of the TWES which is approximately

Acoustic Wave 1/ r 3.5 ff IS equal to the attenuation timne of the acoustic wave (3.5 ms).
Absorption

Young'sModulus E 73 GPa AcKNowLEDrMENT
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Analysis of Soliton Transmission in Optical
Fibers with the Soliton Self-Frequency

Shift Being Compensated by
Distributed Frequency

Dependent Gain
Ming Ding and Kazuro Kikuchi

Abstract-Distributed optical fiber ampilfiers with frequency We show that the effective component of gain spectrum for
dependent gain can be used to compensate the sofitol self. SSFS compensation is the linearly frequency dependent gain
frequency shift (SSFS) which i the major problem on subpi-
cosecomd solitou pulse transmisuion Is fibers. In this letter, the (which will be abbreviated to LFDG, in the following, for
characterista of soliton evolution with SSIFS eaco nmp, simplicity). Analytic solutions for soliton transmission
sated by liemly frequency dependent pin ae lmi"". An through fibers with SSFS being compensated by LFDG is
expression for estimating the effective distance of the 0ompU0 - derived for the first time in this letter. We find that the
tlon method, whicb Is limited by the amlied disPeesine wave effective distance of the compensation method is limited by
at higher frequencies, an also obtained. As an example, we the
show that dispersion-shifted distributed Er3+-doped fib u h ampliied dispersive waves at higher frequencies. and an
provide almost distortion-free SSFS compensation for pulse of expression for this distance is derived. Numerical examples
about 800 fs over several tens of kiometers. show that low loss dispersion-shifted (DS) distributed Er 3 -

doped fibers can provide almost distortion-free SSFS com-
pensation for pulses of about 800 fs over several tens of

1. LINrRooucrios kilometers.
IN soliton-based optical fiber communication systems, sub-

picosecond pulses are required for bit-rates higher thann. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS

several hundred gigabit/second. However, for subpicosecond For pulse widths larger than several picoseconds. the
pulses, stable soliton propagation in fibers becomes impossi- nonlinear optical pulse propagation in fibers at wavelengths
ble because of the soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) caused of negative group velocity dispersion (GVD) can be de-
by the intrapulse stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) (11 even scribed by the nonlinear Schridinger equation (NLS):
though we neglect the effect of fiber loss. By using bandwidth au I alu
limited parabolic gain spectrum in distributed optical fiber i + - 2 + U I 2 = 0 ()
amplifiers, Blow et al. showed that the SSFS can be compen- 8 2 8r

sated by frequency dependent gain [2). On the other hand. where = t = (t - k'z)/t, and u isthe nor-
the recent development of Er 3 -doped fibers has made it alized complex pulse envelope. Symbols k' and k respec-

possible to provide such frequency dependent gain in di- tively denote the group delay and GVD at the central rec-

tributed optical amplifiers 131, [4]. The purpose of this paper queny denof t plse and 0  p t the ctlse
is to investigate how the frequency dependent gain in Er 3 _ quency wo of input pulse, and t o represents the pulse width.
isoed ivesiaetie o the fncepentgion. The general single soliton solution of (1) is characterized by
doped fibers is effective for the SSFS compensaion. four independent constants { 17, 0 0, 00) 0} as

Manuscript received December Ii, 1991. M. Ding wu mpported by a

schol sip from the Japan governens (Mousho). [ .(
Theauthors arewiththe Deput ofElecuoic Egiueringa jty exp -iFacr+iy -flc) - • (2)of Engineering, University of Tokyo. Tokyo 113, Jq. I
IEEE Log Number 9107499. When pulse widths become to few picoseconds or shorter.
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WDM Local Area Networks
Wavelength-division multiplexing puts multiple channels on a single
optical fiber and allows dynamic channel allocation.
•0 000 0*00

Leonid G. Kazovsky, Charles Barry, Michael Hickey, Ciro A. Noronha Jr., and Pierluigi Poggiolini

he advent of new services, such as mul- To provide the services described above. a net-
timediacommunications, high-volume file work will have to handle both stream traffic (i.e..

transfer, high-definition image trans- uncompressed video and audio) and bursty traffic
mission, andvideo/audioretrieval, hascre- (i.e., variable bit rate video, bursty data. etc.) at a
atedaneedforhigh-speeddatanetworks. range of data rates which spans several orders of

Future networks are expected to support, in an magnitude. Some data rates required to provide
integrated fashion, services with highly diverse broadband services are shown in Fig. 1.

-traffic requirements. Due to the high data rates
involved, such networks will use optical fiber as Network Topologies
the transmission medium.

It has been recognized that current network topolo-
gies, employing single shared channels to provide Current Topologies
connectivity between the nodes, are inadequate Commercially available LANsusually are organized
toprovide these new services, thuscreatingthe need as buses or rings, with data rates ranging from 10
for multichannel networks. One way to realize Mb/s(Ethernet) to 00 Mb/s(Fier Distributed Data
multiple channels on the optical fiber is through Interface [FDDIJ). New standards, like the IEEE
the use ofwavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). 802.6 metropolitan area network, will push data rates
With WDM, there is an additional flexibility--by up to 150 Mb/s and above. A problem with these
usingtunable transceivers, one can dynamically alo- architectures is that connectivity between the
cate channels, as required by the traffic. nodes is provided by a small number (one, or two

This paper focuses on WDM local area net- in thecaseofIEEE802.6)ofsharedchannels.There-
works (LANs). Following a discussion of services fore, the electronics in each node must operate at

DR. LEONID G. and possible network topologies, we investigate the network aggregate speed. On the average, the
K zov ,SK a a prufaw the technological issues related to the implemen- maximum capacity available to each node is C.'N,
ofeeccainpnemnngat tation of such topologies and describe some where C is the channel capacity and N is the
Stanford unserut. experimental implementations reported in the number of nodes. In practice, this number is even

literature, lower due to the overheads associated with the medi-
CHARLES MjARYa c um access protocoL These topologies are inadequate

Sa Pk. at Broadband Services to provide the broadband services described
Stanford unir, AU W B babove. Multiple-channel topologies are needed, and
on a DEC fellowhip In addition to existing services (remote logins, due tothedatarates involved.optical transport mech-

I file transfer, voice), high-speed LANs will be anisms are an excellent choice.
VICHEL HICKEY i a required to support broadband services. Broadband
Ph.D mrudin his thud yw interactive services have been classified by CCIT Future Networks
at Stanford ,',venmy. Recommendation 1.121 [1] into the following Due to high data rat- :equirements. single chan-

categories: nel networks (like buses or rings) will not be able
CIRO A. vORONA JR. • Conversational services: real-time end-to-end to provide the expected level of service because each

t be,,.na .PkD. mWat information transfer (e.g., videotelephony, node would have to operate at the network's
Stanford Untwv ,uCe high-definition image transfer, high-speed data aggregate speed. This is neither possible (due to

the speeds required) nor desirable (due to the
transfer) resulting lowefficiency). The network, therefore, will

PIERLUIGI POGGIOLINI • 1 rvice: communicaton via store- have to provide multiple concurrent channels. One
',=, . PkD. pomm - and-forward (e.g., multimedia mail) way to accomplish this in an optical network is by allo-

Ponaucow di row m n. * Reteval sevices: retrieval of ifo1rl0 caingadifferentwavekngth foreach channel (WDM).
AtpfawK he Lion iwa stored in databases (e.g., video on demand, or One advantage of using WDM is that, with the
St ,n.i,' U,,,,M. i h-fidelity audio) use of tunable transmitters and/or receivers on

8 IEEE LTS • May 1992



the nodes, the logical netwvork topology becomes iroadband servce requirements
independent of the physical network topology, as rv e e
long as all nodes have access to all wavelengths. This 1011

allows greater network flexibility as channels can A Supercomputer
be dynamically allocated according to the traffic 1010 Interconnect

requirements. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2,
where a four-node network is shown. The nodes (A SONET
are connected to a star coupler, as indicated in - 109

fig. 2a. The star coupler combines the light from I W HDTV analog signalhigh-quality
al ransmitters and makes it available to the receivers. 1 still image
By properly assigning wavelengths to receivers, l 0 NTSC VIDEO analog signal FDDI

different logical topologies can be created, as 0 Compressed HDTV
indicated in Figs. 2b and 2c. 101 Ethernet

In general, a node may have multiple transmit- * 1024x1024, 8bit still image (0sec)
tets and receivers. The number of transmitters CD quality stereo
and receivers present at each node, however, is 106 0 audin/cnmnressed video
typically much less than the number of nodes on
the network.Therefore, connectivitycanbe provided a Figure 1. Data rates required for broadhand sertices..Vote !itnratons of
in two ways: 1) by having a multihop network, i.e., exLsting network standards such as Ethernet and FDDI
if node A does not have a direct channel to node
B, data from A to B will be sent via a numberof inter-
mediate nodes; 2) by coordinating in time the use N
of each wavelength; communication is always sin-
gle-hop, at the expense of added delay. There are Wl
several methods to assign source-destination
pairs to specific wavelengths; these methods
range from classical multiple-access algorithms to
fixed -assignment TDM [3-9]. A discussion of W ope
these methods is beyond the scope of this paper. i 3e

Technological Issues i
Opricat Transmitters-and Receivers TTeSq.. a. Th hscltpoloy .Optical transmitters can modulate coherent light -

in amplitude (ASK), phase (PSK), or frequency
(FSK). Optical receiverscan be divided into twocat- I -

egories: direct detection and coherent (as shown Node . ME .
in Fig. 3). ~r- .

In directdetection receivers (Fig. 3a), the received Nod -W2od
light signal is applied directly to the photodiode. 2vA.. 1-W L ~2J
Since photodiodes essentially are broadband devices Mod Nodir ~
and respond only to the signal power, direct 2 ~ 2
detection receivers can be used to demodulate =1 -.. ,=. o 3d
ASK and, with filtering, wide-deviation FS,. F -* . w i

A coherent receiver (Fig. 3b) employs a local oscil- - .- ,- ,

lator (LO) laser tuned to an optical frequency 3
nearthatofthe transmitted signal. UseofanLOfrc- - - -
quencyequal to thatofthesigna frequencyisknown r," 2bxw2galtoIxIwot Figur2c. Logicaltopology -
as homodyne detection; use of an LO frequency ..
which differs from the signal frequency is referred , .... -
to as heterodyne detection. U Figure 2. The WDM network.

The received signal and the local laser fields
are added with a fiber combiner and coupled to a
photodiode. Because the ouput current from apho-
todiode is proportional to the square of the inci-..
dent electric field, the photodiode acts a mixer ' "
and produces an intermediate-frequency (IF)
current at the difference frequency of the signal
and the LO. Demodulation of the IF current ), .
recovers the transmitted datd&

A problem that must be faced with coherent
receivers is polarization control. The state of "
polarization (SOP) of the received signal must be "
alignedwiththe SOPof thelightfrom thelocalodcil- - Lo -
lator laser to create the desired interaction oi __a . _ .
between the two signals.

Realization of the full potential of a WDM
network requires electronicaUytunable transmitters
and/or receivers. Tunable transmitters can be U Figure 3. Receiwrsucaun
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I Ioisl I :

Tuning range 7Onm 7nm 3.3nem, 2nm . ~m - 57nm

Kind of tuning discrete discrete continuous continuous continuous discrete

Loserlinewidth" fn.0. 60kH, 15 MHz 500 kHz t.9iHz no.

Speed 3p 1004s no. 10s n.a.

R Table I. Turable laser characteristics

made using tunable lasers. A direct-detection three-section laser has been recently reported,
tunable receivercanbe realizedbyplacingatunable with discrete tuning over 57 nm, utilizing an inte-
optical filter before the conventional direct- grated vertical coupler filter (VCF) [41]. Usually,
detection receiver shown in Fig. 3a. Tunable there is a tradeoff between linewidth and tuning
coherent receivers can be realized by using tun- speed.
able lasers as local oscillators, because only the Table I presents a summary of the tunable laser
specific received wavelength matching that of the characteristic. The table indicatesthat the main prob-
local oscil!lator will be demodulated. lem with tunable lasers is their limited range,

In the following section, we discuss tunable lasers which limits the number ofchannels they can resolve.
and tunable filters needed to build tunable trans-
mitters and receivers. We also discuss the issues Tunable Filters
of polarization control in coherent receivers and fre- Wavelength filteringca.n be achieved by the following
quency stabilization of WDM networks. mechanisms [171: wavelength dependence of

interferometric phenomena (Fabry-Perot and Mach-
Tunable Lasers Zehnder filters); wavelength dependence of cou-
Lasers can be tuned by providing a wavelength- pling between modes, caused by external
tunable element inside the laser cavity. Generally perturbations (electro-optic and acousto-optic fil-
speaking, there are two kindsoftunable lasers:exter- ters); and resonant amplification in active semi-
nal cavity and integrated lasers. The tuning conductor devices.
tnethodgenerallyrepresentsatradeoffbetweentun- As shown by Table II [171, current tunable fil-
ing-speed, linewidtlrh and tuning range. More- ter technologyseverely limits either the tuningspeed
over, depending on the method, the tuning can or the tuning range that can be achieved by direct-
be either continuous or discrete over a certin range. detection tunable receivers.

External cavity tuning methods [10,111 provide
very low linewidth (due to the long cavity) and Polarization Control
large tuning ranges, at low to moderate speeds. Tun- Coherent receivers require that the polarization
ing is frequently discrete (i.e., the device can gen- of the local oscillator matches the polarization of the
crate only a discrete set of wavelengths inside the incident light. Otherwise, the useful signal gener-
tuning range). Two classes of tuning methods ated at the photodiode can be attenuated or even
have been demonstrated: acousto-optical and fade completely. As light propagates through
electro-optical. These configurations demand conventional single-mode optical fiber, its polar-
precise alignment between the laser and the ization is transformed to an arbitrary state by
external cavity and are difficult to implement small perturbations in the fiber. Several approach-

Integrated tunable lasers (12-16 can poten- es to match the signal and local oscillator polar-
tially be tuned at very high speeds (nanoseconds izations follow.
for some devices; although practical tuning speeds
for those devices are still being investigated) at Polarization-maintaining Fiber and connectors
the expense of tuning range and linewidth. Some (181- By appropriatelyshapingor stressing the fiber
devices also are capable of continuous tuning core, it is possible to produce special fibers that
over a range of frequencies. do not change the polarization of the transmitted

There are two basic kinds of integrated tun- light, provided that the state of polarization of
able lasers: distributed feedback (DFB) and dis- the light launched on the fiber is aligned with one
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR). A new kind of of the fiber's main axes.

Bandw I intuni. o 'O.O 1 1 0.0

m Table u. Tumabla flkd para mc tm
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* Polarization-diversity receivers [ 191 - Be'or= wr using a pa sie sitr topolk'. .i o SI n :n F:. -

after) mixing the light from the local oscillator A hybrid multiple access scheme combines ,4 a',e-
with the incoming light, polarization-diversity length-division-multiplexing and subcarrier fre-
receivers divide the light into two orthogonal quency division multiplexing to divide the available
polarizationsanddetectthem separately.,Afterpho- optical bandwidth. This method of multiple
todetection and demodulation, the resulting sig- access reduces the bandwidth requirements on
nals are combined. The combined signal is independent the optical filters, but still allows the use of additional
of the state of the received light's polarization, channels through electronic means.

The transmitters utilize DFB lasers. Each user
Polarization switching [20] - During each bit, the is assigned a unique address consisting of a spe-
polarization of the transmitted light is switched cific wavelength and a subcarrier multiplexed fre-
betweenhorizontalandvertical(i.e..halfofthetime quency. Wavelength channels are spaced by 1.5
it remains in the vertical polarization, and the nm, or 187 times the bit rate. Each wavelength
other half in horizontal). With this scheme, the receiv- supports four to six subcarrier channels. The sub-

, er is simpler than a polarization-diversity receiv- carrier modulation format can be either BPSK or
er, but a 3 dB penalty on the receiver sensitivity is QPSK, while the subcarrier's amplitude modu-
introduced. lates the optical signal.

The receivers use fiber-optic Fabry-Perot
Polarizafion tracking [21 ]-inthesamewayasaPLL (FFP) tunable filters to select wavelengths. Sub-
tracks the frequency of its input signal, it is possi- carriers are selected by electronic filtering.
ble to have the local oscillator track the polariza- A packet-switched network, conforming to the
tionofthe incominglight, at a cost of greatly increased ATM standard [33], is being implemented through
receiver complexity. a multihop architecture. The network can be con-

figured to support up to 64 users. Interfaces also
Frequency Stabilization are being developed for SONET and HIPPI. A
Absolute and relativeoptical frequency stabilization limited campus field trial is planned for 1992.
may be required in multichanneloptical systemswith
tight channel spacing. Absolute frequency stabi- RAINBOW Network
lization techniques involve frequency locking to a The RAINBOWnerwork[34] isa metropolitan area
stable atomic or molecular absorption phe- networkdesignedtocoveradiameterof55km.This
nomenon. Absolute frequency references have been network connects 32 IBM PS/2s through a 32 x 32
achieved in both the 1300 nm and 1500 nm win- passivestarcoupterandailowsthecomputerstocom-
dows [22, 231. Relative frequency stabilization municate circuit-switched data at a rate of 200
techniques include locking to the sidebands of an Mb/s/node. The physical topology is the WDM
FM modulated master laser t24], and optical starshownin Figure2a.Eachcomputerisequipped
phase locking to the sidebands of a RF phase with its own fixed frequency optical transmitter
modulated master laser [25]. and tunable optical receiver mounted on plug-in

computer cards.
WDM Network Experiments ..

T he. lasLfive years have witnessed a steady tran- _
sition of WDM experiments from proof of

concepts to experimental networks, with field tri-
als planned in the near future. Several notable exper- NT_75-
iments illustrate the progression of this technology: .>- . - " -c, , . .-
demonstrations of single channel transmission ' ,"', . . .
with multi-gigabit data rates [26, 27], broadcast of NIU NK -,-'NI

100 direct detection channels [28],16-channelcoher- 0o- ._-., 4
ent broadcast experiment [291, computer-controlled
tuningofaneight-channelcoherentexperiment [301, -'-
and demonstration of a fully engineered coherent
broadcast experiment [31]. The following two -<--

sections are devoted to descriptions of recent exper- -I U
imental demonstrations of WDM optical metropoli- NIU ,

tan and local area networks, both direct detection
and coherent. PASSIVE
Direct Detection WDM Optical Networks Several ... .OPTICS
experiments are currently investiping direct detec-
tion WDM networs. These experimental netwo ks N
use direct detection optical receivers and tunable2

optical filters for channel selection. Directdetection -
technology was chosen fornts reduced cost and com-
plexity. Description of two of these experiments V "I
follow.

NIMU
TeraNst 3
TeraNet (32] is an experimental network being devel - - -
oped to study all seven layers of the OSI stan- Figur 4. TemNetpacktandcircus switchingIghwave neiri
dard. The network provides either 1 Gb/s ATM (adnpeef Ref. [32/).
packet-switched or I Gb/s circuit-switched access
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Reference generator UCOL - UCOL is being developed as an uit:3-
b4o 4x64 wideband coherent optical local area net-Cwork [351. This network has network interface

units/access control units (NIU/ACUs) that
-

: .... communicate on 20 wavelength division multi-

UU ~plexed optical channels over a passive star topol-
_ 1024 x 1024 ogy, as indicated in Fig. 5.Theusercanaccesseach

I FuAu - Central channel through a time division multiplexing access
s mode (UCOL ATM SWITCH). This technique° supports data rates from a fraction of a .Mbs up

"*"- to 155 Mb/s.The frequency reference forall trans-
mitters and receivers is provided over a sepa-

LStaton 4 rate star coupler by a reference generator block
Station 1 ( RGB). The reference frequencies are generat-

ed by modelocking an external cavity semicon-
ductor laser. Channel spacing is 3.6 GHz. or about

UAU=User access unit - =Single fiber connection 23 bit rates.
The transmitters are external caviry lasers, tun-

NIU/ACU=Network interface unit - =Multiple fiber connection able over I nm in the 1.5 nm wavelength window.
and access control unit DPSK modulation is accomplished with an exter-

nal LiNbO, modulator.
The receivers are polarization-diversity, delay-U Figure 5. UCOL system block diagram (adapted from ref. [351) line DPSK demodulators. The transmit power is

set for operation with a BER of 10"-. Error-correcting
The optical transmitters utilize directly modu- codes are then used to decrease the BER to a

lated distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes. value less than 10-13
The optical channel spacing is roughly 1.6 nm, or
1040 bit rates. This channel spacing is wide STARNET
enough so that temperature control is adequate
for frequency stabilization. The modulation for- 7"he foregoing network experiments have shown
mat is on/off keying (OOK). I the feasibilityof relativelydense WDM networks.

--- Wavelength selection is accomplishedwith a tun- These experiments, however, have not addressed
able fiber Fabry-Perot filter. The interferometer the need to support all the heterogeneous data
cavity spacing is varied piezoelectrically to traffic types as outlined in this paper's introduc-
achieve a tuningspeedof2 msoverthe tuningrange tion. STARNET [361 is a new coherent broad-
of50nm. band optical local area network (BOLAN)

The signaling protocol for coordinating the rerun- architecture. The STARNETarchitecrure offers all
ingof the optical receivers is asimple in-bandpolling users both a high-speed packet-switched network
procedure. This method is simpler than a faster and a multi-gigabit broadband circuit intercon-
out-of-band protocol, which would require a sep- nect based on a WDM transport facility, as shown
arate signaling channel, in Fig. 6. As a result, the STARNET architecture

Experimental results reveal that a power bud- efficiently supports diverse types of traffic.
get of 8.5 dB with a 3 dB margin is typically AnexperimentaldemonstrationofSTARNETis
achieved. This budget would allaV a network currently under development in the Optical Com-
diameter of 28 kin. munications Research Laboratory at Stanford
Coherent WDM Computer Networks The direct- University. The initial STARNET experiment
det,,ction experimentsdescribed above demonstrate will interconnect four workstations through a 4 x
thepotentialofWDMcomputernetworksandshow 4 passive star coupler. The data rate for the
that increasing network performance will require broadband circuit switched network is 3 Cb!/s/sta-
improved power budgets, tighter channel spacing, tion. The packet-switched network data rate is
increased tuning speeds, or new network archi- 100 Mb/s.
tectures. Coherent technology is one option for
increasingthe power budget anddecreasingthe chan- STARNET Architecture
nel spacing. Below we describe one WDM coher- STARNET's physical topology is the passive star
entexperimentandin thenextsectionwewildiscu shown in Fig. 2a. However, each node transmitter
STARNET, acoherent WDM network being imple- transmits two independent data streams, stream
mented at Stanford University. C (circuit data) andstream P (packet data), as depict-

ed in Fig. 7. Each node has a tunable receiver
-. that can be tuned to any transmitter and decodes the

C stream, thus enabling a broadband circuit
interconnect among all the nodes. In addition, every
nodeis equipped with afixed receiverwhich decodes
the P stream of the previous node in the frequen-
cy comb, as shown in Fig. 7. The first node of the
chain is equipped with a receiver that decodes the

U Figure 6. STARNEToffm both a moderte- P stream of the last node. In this manner, a undi-
speed packet iwUch netwo.k and a h*gh-spea rectional store-and-forward logical ring topology
broadband cbrma inteonnect an a phywcal similar to theat of FDDIis formed, as shown in
passne star tpologV Fig. 6
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STARNET Ph s -::i m-pemertcrion - '7.-

stations thrrcigh a passive star coupler. Each r tem~ stream
node consisL of a transmitter. a 3 Gb~s broad- P stream 5-rei,~ -

band receive.' for the circuit interconnect. and a . - 1 .. ,..

125 Mbis re ;eiver for the packet-switched net-
work. The lhetwork operates at a center wave. a' 'a '
length of 1319 nm over conventional single mode carriers
fiber with a network diameter of-4 km.

A STAR\ET transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 8. 1 2 nodes -1 ..
i1he laser source is a 25 mW, 1319 nm Nd:YAG laser.
The light carrier passes through an isolator and is
then coupled into a conventional single mode P stream
fiber. Subsequently, the light passes througha 50 per- ddctdr~ieo oe* xrcsPdt rmnd
cent splitter; half the power is sent to the externaldeiadrcivrorde1exatsPja onrc I
modulator, while the other half is used as the LO ________________________________
for the packet-s% itched network receiver. The exter. n Figure 7. Two independent data streams iC ard P) -ire -ru i pletred nro each
nal modulator is a LiNbO, dual phase/amplitude corner The firgir node of rhe chin etrrocts :Iie P1 :,r-eam of ie a~t node !n cite
modulator. The 3 Gb/s circuit switch data is PSK mod- conib, and closes the nng.
ulated on the optical carrier. The 100 Mb/s packet ____________________________________
data is 4B/SB encoded and then ASK modulated Low-speed
on the optical carrier at 125 Mb/s by modified ASK data
FDD hardware in the workstation. After modu- i
lation, the optical signal is sent to the star.

The PSK receiver (Fig. 9) uses a thermally tun-

of the LO light is manually aligned With the polar- Splseri Dalphitue/
ization of the network signal and then both sig-amltd
nals are combined with a 3 dB coupler. The mixed Isolator 0modulator Fiber coupleroptical signal is applied to a PIN photodiode with

low-impedanice front-end. The resulting electronic Fr Lo
sienal is centered around an IF of 8 GHz. The stbiizationlrcie ihs~r
signal is then mixed with a 8 GHz RIF local oscil- LO0 'P( dat
lator to bring it to baseband. A portion of the in

- --~------ababdsiaiisised i-mintain phase lock of the U Figure 8. STA.RNET node transmitter
receiver [271. The remainder of the baseband sig-
nal is low-pass filtered to recover the 3 Gb/s data.
The system is designed to ensure a BER of 10-9
with a 10 dB system margin. 1.0 low~ w~ia SKrcie

The ASK receiver (Fig. 9) uses the transmitter p- 12MW
laser as the LO. After polarization alignment anddaaMavof

- - -1 rcuping-'tbe ASK heterodyne optical signal I
is sent to a PIN photodiode with a low-impedance h
front-end amplifer. The resulting lWsignal is squared
to remove the phase modulation and sent to a
low-pass filter to recover the baseband 125Mb/scdata.
The data is then decoded by the FDDI hardwareLA
in the workstation. ca

The following is a discussion of some of the design I ftJVW ScisiiWr Cof
decisions that were made for the initial STAR-
NET experiment.
modulation Format - Heterodyne PSK was chosen lw
for the 3 Gb/s interconnect because of its superi-
or receiver sensitivity and efficient bandwidth uti-1
ization. ar S-eei

Tronsriter/moduoor- Since heterodyne PSKdetec-I
:ton is used, lasers with low-laser linewidths are 8 Figr 9.STARNET node receiver.
required [371. Nd: YAG lasers were selected for their iue
ultra-narrow linewidth, excellent frequency stabil-
ity, and large optical output power (25mW). for all nodes and isset by the tunable receiver LO. For
Netwr efiquenyolloccolioi- Node transmitterfre- the four node experiment, the range of transmitter
que ncies are allocated in a bandwidth efficient frequencies is3ZGHz. At 13l9nmcenterwavelength.
manner [38), as shown in Fig. 10a. The signal spec- this results inan extremely dense optic.llchannel spac-
t rum a t the I F sta ge of the pac ke t network fixed receivr- ing of just 0.04 run. or 2.67 bit rates. Although the chan-
er s shown in Fig. l0b. Note that the carriers nel spacing is very narrow less than 2dcBof channel
corresponding tothe previous and next node are both crosstalk power penalty is foreseen [391-
visible. The minimum optical channel spacing is 8 Tunable receiver--The tunable receiver LO is an
GHz. resulting in packet network IFs of 8 GHz or ultra-low linewidth Nd:YAG laser. Unfortunately.
16 GHz depending on the position of the receiver the narrow Iinewidth is accompanied by slow
node. The IF for the 3Gbis broadbandairctutis8GHz thermal tuning (several seconds) and a small tun-
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Minimum bandw,.,th optical comnb

(a) Polarization Control - PolIa rization ContIrolI of the ni-
&&2 ri uatSTARNETexpe rime ntis manual h icn redues

receiver complexity. A mature implernentation~L L J ~ will require polarization diversity, polarization-Carers 03 - -1 1 +1 +2 Optiocal switching or polarization-maintaining fibers.
frequency I

ReceeriF A &2Conclusions
(b) Th caracteristics of the VD.M network exper-

l ime nts discussed in this paper are summarized
I in Table Ill. As indicated by the table. coherent

I networks achieve denser channel spacing, and
higher data rates at the expense of added complexity.

DC IFfreqencyMulti-Gb/s broadband networks are required for
camnefs 0 1+2 i+1 0. 1 ii+1 i+2 i- future high-speed applications such as broadband

1-2 1-2 video and supercomputer Lierconnection. In
8 Fiure10.Carier isiiliy a IF n te fxedaddition, these future networks must also handle

recivr 10. Coder vimpblinatg the fecieda current low-speed applications such as electronic
reeie nod e i u emptlyin ith n o cairna mail and file transfer. As indicated by Table Ill, direct
oandirs mInis ca h bandivosde allocat detection and coherent technology both offer
of; cahernetd IF is & The vaoue node 5 is t solutions to the neworkingof many high-speed chan-
82; thenex SAne I &Tevau f s1 nels using WDM.

G~z i STANET.Although experimental WDM systems take advan-
ing range (40 GHz). A PIN photodiode with a tage of the huge bandw idth of the optical fiber,
low-impedance front-end amplifier is used for bath optical filter and laser tuning speeds are not yet
phorodetection of the heterodyne P5K signal. fast enough to support very high-speed packet-
The greater sensitivity of a balanced receiver is switched data. One solution to this problem is offered
sacrificed for the reduced cost and complexity of the by STARNET. The STARNET architecture pro-
single-ended receiver. The IF demodulator uti- vides two logical networks, a multi-gigabit broad-
lizes commercially available mnicrowave components. band circuit switched network simultaneously
Frequency stabilization - STARNET uses a novel with a high-speed, packet-switched network.
approach to achieve relative frequency stabilization An experimental STARNET is being con-
of the networkThe fixed receiver keeps its LO tuned structed at Stanford University. It will intercon-
to the previous node in the frequencycomb. In STAR- nect four workstations with a data rate of 3
NET, the LO of the fixed receiver is also the node Gb/s/node for the circuit switch network and 100
transmitter laser. Therefore, the frequency controll Mb/s for the packet-switched network.
operated by the fixed receiver to keep its LO Many challenges are yet to be resolved before
locked on the previous node carrier also establish- multi-Gb/s optical networks become practical.
es relative frequency stabilization between the two Among these challenges are the development of fast
nodes. Since each node is locked to the previous node, tunable and narrow linewidth lasers, tunable fil-
overall network frequency stabilizatioa is achieved. ters, automatic frequency selection, frequency

TERAiEe RANO eO TR

Modullaftp-~ -ASKV -ASKC DPSK PSK

Do" ramv I WbS 200 Mb/s 1.55 Mb/s 3 Gb/s

187 G& 1040 Bit rtms 23 Bit ram&. 2-7 Bit rates

Kindal, reohe. Directduicl Direct detection Coherent Coherent

*..m = FI;5x N -F b.'speief Lam. LOWe

Frqunc TewKI1, w~lExterrai Provided by the
saiiafmreference architencture

p~blarz~aft -'No nee"e Not needed Po'Wzart6fo&- Monud-
-oft, . - . r _________ diveratr.

*Receive per 2/kirmblw 1 /tunable I /Punable I /tunobl.
niode- 1/fixed

Tronmma pw 2/Rxe4. 1 /Axd, I 1/tunable I/fAxed

Exta feiWuree ~ Muiple. VWide rang* of Lower-speed
sueiiii-daia rut pcket networkr

C- -~ 's'- -5-d~muw~'supported beed
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stab Iiit of the network, design of network protocols .2Aj L. 5 KOOIy -10,1 40- Freo.ency
;" -Mr3;C 0onr gico. Z nmm,'.caetn Sr :em,* 'efficient for high-speed bursty and continuous 1, N. 2. PP 1 .57. D !999

traffic, and selection of network topologies which '251 1 Koollsy. ' 2010t, , Fo~a eq~er S~tz, i-
optimize both throughput and latency. 2i No. L7er pp. 5; 5. 1 S0 ,,ly ),g
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STARNET: a Multi-Gbit/s Optical LAN Utilizing
a Passive WDM Star.

L. G. Kazovsky, P. T. Poggiolini

Department of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University'
Durand Building, room 202, Stanford, CA 94305-4055
FAX (415) 7239251, E-mail leonidcsierra.stanford.edu

Abstract

We propose a new broadband local area network, STARNET, based on a physical passive

star topology. Over a single physical network, STARNET offers all users both a moderate-

speed packet network and a high-speed WDM circuit interconnect. Based on these two

data transport facilities, several topological and protocol solutions are available to the

users. As a result, STARNET supports traffic of widely different speed and continuity

characteristics. Each node of the network requires only two lasers and its structure facil.

itates the achievement of frequency stabilization for the whole network. An effort toward

an experimental demonstration of a 4-node, 3 Gbit/s per node, FDDI-compatible (at the

packet network level) STARNET is currently in progress at the Optical Communication

Research Laboratory of Stanford University.

1 Introduction

Future LAN's are expected to provide the wide variety of services shown in Fig. 1. The low

speed services of Fig. 1 could be handled by evolutionary versions of the presently available

'This work was partially supported by ONR under contract number N00014-91-J-1857 and by NSF

under grant number ECS-9111766.
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networks. The high speed ones require a new generation of local area networks. The target

is therefore an integrated services Broadband Optical Local Area Network (BOLAN) that
supports the whole spectrum of traffic shown in Fig. 1.

Packet switching and circuit switching have both been considered for operating a
BOLAN. Currently, the prevailing approach is that of packet switching, because packet
switching seems to be more effective in handling very different data rates and permits a

more efficient processing of bursty data.

As far as physical implementations of BOLAN's are concerned, the WDM passive star
solution seems to be one of the promising options, because it offers a theoretically huge
bandwidth. However, this bandwidth comes in the form of a large number of optical WDM
independent channels and realizing a packet mode of transmission in this intrinsically
circuit switched environment represents a challenging task. To this end, different media
access strategies and node configurations have been devised.

Some of these proposals rely on the use of very fast tunable receivers [1, 2, 31; others
impose strict requirements on the node ability to maintain synchronization with the other
nodes and/or to operate in a time-slotted environment [4, 5, 6, 71; still others are based
on the use of multi-hop logical topologies [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], where each node performs
some routing functions. Some of the above proposals require that each node have many
transmitters and/or receivers [7, 5].

The complexity of these proposals, or the high performance required for some compo-
nents, show that the WDM star solution, although attractive from the bandwidth point
of view, causes difficult implementation problems for packet transmission.

In this paper we describe a new BOLAN approach, STARNET, based on a passive
WDM star, which aims at fully exploiting the bandwidth potential of this architecture but
does not require extreme hardware and protocol complexity or performance. This result

is achieved by giving up the attempt of delivering all kinds of traffic through a single
packet network. Instead, two logical networks, a packet one and a circuit interconnect,

are put together on the same physical medium.
STARNET has been conceived with the objective of an experimental realization, which

is currently in progress. Therefore, serious attention has been devoted to implementation

details. Feasibility with currently available (research) technology was set as a primary

goal.

The paper is organized as follows.
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In Section 2 we discuss the characteristics of the different types of traffic, and envis-
age suitable network solutions. The goals of STARNET, and in particular the idea of
implementing both a packet network and a broadband circuit interconnet on the same
physical star, are established. The rest of the paper is devoted to the presentation of the
implementation de' .4,iN and performance analysis of STARNET. In Section 3 the node
structure is described and the basic network configuration is introduced. Section 4 de-
scribes several implementation alternatives of the node structure introduced in Section 3;
the problem of frequency stabilization is also addressed. In Section 5, some solutions for
multiplexing more than one data stream on the same optical carrier are analyzed. In Sec-
tions 6 and 7 the performance of STARNET is assessed. Sections 8 and 9 are devoted to
some substantial upgrades to the basic STARNET configuration. In Section 8 improved
versions of the packet network are presented. In Section 9 broadband multihop packet
transport by means of the circuit interconnect is discussed. In Section 10 broadcasting
and video-conferencing using the STARNET circuit interconnect are dealt with. Section
12 deals with the feasibility of STARNET and describes the experimental testbed which
is presently being assembled.

2 STARNET Goals

The target of a BOLAN is that of handling different types of traffic having diverse speed
and continuity characteristics. Traffic can be broadly grouped into three categories:

1) low speed, bursty or continuous, including telephony;
2) high speed, continuous;

3) high speed, bursty.
Category 1 includes all the services shown in Fig. 1 as low-speed. Categories 2 and 3

share all the rest.
Packet transmission is an adequate solution for category 1. If the network has sufficient

capacity, telephony can be offered too, on a virtual circuit basis.
A circuit-switched network seems to be suitable to handle continuous streams of data,

especially when the duration of the connection is relatively long (category 2). This is
the case for instance of video-conferencing or transfer of big files (images, books, movies,
magazines). These services are often referred to as 'call oriented'. For this kind of traffic,
switching time does not need to be extremely small.
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Category 3 is mainly related to supercomputer interconnections. One-to-one connec-

tions can be handled on a circuit-switched basis, but when many supercomputers need

to communicate simultaneously, broadband (multi-Gbit/s) packet communication may be
necessary. This last scenario is bound to a very specific application, most likely involving
only a small subset of nodes in the LAN.

Taking into account the above observations, our proposal, STARNET, offers to all

nodes both a packet network for low and moderate speed services (category 1) and a
broadband circuit interconnect for call-oriented services (category 2). These two entities

operate independently and simultaneously over the same physical network.

The merit of this approach is that one does not need to push the performance of
the packet network because it is devoted to low speed traffic. At the same time, the

circuit interconnect implementation is greatly simplified by the relaxed switching time

requirements of call-oriented traffic. Also, all the signaling and protocol management for
the circuit interconnect is easily handled through the packet network.

Finally, arbitrary subsets of STARNET nodes can be upgraded so that a broadband

packet network can be built among them. The upgrade involves only the electronics, not
the optics, of the nodes. The broadband packet network can be set up without inteizfering

with the lower speed packet network or the circuit interconnections of the other nodes in

the network. This feature enables STARNET to cover category 3 of traffic, thus making

it capable of supercomputer interconnections too'.

As a result STARNET meets the goal of dealing with the different kinds of traffic
effectively, while avoiding extreme constraints on network parameters or hardware and.

protocol features.

'STARNET is not designed to meet the specifications of a backplane for shared memory multiprocess-
ing, which is believed to require transfer rates on the order of 30-40 Gbit/s per node (121. STARNET may
instead be suitable for dutrbuted or meuge peesini multiprocessor systenm, especially in loosely coupled

processing environmnts, where processors share the results of lengthy calculations performed locally,
instead of interacting at the single instruction level. The objectives and the intrinsic nature of a BOLAN
like STARNET an completely different from those of a backplane for direct-processor shared-memory
interconnections, which can be seen as an internal resource of a multiprocesor supercomputing machine.
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3 The Basic Node Configurations

Each node of STARNET is optically connected to all the other nodes through a passive

optical star, as shown in Fig. 2.

The basic node configuration is shown in Fig. 3. Each node is equipped with one

transmitter. Its light source is tunable, but tunability is required for network flexibility

and fault tolerance only, rather than wavelength switching. In normal operation the light

source is kept fixed at a certain wavelength. Each node keeps its source tuned to a different

wavelength, so that a comb of light carriers is formed.

Using a suitable multiplexing strategy (see Section 5), the node transmitter transmits

two independent data streams, stream 'P' and stream 'C' as depicted in Fig. 4. Letters

'P' and 'C' are mnemonic for 'Packet' and 'Circuit', and this distinction will become clear

shortly.

Every node has a tunable receiver that can be tuned to any transmitter and decodes

the 'C' stream only. 'C' stream transmission and tunable receivers are used to implement

a circuit interconnect among all the nodes.

In addition, each node is equipped with a fixed (as opposed to tunable) receiver which

is permanently tuned to the previous node in the frequency comb and receives the 'P'

data stream only.

Therefore each node receives 'P' data from the previous node and transmits 'P' data

to the following one. Exploting this feature, STARNET builds a logical 'chain' along

the frequency comb. Through this chain packet information flows as depicted in Fig. 5,

provided that the data received by the previous node is relayed towards the next.

To close this unidirectional store-and-forward chain, the first node of the chain (the

one whose transmitter is the first in the frequency comb) is equipped with a receiver that

decodes the 'P' stream of the last node in the chain. Then, it relays this information

down the chain, by retransmitting it through its 'P' data stream (see Fig. 6). This way,

a logical unidirectional ring along the frequency comb is created as shown in Fig. 7. This

logical topology is similar to the one used, for instance, by FDDI.

The fact that the transmitters are capable of multiplexing the 'P' and 'C' data streams

onto the same carrier not only avoids the need for another optical transmitter, but also

eliminates the need to form a second comb of carriers, which would waste optical band-

width.
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Throughout the paper, this node structure will be referred to as Basic Node Configu-

ration 1 (BNC1).

An alternative to BNC1 is to equip each node with a transmitter capable of multi-

plexing three data streams, stream 'C' and streams 'P1' and 'P2'. Similarly to BNCl, a

tunable receiver can tune to any of the transmitters, and decode stream 'C'. The fixed

receiver decodes stream 'P1' of the previous node in the frequency comb, and stream P2'

of the nezt node in the frequency comb. We shall see in Section 4 that we can still use

just one fixed receiver to accomplish this task.

This second arrangement will be called Basic Node Configuration 2 (BNC2). It permits

to implement a bidirectional logical 'bus' (Fig. 8), similar to the one used by IEEE 802.6

DQDB.

Alternatively, this bidirectional chain can be terminated like in Fig. 6, but at both

ends. In this case we get two independent counter-rotating rings (see Fig. 9).

All these topologies are suitable for the implementation of a packet network. Some of

them conform to those used for popular network standards, like FDDI or DQDB. The con-

figuration chosen for the experimental STARNET testbed is BNC1 with a unidirectional

ring topology (Section 12).

Substantial enhancements to these topologies will be described in Section 8.

4 Node Implementation

In this section we discuss the implementation of the basic node configurations BNC1 and.

BNC2, starting with BNC1.

BNC1, as outlined in the previous section, fias three different subsystems: a trans-

mitter, a tunable receiver and a 'P' stream receiver permanently tuned to the previous

node in the frequency comb. We analyze these subsystems one by one. Fig. 10 shows the

overall node structure, to serve as a reference throughout this section.

For STARNET, we propose coherent heterodyne detection, with external optical mod-

ulation. The rationale behind these choices will be discussed in Section 11.

4.1 The Transmitter

The transmitter has to multiplex two independent data streams, the 'C' stream and the

'P' stream. For now, we consider the TDM multiplexing solution: the transmitter devotes
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part of the time to 'C' data and part of the time to 'P' data. Other multiplexing solutions
and their performance will be addressed in Section 5.

The transmission laser is kept at a fixed frequency in normal operation.

4.2 The Tunable 'C' Stream Receiver

The tunable 'C' stream receiver is a standard heterodyne receiver with a tunable Local
Oscillator (LO). In the 'C' stream TDM frame only two 'slots' are present, the 'C' slot
and the 'P' slot. Synchronization to the desired slot, 'C' in this case, can be achieved by
putting a unique identifier 2 at the start of the slot. The length of both the 'P' and 'C'
slots is fixed and the slots are interleaved. Since the identifier can be as short as a few
bits, and the frame length can be several thousand bits, the overhead is negligible.

The receiver laser is tunable over the entire frequency comb. Since we are dealing with
the 'C' links, which are used to support circuit-switched broadband trafic, acceptable tun-
ing speeds could be on the order of milliseconds or even tens of milliseconds. This makes
it easier to use tunable semiconductor lasers, in spite of thermal transients and mode
hops. A successful experiment on millisecond laser tuning in a dense WDM environment
is described in [131. The relaxed constraints imposed by this network arrangement could
make it possible to use direct thermal tuning of DFB sources as well.

Regarding polarization problems, any means of achieving polarization insensitivity (i.
e. polarization diversity, polarization scrambling etc.) is compatible with our network (for
a comprehensive review of these methods see [14]).

4.3 The Fixed Receiver

The fixed receiver is permanently tuned to the transmitter of the previous node in the
frequency comb.

This task could be carried out by another independent tunable receiver, which would
remain permanently locked on the previous node carrier. However, it is possible to build
the additional receiver so that it does not require another tunable laser and at the same
time eases frequency stabilization of the whole comb of carriers, as follows.

Part of the transmitter laser light is tapped out before it enters the optical modulator
(Fig. 10) and is used as LO signal for the fixed receiver. If the frequency comb of channels

2For instance, FDDI makes use of a very short unique identifier to mark the beginning of a packet.
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is equispaced, the IF spectrum in the fixed receiver looks as shown in Fig. 11. Both the

previous and the following channel in the comb are present, but they overlap due to the

heterodyning process and information cannot be recovered.

To solve this problem, we resort to a new carrier allocation strategy [15] shown in Fig.

12b. For comparison, the conventional equispaced frequency allocation is reported in Fig.

12a. The channel spacing in the new allocation strategy is determined as follows. First,

the minimum electrical spacing at the heterodyne receiver IF for equispaced channels, 2 , is

determined. This corresponds to an optical spacing equal to 6. Then, carriers are grouped

in pairs along the optical comb. The optical separation between the channels belonging

to the same pair is reduced to 6/2, while the separation between different pairs is kept

at the value 6. This carrier allocation still permits heterodyne reception of any of the

channels without interference [15], and therefore does not adversely affect the 'C' stream

interconnections established through the tunable receivers.

This new concept was originally conceived to save bandwidth: the theoretical band-

width wasting due to heterodyne detection, with respect to homodyne detection, is de-

creased by at least 50% as compared to the equispaced channel arrangement.

In STARNET, an additional effect occurs: at IF, in the fixed receiver, the spectra

of the previous and the next carrier in the comb are now separated, although the IF at

which they are located can be either one of two values. In Fig. 13 we show the new signal

spectrum at the output of the IF stage of the fixed receiver.

With the simpler node structure BNC1, only one of the two channels is demodulated.

With BNC2, both the previous node signal and the next node signal are demodulated.

With both BNC1 and BNC2, the receiver controller has to find out 'which is which'

between the two channels, due to the IF location ambiguity shown in Fig. 13. This

identification is needed at the network set-up time only.

Through IF filters, the desired channel is isolated and sent to the demodulator, where

the 'P' TDM frame is extracted. 'P' stream TDM frame synchronization acquisition is

done at the network set-up time. Then, maintaining frame synchronization consists of

just counting a number of bit intervals. As a result TDM frame synchronization is easily

maintained as long as regular bit clock synchronization is not lost.

If direct modulation of the transmitter laser were used, it would not be possible to

utilize part of the light of this laser for heterodyning at the fixed receiver. Therefore the

fixed receiver would need a separate LO laser. Also, in STARNET direct modulation of the
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transmitter laser would make it difficult to take advantage of the frequency stabilization

method described below.

4.4 Frequency Stabilization

Like any coherent receiver, the fixed receiver must keep its LO tuned so that reception

of the desired channel takes place. Since the LO of the fixed receiver is also the node

transmitter laser, the frequency control operated by the fixed receiver to keep its LO

locked on the previous node carrier also provides relative frequency stabilization between

the two nodes. Since this is done by all the nodes in the comb, each node is frequency

locked to the previous node and overall network frequency stabilization is achieved.

The above idea needs experimental confirmation, since it is not clear what the effects

of propagation of random frequency fluctuations along the comb would be.

However, a recent experiment [16] has shown that semiconductor lasers exhibit a sur-

prisingly good frequency stability once their temperature is tightly stabilized. This conclu-

sion suggests that in STARNET, once the network has been set up, tightly temperature-

controlled lasers might need only a very slow control, or even just occasional adjustments,

to keep them at their nominal frequencies. If this is the case, propagation of random

frequency fluctuations along the chain could be reduced or even avoided. Tuning adjust-

ments could be triggered or controlled by the network protocol, and information on the

overall stability of the comb could be exchanged through the packet network.

Finally, the first node in the comb has to be locked to an absolute reference. This

reference needs to be one stable spectral line only, which would establish the 'origin' of

the frequency comb.

If direct modulation of the transmitter laser were used, then the fixed receiver would

have to use a separate LO laser. The above frequency stabilization method could still be

used indirectly by keeping the node transmitter laser locked onto the fixed receiver LO,

but at the cost of a much greater complexity.

4.5 Implementation of BNC2

The BNC2 transmitter is identical to the BNCI one, except for the fact that there are

three TDM data streams instead of two: 'C', 'P1' and 'P2'. The 'C' stream receiver is

identical. The fixed receiver extracts the 'P1' stream from the left adjacent node and the
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'P2' stream from the right adjacent node in the optical frequency comb. Both are visible

at IF in the fixed receiver (Fig. 13). Frequency stabilization is again done with respect to

the previous carrier in the frequency comb.

BNC2 is therefore only slightly more complex than BNC1. As shown in Section 3,

BNC2 permits a greater variety of packet network logical topologies and therefore a wider

compatibility (above the physical layer) with existing standards, which makes it an inter-

esting alternative to BNCI.

5 Data Stream Multiplexing

In the previous section we assumed that TDM was used to multiplex the 'C' and P'

data streams on the same carrier. In this section we explore and compare the following

alternative solutions:

" TDM;

" combined modulation formats;

" subcarrier multiplexing;

" multilevel modulation.

We define the 'power penalty due to multiplexing' (A) as the ratio between the power

needed to transmit both 'C' and 'P' streams, and the power needed to transmit the 'C'

stream only, at the same fixed error probability.

5.1 Time Division Multiplexing

When TDM is used, transmission speed has to be increased with respect to transmission

of the 'C' stream alone in order to accomodate the 'P' stream. As a result, the bit duration

is decreased and so is the energy per bit. To restore the level of energy per bit that was

available with the 'C' stream alone, and therefore obtain the same error probability, extra

power is needed, and the multiplexing power penalty is (see Appendix A.2):

A [bit rate of 'P' stream)]1
A=_- 10log1 0 Ii+ [bit rate of 'C' stream]i

A plot of the power penalty A versus the bit rate ratio:

speed of 'C' stream (2)
speed of 'P' stream
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is shown in Fig. 14. The performance of TDM is the best among all the solutions con-

sidered here. However, a negative aspect of TDM is that both the transmitter and the

receivers must work at the aggregate speed of the two multiplexed data streams.

5.2 Combined Modulation

Some modulation formats can be utilized simultaneously on the same carrier and detected

independently. For instance, low-modulation-index ASK can be used simultaneously with

any modulation format which does not rely on transmission power variations (PSK, DPSK,

FSK, POLSK, etc.).

We computed the performance of the combined modulation approach for ASK with

heterodyne PSK and DPSK. In both cases the ASK stream is extracted by squaring the

IF signal to get rid of the phase modulation. IF filtering has to be very loose to ensure

complete cancellation of the phase modulation in the squarer. Instead, post-detection

filtering is tight. The ASK modulation depth is adjusted so that the error probability of

ASK and the companion (D)PSK stream are equal. In Fig. 14 the power penalty A with

respect to transmission of (D)PSK alone is plotted versus the speed ratio:

p - [bit rate (D)PSK]/[bit rate ASK] (3)

The derivation is given in Appendix A.1. Assuming then that the 'P' stream is ASK en-

coded and the 'C' stream is PSK encoded, both A and p are consistent with those defined

in (1) and (2) for TDM, so that the curves shown in Fig. 14 are directly comparable.

The penalty of combined modulation is considerably higher than that of TDM. For L

p < 5 it is about 6 dB. This solution is therefore more attractive if the speeds of the 'P'

and 'C' links are substantially different: for p > 20 the penalty is less than 3dB.

The advantage of combined modulation with respect to TDM is that combined modu-

lation does not need 'P' and 'C' stream buffering and synchronization at the transmitter,

and time-demultiplexing at the receivers. Also, 'C' and 'P' stream transmission speeds

do not add up.

Both phase and amplitude modulation can be performed by means of commercially

available multiport single LiNb03 modulators. Therefore no additional light power loss

due to the use of two cascaded modulators occurs.

Combined modulation is well suited for BNC1, since only one 'P' stream is to be

supported. With BNC2, two 'P' streams are present and an additional multiplexing
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strategy must be used to accomodate both.

5.3 Subcarrier Multiplexing

This technique has been extensively studied for television distribution networks. It has
also been proposed for some BOLAN solutions [11]. Its feasibility has been proved in

several experiments [21].

With subcarrier multiplexing, the multiplexed streams share the channel amplitude
rather than the channel power 3 , which lea' to higher penalties than with TDM. The
multiplexing power penalty A due to subcar r multiplexing of the 'P' and 'C' stream is
shown in Fig. 14 as a function of the bit rat. Latio p defined by (2). The derivations are
shown in Appendix A.3.

Subcarrier multiplexing performs better than combined modulation but it has the
unwelcome effect of greatly increasing the optical channel bandwidth. This effect is detri-
mental because the IF bandwidth of the receivers has to be increased as well. This is
particularly harmful for the fixed receiver that always has to 'see' both adjacent nodes
in its IF. As a result, the values of the two channels IF frequencies are likely to become

extremely high.

Also, the spectrum of the transmitted SCM node signal becomes complicated because
the spectrum of at least one of the two multiplexed streams is duplicated, i.e. at the
receiver it appears to the left and to the right of the IF frequency of the channel. This

is likely to make channel tuning and frequency stabilization more difficult. Thus, both
TDM and combined modulation seem to be a better choice.

However, subcarrier multiplexing could be useful in conjunction with combined mod-
ulation to multiplex two 'P' streams for the BNC2 configuration. The two 'P' streams
can be first AM electrically subcarrier multiplexed. Then the resulting signal is fed into
the AM port of the LiNb03 modulator, while the 'C' (D)PSK stream goes into the phase

modulation port.

I f the number of streams in very high, one can rely on the fact that not all of them are 'high' or 'low'
at the same time and it can be thought that the needed power (not the amplitude) grows linearly with
the number of stream.. This is not the case, however, when the number of stream. is only two or three.
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5.4 Multilevel Transmission

In a multilevel transmission system, each transmitted symbol carries more than one in-

formation bit. If each symbol carries n bits, n - k of these bits can be devoted to the 'C'

link, and k of them to the 'P' link. This way, neither TDM multiplexing-demultiplexing

circuitry, nor special combined-format modulators are needed. Also, multilevel transmis-

sion can be beneficial in a WDM network environment where bandwidth is the limiting

factor for the maximum number of nodes (see next section).

On the other hand, coherent multilevel optical transmission, although theoretically

feasible ( using FSK, PSK, QAM or POLSK [22)), is complicated and needs experimental

investigation.

6 Performance of the Circuit Interconnect

Fig. 15 shows the maximum number of nodes as a function of the 'C' link bit rate. The

calculations are reported in Appendix B. The following assumptions were made in the

analysis:

* The passive star consists of two-by-two couplers with an excess loss of 0.5 dB per

coupler. The number of stages that each signal traverses is log(N) where N is the total

number of nodes. The power splitting factor for each signal is 1/N.

* The transmission format is DPSK with the ideal sensitivity of 21 photons per bit.

" The presence of two receivers in the node causes a 3 dB splitting loss. No penalty

due to the multiplexing of the 'P' stream is accounted for, since different solutions lead to

substantially different performances. The reader can easily scale the power budget results

shown here on the basis of the penalties shown in Fig. 14.

o A system margin of 13 dB is imposed.

e The electrical channel spacing is set at three times the bit rate. The non-equispaced

channel allocation is assumed (Fig. 12b) resulting in an optical channel spacing of 4.5

times the bit rate.

* The maximum available bandwidth is considered to be the width of the 1550 nm

window, approximately 20 Thz.

• A value of 10 nm is used for the maximum tunability range of the lasers4 .

'A breakthrough result of 57 nrn hu just been announced [251. 0owever, since very little is known so

far on the characteristics and reproducibility of the new component, we choose the safer assumption of
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a Power loss in the fiber is considered to be part of the 'system margin'.

Fig. 15 shows that the 1550 nm window bandwidth limit is above the power budget

limit. However, if a 7 dB system margin, instead of 13 dB, were chosen, the power budget

curve would lie completely above the bandwidth limit. The limit due to the laser tunability

range is stricter than both the power budget and the 1550 nm window bandwidth limit:

at 1Gbit/s per node, the maximum number of nodes that it allows is 275.

An interesting result is that in this environment optical bandwidth cannot be consid-

ered an unlimited resource and there is a definite advantage in using bandwidth-efficient

transmission schemes.

7 Packet Network

Fig. 16 shows the total mean packet transmission delay as a function of the offered traffic,

including both propagation and queueing delays, for the single-ring logical topology with

100 and 1000 nodes. The following assumptions were made:

e The network is a token ring, working according to the exhaustive service discipline.

* Queues have unlimited length.

e Transmission speed is 100 Mbit/s.

* The packet length distribution is exponential, with a mean value of 2000 bits. The

token packet has length 200 bits.

* The node geographical distribution is uniform over an area of 6 km in diameter,

having the star at its center.

o Traffic is symmetric (each station generates the same traffic).

The curve was calculated using the analytical results of [261.

Fig. 16 shows that the total maximum throughput (i.e. the capacity) coincides with

the line rate (100 Mbit/s), although for loads nearing the line rate the expected delay

increases substantially. When the network is lightly loaded, the total mean delay is

propagation-dominated. It amounts to about 2 ms for a hundred nodes and about 20 ms

for a thousand nodes. For a load of 80% of the maximum throughput, these figures grow

by a factor of five and become queueing-delay dominated. These numbers show that with

this topology it is possible to achieve throughputs fairly close to the maximum with total

delays on the order of 4-5 times the propagation delays.

10 nrn tunability range.
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With a thousand nodes, the maximum theoretical per-node capacity is 100 Kbit/s,

while it is 1 Mbit/s for 100 nodes.

This topology, as reflected by the results of Fig. 16, offers a per-node capacity which is
inversely proportional to the number of nodes and shows a linear growth of propagation
delay with the number of nodes. By increasing transmission speed, it is possible to linearly
push the capacity limit further away. However, this does not help to fight the packet delay
floor due to propagation delays. Propagation delays may be of concern in STARNET,
since due to its physical architecture the physical path between any two nodes has to
go through the center star, irrespectively of how close the nodes are located. This may
induce higher propagation delays as compared to networks where both the logical and the
physical topology is a ring, and each node is linked to the following through the shortest

possible paths .

If the dual bus configuration is chosen (see Section 3) instead of the single ring, the per-
formance is slightly different but the above general behavior of capacity and the presence

of the propagation delay floor are unchanged.

Therefore, as a whole, the packet network of STARNET has a potential similar to
today's commercial state-of-the-art optical networks, like FDDI, DQDB and CRMA. This

can be already regarded as a satisfactory result, since the main data transport facility of
STARNET consists of the circuit interconnect. However, as mentioned, the performance
of the packet network degrades very fast with the number of nodes and could worsen to
the point of becoming unacceptable even for the exchange of relatively low-speed data. In
STARNET a poor performance could also impair the circuit-interconnect signaling and
network-management functions that are supported by the packet network and that are

vital for its operation.
In the next section we discuss some alternative logical topologies for the packet network

that substantially improve its performance with little added complexity.
5 However, in most case people do not connect nodes through the shortest path, even when this would

be permitted by the network physical topology. In most FDDI installations all the cables converge to a
concentrator in a star-like fashion. Therefore the above drawback of STARNET physical topology may
be more theoretical than actual.
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8 Enhanced topologies

In Section 3 we introduced the basic packet network topologies. Here we explore some
enhanced solutions, still based on the basic node configurations BNC1 and BNC2.

8.1 Description

On the same physical star we allocate M independent packet networks so that they are
contiguous in the optical frequency domain (Fig. 17). Their logical topology can be any of
the ones presented in Section 3. We call them subnetworks. Any node can still connect to
any other by means of the high speed links, even if they belong to different subnetworks,
since the circuit interconnect is not affected by the packet network segmentation.

One node per subnetwork serves as a bridging node. The bridging node is connected
to its subnetwork by means of its 'P' stream and its fixed receiver. To make the different
packet subnetworks talk to each other, the bridging nodes also establish connections
among themselves by means of their tunable receiver and of the 'C' link.

An example of the logical topology that can be imnl--qented this way is shown in Fig.
18. The packet subnetworks are rings and the ba(erxone is a ring too. The bridging nodes
are shown as Bi, with j ranging from - to M.

The nodes of a subnetwork serd to the bridging node all the packets whose destination
is outside the subnetwork. The bridging node ieads these packets and queues them onto
the backbone ring. The bridging node of the destination subnetwork takes care of reading
the Fackets and queueing them into its subnetwork 'P' stream.

A remarkable point is that the backbone network could be implemented at a speed
different from that of the subnetworks, being based on the use of part or all of the
capacity of the 'C' link. In particular, it could be faster than the subnetworks, enabling
heavy inter-subnetwork traffic to be exchanged without saturating the backbone.

8.2 Performance

We define three quantities:

" N: total number of nodes in the network;
" M: number of subnetworks into which the packet network is split (each subnetwork

contains N/M nodes);
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9 a: fraction of traffic generated by a subnetwork whose destination is outside the
subnetwork: a = 0.1 means that 10% of the subnetwork traffic is sent to nodes that
belong to other subnetworks.

Assuming first that the backbone network has unlimited capacity, the total maximum
throughput' of the packet network is given by:

1
Ttot = C,.M (4)

where Can is the capacity (assumed equal) of each subnetwork and & is an effective pa-
rameter related to the individual a's of the subnetworks as described in Appendix C. I. If
all subnetworks have the same a, then & = a.

According to (4), the total throughput is bound by two values. When a = 0 for all
subnetworks, each subnetwork produces only traffic that stays within that subnetwork.

Therefore, the whole network behaves like a set of disconnected entities and the total
throughput is the sum of the throughputs of the individual subnetworks: T,, = Can M.

This is the maximum achievable value. At the other extreme, when a = I for all subnet-
works, i.e. all the traffic of each subnetwork has to be sent elsewhere, the total throughput

is of the above, which corresponds to the minimum value.
These results show that total throughput can be ideally increased at will by segmenting

the network more and more. The potential increase is at least proportional to 1 M.
2

However, the actual backbone capacity Cb.h is not unlimited, and (4) holds true only
as long as the backbone is not saturated. The traffic that has to be processed by the

backbone is:

T,= ,-a C M (5)
which shows that when & = 1 the capacity that the backbone has to have is C , _

T.,/ = 1 C,,, M, which is also equal to the total network throughput in that condition
and hence possibly very high. However (5) also shows that the required Cb, 4k rnsiderably
decreases as & decreases. Hence, having a low C permits to obtain the total throughput

promised by (4) with a much lower than worst-case Cba.
The chance that & is substantially low relies on the circumstance that the network

can be segmented into islands of heavy traffic which talk relatively little to one another.
6in the following we will refer to the 'total maximum throughput' T, dropping the 'maximum'

qualifier, so that it will be 'total throughput'. This is because we are going to discuss the maximum value
and the maximization of Tt, with respect to various parameters: the denomination 'maximum of the
total maximum throughput' might soind confusing.
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These islands can consist for instance of a mainframe and all its terminals, or a cluster of

wci'kstations with its servers. This concept is similar to that of bridging and is extensively

used for example in Ethernet networks. In STARNET, groups of heavily interconnected

users can be placed in the same subnetwork simply by assigning suitable frequencies to

their transmitters. Subnetworks do not need to have the same size.

8.3 Total Throughput Maximization

To maximize the total throughput, it appears from expression (4) that the network ought

to be segmented as much as possible, to increase M. Further and further network seg-

mentation, however, would finally cause a sharp increase in a, which occurs when the size

of the subnetworks becomes so small that they are not capable of containing a full traffic

island anymore. For instance, if a mainframe has sixty terminals and the subnetwork size

shrinks to thirty nodes, then thirty terminals will be in a different subnetwork from the

mainframe and substantial inter-subnetwork traffic would have to be supported.

Even so, expression (4) indicates that increasing M could overcome the penalty due

to the increase in a. However, expression (5) tells us that if we do not keep & low,

the backbone throughput would soar to very high values and could possibly exceed the

backbone capacity

The problem of finding the best values of M, &, and C&.,k is difficult to solve analitically

because it depends on parameters like the cost of increasing Cbck or the dependence of

d on M which are difficult to characterize. However, if the subnetwork and backbone

capacities are fixed a priori, then an optimization rule can be found, based only on

the reasonable assumption that & is a monotonically increasing function of the network

segmentation' M.

In Fig. 19 we show a plot of network total throughput for a backbone capacity of

500 Mbit/s and a subnetwork capacity of 100 Mbit/s, versus & and M. For low values

of & the curve shows a linear increase of the total throughput with respect to M, which

corresponds to the behaviour predicted by (4). For higher values of & the offered traffic

for the backbone network increases according to expression (5) and it may eventually

saturate the backbone. Backbone saturation causes the apparent levelling in the plot of

Fig. 19, i.e. a flat region where the total throughput cannot increase with M because the

'More precisely, it is also necessary to assume that & does not grow 'too rapidly' when M is increased.

This constraint is discussed in Appendix C.2 and appears to be easily satisfied in a realistic environment.
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backbone network is saturated. A clearly visible slope discontinuity on the plotted surface

coincides with the boundary of the backbone saturation region.

It can be shown (Appendix C.2) that the highest possible total throughput is achieved

precisely along that slope discontinuity. The corresponding optimal relationship between

.V and d is:

M = (1 + - Cback/C. (6)

A plot of the best M versus & for the example of Fig. 19 is shown in Fig. 20.

The relationship (6) can be regarded as a target for the optimization of an actual

network: the network segmentation M should be increased as long as this brings 6 closer

to the optimal value given by (6).

To give a feeling of the performance improvement made possible by the segmented

topology, we consider a 1000 node packet network having the characteristics specified in

Section 7 for the single-ring network. We segment it into a ring-of-subring network like

the one shown in Fig. 18. We assume that the throughput maximization process described

above yields M = 30 (thirty subrings) and Cv equal to 0.2. Assuming a backbone capacity

of 500 Mbit/s and subring capacity of 100 Mbit/s, the total throughput is 2.8 Gbit/s,

as opposed to the 100 Mbit/s of the unsegmented network. Delays show a remarkable

improvement too. We computed the mean total delay of the segmented solution and

compared it to the single-ring solution (Fig. 21). The calculations were carried out based

on the analytical results reported in [271. The plot shows that mean total delay is greatly

reduced with respect to the single-ring solution.

8.4 Alternative solutions for the backbone network

The bridging nodes are essentially network-dedicated nodes. Instead of disseminating

them throughout the geographical extension of the LAN, they could be gathered and

sheltered at the same location, in order to improve their safety and simplify their main-

tenance.

Once the bridging nodes are put together, it becomes superfluous to connect them

throurh the star. A more cost-effective solution may be that of hooking them up to one

another with point-to-point links. But possibly the best way to exploit the co-location of

the bridging nodes is that of connecting them through an ATM switch. ATM switches

with total throughputs on the order of several Gbit/s are currently being built in research
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labs and are expected to be commercially available soon.

Using subnetworks with 600 Mb/s capacity (like for instance the DQDB top standard),

assuming a backbone based on an ATM switch with 4.5 Gbit/s throughput (30 inputs at

150 Mbit/s each), and otherwise using the parameters of the previous examples, the total

throughput of the segmented packet network grows to 15 Gbit/s (with a backbone load

of 3.6 Gbit/s), which would make it an extremely powerful data transport facility.

Concentrating the bridging nodes would not harm reliability. On the contrary, failure

of one or more of the bridging nodes would result in just the merging of the subnetworks

of the failed nodes with other subnetworks. If all the bridging nodes failed together, the

STARNET packet network would always have the capability to survive in a single-ring

configuration, or set-up a ring of subrings using the standard nodes present in the network.

9 High speed packet traffic

The solutions described so far are suitable for traffic which is either packetizable at low-

to-medium speed, or conveyable at very high speed through circuit connections with

relatively slow set-up time.

This scenario leaves out broadband packet traffic which requires that several nodes be

able to exchange packets at sustained rates of several hundred Mbit/s per node8 . This

speed is too high for the lower-speed packet network. As for the circuit interconnect, its

interconnection speed is inadequate to support the set-up and tearing-down of a high-

speed link each time a packet has to be transmitted.

In the following we show that STARNET has the potential to accomodate broadband

packet traffic too, by exploiting the high speed links in a different fashion.

9.1 High speed packet rings

An arbitrary subset of STARNET nodes can form a logical ring through the node 'C'

links and the tunable receivers. A packet network can then be established on it, up to

the full speed of the 'C' link.

This simple solution is very attractive for broadband packet exchange only if the

number of nodes involved is small, since the per-node bandwidth is inversely proportional

sThe HIPPI interface, for instance, is designed to handle fully packetized traffc at 800 Mbit/s.
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to the number of nodes on the ring. Delays would be very low too, if the number of nodes

to be traversed is low. More than one of these rings could exist in STARNET at the

same time, since they would not interfere with each other or with the low-speed packet

network.

However, if the number of nodes on the ring exceeds 6-8, then it is likely that per-node
capacity becomes too low, and more sophisticated solutions are necessary.

9.2 Multihop subnetworks

Many recent proposals advocate the use of multihop logical topologies for optical networks

(for instance perfect shuffles [18, 19], the Manhattan Street Topology [16, 17] or general

multihop adaptive topologies [9]). These networks are thought to cover effectively the
very high speed packet traffic segment for a high number of nodes.

Multihop topologies require that each node have m outgoing and m incoming high-

speed data links, where m is called the 'order' of the multihop topology. In the following
we will show that in STARNET it is possible to implement multihop packet networks of

order two without altering the basic node configurations (BNC1 or BNC2).

The picture of the logical connectivity that we want to attain for a STARNET multihop

node is shown in Fig. 22. Transmission of the two independent outgoing high speed data

streams is obtained by just labelling the outgoing packets differently, according to which
one of the two target nodes they are meant for. Then, all the packets are queued together

on the (single) 'C' stream of the node. The two target nodes are tuned simultaneously to

this 'C' stream and upon reception of a packet they accept it or drop it according to its

label.

Each node has to support two incoming streams, but owns just one tunable receiver.

The fized receiver can be used to make up for the lack of a second tunable receiver.

The only requirement is that the nodes hooked up in the multihop network are put

contiguously in the optical frequency domain. Then, fixed receivers, besides extracting

low-speed packet information, also extract the broadband packet information from one of

the two adjacent nodes.

The fact that the fixed receiver can only receive the adjacent nodes in the frequency

comb poses no limitations on the topology of the multihop network. Any fully-connected

multihop topology contains a path, called Hamiltonian path, that connects all the nodes

and in which every node appears only once. In other words, these topologies contain a
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ring that links all the nodes of the multihop network. Since the Hamiltonian path is a

ring, it can be implemented with the fixed receivers, in a fashion similar to the low speed

packet network of Fig. 7.

The remaining links, necessary to complete the multihop topology, may follow more

complicated patterns. However, since they utilize the tunable receivers, any connection

pattern can be arranged. As a result, any order-two fully-connected multihop topology,

like for example bi-dimensional Manhattan Street networks or order-two ShuffleNets, can

be set up in STARNET.

To illustrate the concept, in Fig. 23 we show the case of a 16-node Manhattan Street

network, which breaks down into four rings. The four rings are shown separated in Fig.

24. A similar topological decomposition of ShuffleNets is discussed in [20].

One node, and only one in the whole multihop network, needs to have two tunable

receivers in order to close the Hamiltonian ring. This can be easily arranged but, as an

alternative, a user can be given two standard nodes that, being at the same location, can

be connected directly without going through the star.

For all but this one node, no additional optics is required with respect to BNC1 or

BNC2 (that need just two lasers), making this solution very appealing. Also, topologies

are easily reconfigurable and optimizable by re-tuning the tunable receivers or by changing
the node order along the frequency comb. More than one independent multihop network

can coexist in STARNET, without interfering with one another.

A higher order generic multihop network can be implemented among STARNET users

if they own two (or more) elementary nodes. Each user would then have two (or more)-

high speed transmitters and two (or more) high speed tunable and fixed receivers.

9.2.1 Comparison with other rnultihop arrangements

The difference between implementing a broadband packet network and implementing a

broadband packet network in STARNET is that in STARNET multihop users still have

access to the low-speed packet network and therefore keep in touch with all the other

(non-multihop) STARNET nodes. Thus, besides data, also control and management
information can be exchanged among all the nodes.

STARNET multi-logical-network solution is attractive because, most likely, not all the

nodes in the network need to have broadband packet transmission capabilities. Only the

ones that really need it have to be equipped with upgraded electronics, thus increasing
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cost-effectiveness.

10 Broadcasting and video-conferencing

The easy exchange of control information through the low-speed packet network effectively

enhances the potential of the circuit interconnect.

High speed broadcast transmission is set-up by sending a (broadcast) packet announc-

ing it through the packet network. Any node can tune independently to the broadcasting

node.

Video-conferencing is seen as one of the most attractive facilities for a future network

to provide. Several manufacturers are already testing video-conferencing products9 .

Video conferencing can be handled through the packet network and the use of broad-

casting for a low-speed compressed video format ( 2Mb/s per video signal). In this

picture one node is the broadcast node. At the meeting set up, all the other participants

are requested to tune to the broadcast node high speed link. A series of virtual circuits is

also arranged on the packet network, linking each participant's terminal to the broadcast

node. This node picks up all the data of these virtual circuits and TDM-multiplexes it

onto its 'C' data stream, which is broadcast. Each node receives this flow of information

that contains all the video signals in a TDM-multiplexed fashion, and displays them to

the meeting attendee.

The above solution may turn out to be inadequate if either the packet network is

not capable of supporting enough users, or if low-compressed or HDTV video quality is

desired. In this case, another arrangement is possible, which completely relies on the

high-speed links (except for control information).

The nodes involved in the meeting form a logical ring using their high speed links.

Each node is assigned a TDM slot and retransmits what it receives. It takes out its own

old data and puts new one in its time slot. Synchronization is established by the flow of

the different TDM frames.

As a result, at each node the complete visibility of all the video signals is achieved and

no overhead is borne by the packet network. The connection limit is set by the capacity

of the high speed link.

9For instance DEC already has multimedia software that runs on X-window/X-media which fully

implements video-conferencing for up to eight simultaneous participants.
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Compressed HDTV has recently been proved feasible at 20 Mbit/s. With reasonable
transmission speeds (1 Gbit/s) as many as 50 attendees per video-conference can be
multiplexed. For standard (non-HDTV) compressed video the number grows to over 200.

These figures apply to the number of active attendees. The number of spectators is
unlimited since every node in the network can tune to an active node and pick up the
conference signal. Also, there is no limit to the number of simultaneous video-conferences,

since they do not interfere with one another.

11 Why Coherent Detection?

STARNET is based on coherent transmission. In this section we comment on this choice.
Most of th, novel solutions employed in STARNET rely on coherent detection: the use

of the transm. ;er laser as LO of the fixed receiver; the consequent visibility of the neigh-
boring channels in the frequency comb, which allows the implementation of the packet
network; the frequency stabilization method and data multiplexing through combined
modulation. All of these could not be obtained with direct detection.

Nevertheless, none of the above implementation solutions is absolutely essential to the
realization of a WDM network. The same functions could be implemented differently,
without coherent technology. In general, it would be possible to design a direct detection
WDM network functionally similar to STARNET. However, the final performance and/or
cost of the direct-detection solution could be remarkably different from that of STARNET.

Incoherent technology proves simpler and cheaper as long as the required network.
performance is modest. Two examples are given by the successful experimental testbeds
RAINBOW and LAMBDANET. RAINBOW [231 implements a pure circuit interconnect
(no packet network embedded) with channel capacity of 200 Mbit/s and a maximum num-
ber of nodes of 32. The node optics and electronics was assembled on a standard IBM-PC
board. LAMBDANET 10 (341 achieved transmission of 16 channels at 2 Gbit/s/channel.

However, if a star network with the capability of serving hundreds of nodes is desired,
then direct detection has to resort to optical amplifiers and extremely tight optical filter-

ing. The resulting complexity is similar to that of coherent technology but the obtained
performance is not as good, at least at the present state of research: direct detection

'°LAMBDANET is primarily meant to be a distribution network, but the experimental testbed gives
an indication on the potential of direct detection WDM independently of the final application.
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systems are limited by the 35 (or less) nm bandwidth of EDFA (Erbium Doped Fiber
Amplifiers); optical filtering does not have the selectivity of electronic filtering11 .

In the long-term the key point that will most probably determine the success of either
coherent or direct detection is integration. Both EDFA and optical filters are not integrat-
able, while entire heterodyne receivers, including tunable lasers, have been monolithically
integrated on the same substrate [24J. The process is claimed to be compatible with the
integration of a new 57-nm tunable laser [251. Several laboratories are working on the
integration of a full polarization-diversity receiver.

Finally, coherent technology has the so far unexploited potential of reducing by a
factor of up to 4-5 the channel bandwidth, through multilevel transmission.

The picture just presented could change dramatically in favour of either approach as
a result of technological breakthroughs. Therefore the matter is far from being settled
and it is not possible to rule out either technology on the basis of the present knowledge.

12 STARNET feasibility

Overall, STARNET relies on some long-studied (but still challenging) techniques, like
WDM. It also contains several new concepts and solutions:

* the achievement of transversal connectivity along the frequency comb of nodes;
" the use of the transmitter laser of the node as LO for a fixed receiver;
* the achievement of relative frequency stabilization between adjacent nodes in the

frequency comb, which in turn is used to ensure overall frequency stabilization in the
network;

* multiple data stream multiplexing over the node carrier by means of innovative
techniques, like combined modulation;

* the bridged medium-speed packet network and the flexible use of the high speed
links to create virtual generic multihop topologies for broadband packet transport.

An experimental 4-node STARNET prototype is currently being built at the Optical
Communication Research Laboratory of Stanford University. The testbed is meant to
verify the feasibility and effectiveness of all aspects listed above. For some of them this

1"Multiple-stage Fabry-Perot filters attaining a bandwidth of 0.01 am (s 6 Ghz) have been reported.
However, these filters suffer from many problems that, presently, are thought to hinder their practical
use (35]. Similar considerations can be made for multi-stage Mach-Zehnder filters.
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will entail full realization of all networking features, up to the application layer, for others
it will involve showing the feasibility and performance of the physical layer only.

The 'C' links are implemented through heterodyne PSK, at a speed of up to 3Gbit/s.
The 'P' stream is multiplexed by combined PSK-ASK modulation (see Section 5.2). The

packet network is organized on a single ring and makes use of standard FDDI electronics,
while FDDI optics is replaced by STARNET optics. The high speed links carry data
according to the SONET OC-48 2.4 GBit/s transmission standard. Each node will be

controlled by a RISC workstation, where multimedia (DEC X-MEDIA) applications, like
video-conferencing, will run and exchange information through STARNET.

13 Conclusions

We propose a new broadband local area network, STARNET, based on a physical passive

star topology. STARNET offero. all users two data trasport facilities: a moderate-speed

packet network and a b- " peed WDM circuit interconnect, both running on the same

physical network.

The moderate-speed packet network is used for control, reliability, rearrangeability

optimization, .naintenance and exchange of low and medium speed data. Enhanced topo-

logical solions can push the capacity of this packet network into the Gbit/s range.
The WDM circuit interconnect provides the users with high speed links that can be

used for high speed node-to-node connections, broadcasting, or to build virtual broadband

packet multihop networks among arbitrary subsets of nodes.

As a result, STARNET can effectively support many different kinds of traffic.

STARNET appears to be feasible with presently available research technologies. An
effort toward an experimental demonstration of a 4-node, 3 Gbit/s per node, FDDI and

SONET OC-48 compatible (with the packet network and the circuit interconnect, re-

spectively) STARNET, that wili be used to run X-MEDIA T, multimedia and video-
conferencing applications, is currently in progress at the Optical Communication Research

Laboratory of Stanford University.
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Appendices

A Data Stream Multiplexing Penalties

We define the 'power penalty due to multiplexing' (A) as the ratio between the power
needed to transmit both 'C' and 'P' streams, and the power needed to transmit the
'C' stream only, at the same fixed error probability. In this appendix we report the
calculations concerning the power penalty results presented in Section 5 for Combined
Modulation, TDM and Subcarrier Multiplexing.

A.1 Combined Modulation

The penalty for Combined Modulation is calculated as follows. The IF signal in the
receiver carries both the PSK and the ASK modulation and can be written in the complex

envelope form as:

s(t) -- Z('(1 - kT) eiwtpte ia(t + [n.(t) + jn,(t)eJwi t? (7)
k=O T

where:

UT(t) = (0 ift<0ort>T (8)
1 otherwise

The factor e*(*) represents PSK modulation, while ,, E {0, 1} represents binary ASK
data. The factor 6 determines the depth of the ASK modulation. The quantity EASK

is the energy of the signal within a bit period T of the ASK stream (which can be
different from that of the PSK stream). The processes n,(t) and n,(t) are white Gaussian
and independent. Their two-sided noise spectral density is No while N0 12 is the power
spectral density of the real (non complex-envelope) white noise originating them.

We first analyze the performance of the ASK stream reception.
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We assume that the IF bandwidth of the receiver is large enough not to distort the

IF signal substantially, and in particular not to cause conversion of the PSK modulation

into amplitude modulation. -hen, after squaring, the resulting baseband signal is:

b(t) - UT(t- kT) (1 - 6) 2ASK + IF(t) + n2.(t) (9)
k =IT

where nF,(t) and nF,(t) are independent Gaussian processes of variance a2 - NOBIF.

They originate from the IF filtering of the processes no(t) and n,(t). The quantity BtF is

the equivalent noise bandwidth of the IF filter.

The baseband signal can be affected by a large amount of excess noise since we need

very loose IF filtering. It is therefore necessary to use post-detection filtering. To deal
with the statistics of noise in this case, we follow the procedure outlined in [28, 301. First,

we assume that the post-detection filter is an integrate-and-dump filter integrating over

a time T. Then, we observe that:

J1 [t; b jr ([k - 11T +&T)(

i.e. the integrate-and-dump post-detection filter can be approximated as a discrete av-

erage. The number of discrete samples M is equal to the ratio between the IF filter

bandwidth and the low-pass filter bandwidth - = .This condition also ensures that
the M samples of b(t) are statistically independent. The decision variable for the k-th

symbol of the ASK stream is then:

where for convenience we have defined:

The probability density function (pdf) of the decision variable dh is a Non-Central Chi-

Square with 2M degrees of freedom [31]:

P'i.- -- 2-- (X 4: e - -"7.-I- t X > 0

where Dk is the value of d in the absence of noise, and IM-1(') is a Bessel Function of

order M - 1.
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From this pdf of dk, an analytical error probability expression can be derived:

P(e)ASK= {1-QM( '_j I + QM( 'D0

where Do and D, are the values of Dk when A3 is equal to 0 and 1 respectively, QM is a

Marcum function of order M [31] and 9 is the threshold. The optimum value of 9 depends

on the signal-to noise ratio.

For the PSK stream, we find an upper-bound of the error probability by assuming

that 3k is always 1. With synchronous demodulation, the error probability is:

P(e)PSK -erfc [I-1] (12)

while for non-synchronous (DPSK) demodulation it is:

P(e)DPSK 1 (1e p~~& (13)

If no ASK modulation is applied, then 6 = 0 and expressions (12), (13) degenerate into the

well-known error-probability expressions for PSK and DPSK. The symbol energy E(D)PSK

is different from the quantity EASK defined for the ASK stream, since the rates of the

two streams are, in general, different. We have:

E(D)PSK (D)PSK bit rate
EASK ASK bit rate

The curves of Fig. 14 were calculated as follows. Given a value of p, a value of ASK

modulation depth 6 satisfying:

P(e)ASK = P(C)(D)PSK = 10 - 9

was numerically found. Then, the penalty on the (D)PSK stream due to the concurrent

transmission of the ASK stream is, from (12) and (13):

A = 20 log1 (1 - 8)

A.2 Time Division Multiplexing

The energy per bit, when only one stream is transmitted, is given by:

E8 = PT= 8 R1
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where P is the available power, T is the bit duration and BRI is the bit rate. When we

squeeze in another stream, the bit rate must be increased and the bit duration decreased.

The new bit duration is:
T BR, + Bp

where BR2 is the bit rates of the second data stream. If we keep the optical power constant,

the energy per bit shrinks since now the energy per bit is:
I F P

E. = P. - n = -R < E.
E~ T BRI +BR2

To restore the original amount of energy per bit (and therefore the original error proba-

bility) we need to increase power to a new value P':

P' = (BR. + BR2 )
BRI

Defining p as the ratio of the bit rates of the two multiplexed data streams:

BR,
BR=

the multiplexing power penalty A, i.e. the ratio between the optical powers needed to

ensure a bit energy equal to E. before and after the multiplexing of the second data

stream, can be written as follows:

A 10log1 o (-) 10logo 1  + I)

In Fig. 14 we assumed 'stream 1' to be the 'C' stream and 'stream 2' to be the 'P'

stream.

A.3 Subcarrier Multiplexing

The penalty for subcarrier multiplexing was found as follows. Both streams were assumed

to use the same modulation format. Therefore, the amount of energy per bit E, that they

need in order to show the same P(e) is the same. Given the maximum electric field

amplitude, the two streams share this amplitude. Putting together the constraints of

having a constant E, for each stream, independently of the bit rate, and that the sum of

the amplitudes of the two streams is a constant (say, A), we get:

A= E+
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where T, and T2 are the bit durations of the two streams. Taking as a reference the

amplitude needed for the transmission of stream 1 alone (AMh1), the ratio between A and

A~hl is:

where p is the ratio of the bit rates of the two multiplexed data streams.

(bit rate stream 1)
= (bit rate stream 2)

The resulting power penalty is:

A= 20 log10 (1 + n

In Fig. 14 we assumed 'stream 1' to be the 'C' stream and 'stream 2' to be the 'P'

stream.

B Circuit Interconnect Performance

According to the assumptions listed in Section 6, a minimum electrical channel spacing of

3 times the bit rate was chosen. This spacing yields a penalty lower than 1 dB with most

coherent transmission formats [33]. Adopting the non-equispaced channel allocation (Fig.

12b), the resulting average optical channel spacing is 4.5 times the bit rate.

The 'laser tunability' and 'bandwidth' curves of Fig. 15 were found by dividing the

relevant available optical bandwidth by the average optical channel spacing. For 10 nm

laser tunability range, the corresponding available optical bandwidth is 1.25 Thz. The

bandwidth of the 1550 am window is about 20 Thz.

The power budget limit was computed as follows. The available number of photons

per second at the receiver is:

P = -1 10- 610019
= "2N

where P is the launched number of photons per second, the factor 1 accounts for the fact

that at each node there are two receivers, N represents the power splitting at the star

coupler and m is the system margin. The number of successive splitting stages through
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which the signal has to pass at the star coupler is log2(N). If s is the excess loss of each

stage in dB, the factor 1 0 -*'og 2(N) represents the excess loss of the whole star.

According to the assumptions listed in Section 6, m = 0.05 (-13 dB), P = 7.8 •10i5
[ph/s] (0 dBm at 1550 nm) and . = 0.5 dB. Finally, dividing the number of available
photons per second by the needed number of photons per bit (21 for DPSK) we find the

maximum sustainable bit rate:

BR = P121

C Enhanced Packet Network Performance

C.1 Total Throughput Expressions

In Fig. 19 we show a three-dimensional plot of the total throughput of the enhanced

packet network of Section 8 as a function of the parameters M (number of subnetworks)
and a ( fraction of out-of-subnetwork traffic) defined in Section 8.2. In this appendix we

describe how this plot was obtained.

We first make the assumption that each subnetwork generates the same amount of

traffic. For the time being we also assume that all subnetworks have the same a and
that the outgoing traffic generated by each subnetwork is equally split among the other

subnetworks. Later we will show how to compute an effective fraction of out-of-subnetwork
traffic & that permits to relax the assumption that all subnetworks have the same a.

When the backbone is not saturated, every subnetwork can operate at its maximum,

capacity C,,. This capacity is used to process three types of traffic.

There is in-subnetwork traffic (traffic generated within the subnetwork whose destina-
tion is within the same subnetwork) which is equal to:

h. = (1- a)T,.

where T, is the total amount of traffic generated within the subnetwork.

There is out-of-subnetwork traffic ( traffic generated within the subnetwork whose

destination is in other subnetworks). By definition of a, it amounts to:

0,, = aT.

Finally, there is out-of-subnetwork traffic which was generated in other subnetworks,

whose destination is within the subnetwork under consideration. This traffic enters the
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subnetwork and must be delivered to one of the nodes belonging to the subnetwork. Since

we assumed uniform destination distribution of the out-of-subnetwork traffic generated

by each subnetworks, this implies that the incoming out-of-subnetwork traffic must equal

the outgoing out-of-subnetwork traffic and therefore it amounts to aT,,, = O, as well.

The final constraint is that the sum of these three contributions should equal the

subnetwork capacity:

C,. = I. + 20,. = (1 + a)T.

The total throughput Tot of the whole network is M times To. and therefore:

Ttot = MTn =-- M C. (14)1+a

which corresponds to expression (4) of Section 8.2.

When the backbone is saturated, the network total throughput is found as follows.

The amount of out-of-subnetwork traffic that is exchanged in the network in this condition

is exactly CbAh. By definition of a, we can write:

Cb. = aM" T..

On the average, every subnetwork generates and processes an amount of in-subnetwork

traffic equal to (1 - a) T.,, so that the total amount of in-subnetwork traffic of the overall

network is:
I -- (1 a)M. T°, = 2  Cbck

The network total throughput, when the backbone is saturated, including both in-subnetwork

and out-of-subnetwork traffic, is then the sum of the above:

Tt, = CG + I =- 1 Cbak (15)
a

The actual network total throughput for given values of C.., Cbck, M and a is the

minimum between expression (14) and (15):

To, = min { -1 C ;Cb.s} (16)

In Fig. 19 Cb, and C,, are fixed and T,, is plotted versus M and a.

If a is not equal for all subnetworks, in general (14) and (15) are not valid. However, if

the amount of out-of-subnetwork traffic that enters a subnetwork is equal to the amount
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of out-of-subnetwork traffic that exits that subnetwork, then the above expressions are

still valid replacing a with an effective a (a) defined as follows:

- 1 (17)

where ai is the out-of-subnetwork traffic fraction generated by the i-th subnetwork.

C.2 Total Throughput Maximization

In Section 8.3 we claim that, given Cback and C,,, the values of M and a that maximize

the network total throughput are given by (6), under the constraint that d(M) is a

monotonically increasing function, i.e.:

&> 0 (18)

In words, the above condition means that further segmentation of the network causes a

heavier exchange of out-of-subnetwork traffic.

In order to obtain (6), we first compute the gradient of the total throughput (16) with

respect to & and M:

cimn.A C( M if backbone is not saturated

T.t + (+) (19)
_ .if backbone is saturated

Starting from a non-segmented network (M = 1), and as long as the backbone is not

saturated, the above expression of the gradient shows that any increase in M causes an

increase in total throughput, unle=

4 --- (20)

This condition is found by computing the direction of no growth of the total throughput,

which is orthogonal to the gradient of Trot.

If (20) is true, even on! - for some (&, M), then no general rule can be found on the

maximization of the total throughput. The problem must be solved on a case-by-case

basis

However, condition (20) is extremely unlikely to occur, as a straightforward numerical

substitution can show. Therefore, we assume that in a realistic environment the total
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throughput does increase when M is increased, as long as the backbone is not saturated.

As a result, increasing M brings us closer to the maximum of the network total through-
put.

But M cannot be increased indefinitely. Eventually, the backbone saturation limit is
reached. This is unavoidable, given the above assumptions. At the saturation point, the
expression of the gradient (19) tells us that the only way to further inctease Tot is to

decrease a. However, in order to decrease &, given (18), it is necessary to reduce M. This
would cause moving back into the operating regime where the backbone is not saturated
and where a reduction in M causes a reduction of the total throughput. Therefore,
when the backbone saturation limit is reached, both increasing M and decreasing it will
deteriorate the total throughput. Hence the maximum total throughput is achieved at
the onset of backbone saturation.

Backbone saturation occurs when (14) and (15) become equal:

which immediately yields equation (6).
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interconnection

Figure 1: Some of today's and tomorrow's network services.

nodes

Figure 2: Each STARNET node has a two-fiber connection with the star: one carries the
node signal to the star and the other brings from the star the signals of all the nodes.
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Node Structure

Transmitter

f l PPacket stream

Circuit stream

Fiber From Star
P C

Packet Stream Circuit Stream C: ircuit data
Fixed Receiver Tunable Receiver

Figure 3: Block diagram of the basic node configuration.

TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY COMB

each) node signal carries two Independent data streams

transmisslon
carriers

node 1-2 1-1 I 1*1 1.2 1+3 optical
number frequency

Figure 4: The node transmitter multiplexes two independent data streams onto the same

lightwave carrier.
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Transmitter Frequency Comb

P stream

carriersoptical
carrirs frequency

nodes i-2 i-I j 1+1 i+2 j+3

Figure 5: Each node 'sees' the 'P' stream of the previous node at all times. A logical

chain connection is thus achieved.

Transmitter Frequency Comb
P' stream Pstream

2 *P~~anodes !-2 1-1 1 11N-i N

dedicated receiver of node I I extracts 'P data from node N

Figure 6: The first node (node 1) of the chain is equipped with a receiver which extracts

the 'P' stream out of the last node in the comb.
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Figure 7: A logical unidirectional ring topology is arranged on the underlying physical

star network.

'PI' stream

carriers

P2' stream

Figure 8: A virtual bidirectional store-and-forward chain is obtained using the logical

connectivity of BNC2.
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Figure 9: With BNC2, a virtual double counter- rotating ring topology can be arranged.
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Optical Comb

carriers i-2 i-i i i-I i-2 i 3 optical
frequency

Fixed
Receiver IF

DC IF frequency

i-2 1+1 i i l i+2 i+3
carriers 1-2 I-I i-I 1-2 i-3

Figure 11: Cazrier visibility at IF in the fixed receiver of node i, employing the node

transmitter laser as the local oscillator.
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(a)
Equispaced Optical Comb

carriers 1-2 -I+ 1.2 !+3 optical
frequency

Minimum Bandwidth Optical Comb (b)

8/2

carriers 1-3 1-2 i-I 1 1+1 t2 1+3 1+4 optical
frequency

Figure 12: Equispaced and minimum optical bandwidth occupancy (for heterodyne de-

tection [13J) frequency allocation. The quantity 6/2 is the minimum acceptable electrical-

domain channel spacing at the receiver IF.
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optical
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Figure 13: Carrier visibility at IF in the fixed receiver of node i, employing the node

transmitter laser as LO and the non-equispaced allocation of carriers. In (a) and (b) the

two possible IF spectra are shown, depending on the i-th node position in the comb.
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Figure 14: Plot of the multiplexing penalty A, defined as the ratio between the
power needed to transmit both 'C' and 'P' streams and the power needed to trans-
mit the 'C' stream only at a fixed error probability P(e)=10 ' versus the speed ratio
p= [speed 'C' stream]/[apeed VP stream]. The curve TDM refers to Time Division Mul-
tiplexing whereas SCM stands for Subcarrier Multiplexing.
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SUBNETWORKS Bm
~B,

BACKBONE RINS

subnetwork traffic

Backbone traffic

8 Subnetwork node
0 Bridging node

Figure 18: Data flow and virtual topology of a ring-of-subrings enhanced packet network.

The B,'s are the bridging nodes.
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Segmented Network Total Throughput

4 Gbit/s

total
throughput

0

out-of-subnetwork traffic 0 number of subnetworks

Figure 19: Total throughput of a segmented packet netowrk versus number of subnetworks

Mf and out-of-subnetwork traffic fraction ez. The subnetworks have a capacity of 100

Mbit/s, the backbone of 500 Mbit/s.
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Figure 20: Optimum number of subnetworks M- versus out-of-subnetwork traffic fraction

Ck, for a backbone capacity of 100 and 500 Mbit/s.
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total 10 slngle-rlng network
mean
delay[s] 1o.2

traffic between subrings

10-3 internal subring traffic

enhanced network
10 -4- . , , ,,. . , ,, , . . .

107 108 109  1010

offered traffic [bit/s]

Figure 21: Total mean delay for the single-ring and ring-of-subrings packet networks.
Parameter values are: 1000 nodes, subnetwork and single-ring capacity 100 Mbit/s, 30

subnetworks, backbone capacity 500 Mbit/s, & = 0.2. Other assumptions are listed in

Section 7. Separate curves are shown for packets whose source and destination are in the
same subnetwork or in different subnetworks.
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The transmitter sends two high
speed packet data streams to
two target muitihop node*

mult~hopThe node keeps its capability
to communicate through the

node Iow-speed packet network

The tunable and fixed receivers
decode the data streams
of two other multihop, nodes

Figure 22: A multihop, node has two outgoing and two incoming high speed logical links

(black arrows).
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Figure 23: 16-node Manhattan Street Topology. The Hamiltonian path is shown in black.

The remaining links (gray) form three smaller rings (see Fig. 24).
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Figure 24: The node ordering in the optical frequency domain must follow the numbering

shown in figure. The Hamiitonian ring (upper left) is then obtained using the fixed

receivers, the other rings are set up by means of the tunable receivers.
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Abstract- The performance of Manchester-coded optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems is

evaluated taking into account the shot noise and the four wave mixing (FWM) caused by fiber nonlinearities. The

result is compared to conventional non-return-to-zero (NRZ) systems for ASK and DPSK modulation formats.

Further, the dynamic range, defined as the ratio of the maximum input power (limited by the FWM), to the

minimum input power (limited by receiver sensitivity), is evaluated. For 1,55 l±m 16 channel WDM systems, the

dynamic range of ASK Manchester coded systems shows a 2.0 dB improvement with respect to the NRZ; the

corresponding number for DPSK is 2.1 dB. This result holds true for both dispersion-shifted fiber and conventional

fiber; it has been obtained for 10 GHz channel spacing, 1 Gbps/channel bit rate and 100 Km transmission length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future multichannel optical transmission systems will utilize the large bandwidth of

single mode fibers using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). The performance of

optical WDM systems may be degraded by the nonlinearities of optical fibers [ 1,2]. One

important fiber nonlinearity is four wave mixing (FWM). This effect occurs when two

or more optical waves at different wavelengths mix to produce new optical waves at

other wavelengths. The new optical waves may lead to c )sotalk [3,41.

Several studies of four wave mixing in WDM communication systems have been

published [5,61. These studies showed that the FWM crosstalk limits the number of

channels, the maximum allowed input power per channel and the channel frequency

separation. The allowed power per channel, for a given number of channels and a given

frequency separation, depends on the fiber dispersion and attenuation. Previous studies

took into account FWM only, and neglected other noise sources, such as shot noise. In

addition, the bit error rate in previous studies was calculated under the assumption that

the entire power of the interference due to FWM falls into the signal bandwidth.

In this paper, the performance of optical Manchester coded WDM systems is

evaluated. Our analysis takes into account the shot noise originating from the light

detection process and FWM noise resulting from the optical fiber nonlinearity. These

two effects limit the transmission distance as follows: the nonlinearity of the optical

fiber limits the maximum transmission power, and the shot noise originating from the

detection process limits the minimum receiver power. The ratio of the maximum

transmitter power launched into the fiber to the minimum receiver power limits the

acceptable attenuation and, therefore, the maximum transmission length. We show that

Manchester coding reduces the impact of FWM on WDM systems. Our analysis does
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take into account the spectral distribution of FWM, and so is believed to be more

accurate than previous studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system block diagram and the

FWM are described in Section II. Receiver output signal and noises are described in

Section III. Section IV deals with autocorrelation functions for the NRZ and Manchester

codes and the signal-to-noise ratio. Bit error rate is evaluated in Section V. Numerical

results and discussion are contained in Section VI. Finally, Section VII contains the

conclusions of this paper.

II. WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM AND

FOUR WAVE MIXING

The block diagram of an optical WDM system employing Manchester coding is

shown in Fig. 1. Encoders are used to convert NRZ data to Manchester-coded data. The

matched filter is used as a decoder in the receiver. We assume that all transmitters use

the same modulation format.

N F O R M A T IO N E N O E T R N S IT T R ' 1

FIBER

|IN FO R M A TIO N C O PL RE C IV E

INOMTO CIE TRANSMITTER N IIRCIE

SOURCE N rP c ° R r~Mr

Fig. 1. Block diagram of an optical wavelength division multiplexing system.

To investigate the impact of FWM on the N-channel optical WDM system, we use

the first order nonlinear differential equation that governs the optical wave propagation

in a nonlinear medium. For the case of light with a finite spectral width, this equation

looks as follows [I:
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d I 2ro
0 (-,z) =-aE(0,z)+ Y j (DX,,,)exp(jAkz)
dz2 py tc

*exp(- 3az )Idw')J do)"E;*+v- (ow'w" - ) E ,(co). E (ow") (1)
2 ~ -

where it is assumed that the light propagates along the z axis, E is electric field in the

optical filtr, o) is angular light frequency, n is fiber core refractive index, c is the

velocity of light in vacuum, cc is the fiber power attenuation constant, X1111 is third order

nonlinear susceptibility, D is the degeneracy factor, g,v and p = 1,2-. N and Ak is the

phase mismatch given by [2]

Ak = 216 2C(fm - f ×YX -f.+,_)/c (2)

where C is the group velocity dispersion (G.V.D.). In the derivation of (1), it is assumed

that the field depletion due to FWM is small, so that the field amplitude is reduced solely

by fiber attenuation. This assumption is valid when the field amplitude of the incident

light at the fiber input is much larger than that of the converted wave at the fiber end.

Nonlinear term due to four wave mixing is represented by the double convolution of the

electric fields of three channels. Expression (1) is a first order nonhomogeneous

differential equation. We can obtain the solution at z=L:

2rco
Ep(co, L) = u[Ep ((o, 0) + j -Z-DX 1 L

.fdJdo)"E*,_(o " o) E,(o)'). Ev(o)") (3)
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where the fiber attenuation u and the effective length in the presence of dispersion L, are

given by

u = exp(-a • L/ 2) (4)

1 - u2 exp(jAkL) (5)
a - jAk

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of (3), we obtain the complex amplitude of the

electric field in the time domain:

EP 0,L)=u'{ P pexp~op()I V7Yexpo. (1)] } (6)

where u' is defined by

u'=u/d (7)

where d, the conversion factor between power and electric field, is defined by [1]

d 2 ="cA (8)

where Aeff is the effective core area of the optical fiber. In equation (6), Pp(t) and Op(t)

are the signal power and phase at the fiber input, and Pn(t) and 0n(t) are the power and

phase of the optical noise process due to FWM given by
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P,(t) = ic2D2n'-P+(t)P (t)P (t ) (9)

0p,(t) = (i)+ Q)- 0m,- (1) + Arg(L,)-- (10)
2

where the phase mismatch factor T" denotes the ratio of the power of the generated waves

without phase matching to their power with phase matching. The parameters ic and T1

are given by

32) - Leff

CAeff

a2 [ 4exp(-aL)sin2 (AkL /2)1rt a2 I I {1- exp(-aL)}2  (12)

where Leff is the fiber effective length.

III. RECEIVER DESCRIPTION

We consider ASK and DPSK modulation formats in this paper. The block diagrams

of ASK and DPSK receivers are shown in Fig. 2. We assume the lowpass filter just

removes the second harmonic components resulting from the delay-and-multiply

demodulator without changing the baseband components in the DPSK receiver of Fig. 2

b. Figures 3 and 4 show the impulse response of the matched filter and the time-domain

signals for both receivers.

In a multichannel system, complex amplitudes of the received optical signal and local

oscillator field are given by [71
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MATCHED E.,"ELOPE
FILTER I DETECTOR

ELO  E2 -- et2

(a)

Detl

EC E, Dt

FILTER IL R DETECTR

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) A Heterodyne ASK Receiver, (b) A Heterodyne DPSK Receiver.

Es= .E(t,L) p=1,2 ........ N (13)
p=1

EL,, Pi'io/d (14)

where Fj(t,L) is the complex amplitude of channel p, N is the total number of optical

channels, PLO is the local oscillator power, d was defined in expression (8) and ELO is the

electric Field of the local oscillator. We assume that the channel separation is large

enough to neglect the inter-channel crosstalk [7]. The directional coupler output

arnplituces are then:

E,(t) = 7 =2[Ep(t,L)+ ELO] (15)

1E2(t ) = -_[Eo(t, L)- ELo] (16)
/2 r
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The resulting photocurrents are

R (~,1(,) = p{(,) +UXP,,(t+Po + 2u VPX (,)P (,) cos,- ( )
2 M', v

+2u'E E 1w(t)Px,) o (,)- 0(01

+2u4PL{ [Vj (t) + n,, (1j )costo,,i + op., (t)] + n, Q) sin [o.),. + o,, (1)]I)

+n1(t) (17)

R (~it) = R{u2PP(t)+ u2. P,(t)+ Po + 2u2 E JPP(t)P.(t) cos[p(t) - (1))

+2u E  E1P'.(tP-(tcos[@')-0.(t)]

-2 P ~j t n.c(t)]Icos[o)hFt + op (t)]+ n,(Q) sin [w1 ,.t + ,(t]

+n2(t) (18)

where Pn(t) and Pn'(t) are the noise powers of p-th channel corresponding to ,v and

g',v', respectively, R is the photodetector responsivity, ni(t) and n2(t) are shot noises,-

originating from the detection process, and the in-phase and the quadrature components

of noise are given by

n,(t)= : VP.(sin 0,,p(t )  (19)

IC(t) __., cos ,,,,(t) (20)

The phase change due to FWM is given by
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,PQ) = 0,(1) +0 - p Q) -- ¢(0,P --. (I) + Arg(Lo ) (21)

The phases ovvp(t) are regarded as independent random variables to simplify the analysis.

The resulting output voltage is

VT, (t) = A [p -)+ nC(1)] cos[o)IFt + o(1]+ n, (t)sin [a,F + opQ)]} + nti) (22)

where the amplitude A and the shot noise n(t) are given by

A = 2Ru4P1 / (23)

n(t) = n, Wt - n (t) (24)

IV. CODING METHODS AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

A. Power Spectral Density of Coded Signals

The signal-to-noise ratio for conventional NRZ coded signals and Manchester coded

signals are given in this section. In the case of unipolar NRZ, the binary 1 is represented

by a higher level (+A) and the binary 0 is represented by a zero level (0). In the

Manchester code, the binary 1 is represented by a positive pulse occupying 50% of a bit

slot followed by a negative pulse of the same duration. Similarly, a binary 0 is

represented by a negative pulse followed by a positive pulse.

The baseband power spectral density (PSD) of a polar NRZ signal is given by [8]

G,z (f) = Tb sin c(fTb) (25)
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where Tb is bit period, and the bit rate is Rb-l/fb; the total signal power is normalized to

unity. The autocorrelation function of the baseband NRZ signal is

bT (26)

The baseband power spectral density of the Manchester-coded baseband signal is

given by [81

Gx (f) = T sin c2 (flb / 2). sin 2 (nfl, / 2) (27)

The bandwidth of the Manchester-coded signal measured to the first null is twice that of

the NRZ bandwidth. The Manchester-coded signal has a zero dc level on the bit by bit

basis. Moreover, long strings of zeros do not cause a loss of the clocking signal. The

Manchester-coded signal is generated by multiplying frequency-doubled bit clock with

the NRZ-coded signal. The autocorrelation function of the Manchester-coded baseband

signal is given by

I-_3Lr1 Ir'l< T__ T
Tb 2

(T4N) Lb-1l<T (28)Tb 2

0 b
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B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The matched filter output voltage at the terminal B of Fig. 2 is given by

Vo (Tb ) = fr'V, (t).h(T - t)dt

= b S(t)h(T -tI)dt + Jro-n(t).h(JKTb -t)dt (29)

where h(t) is impulse response of the matched filter. The first term gives the signal, and

the second term is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable; its variance is given by

=Jr fro ' R.(t,t2)h(T -t,)h(Tb -t 2)dtdt2  (30)

where Rn(t 1-t2)=E[n(tt)n(t 2)J is the autocorrelation function of the noise.

Assume that all channels use the same modulation scheme and have the same power.

Then, from expressions (19) and (20), the autocorrelation function of the noise due to

FWM is given by

l, () AP2 3R(r)XD 2rl (31)
'Iv

where R'(x) is given by

R(r) = R3(r)coso)IFT (32)
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where R(t) is the autocorrelation function of each signal. An explicit expression for R(T)

will be given in Section V for each modulation and coding format investigated in this

paper. Substituting (31) into (30), we obtain the variance of FWM noise:

2 A 2p3v2S2T2afl,, 2 p b (33)

where V2 and S2 are defined by

-V 2 o = o It - t )h( T - t )h( T - t,-)dt dt2 (34)

S2 = ID 217 (35)

The autocorrelation function of the shot noise is given by

&,sN (r) = qRPL(r) (36)

Substituting (36) into (30) we obtain the variance of the shot noise;

aW2 = qRPLoTbW  (37)

where W is given by

W =-b ' h2(Tb -t4' (38)
T 0
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Therefore the total signal-to-noise ratio y defined as the ratio of the signal power to

the noise power, is given by

AT 2 P 1

4k(ar +a ) S k[2KcPV'S +qW/RTbu2Pp] (39)

where k=4 for the Manchester-coded ASK system and k=l for the three other modulation

and coding formats considered in this paper. This equation shows that as the input signal

power Pp increases, the signal-to-noise ratio y first increases due to the relative

suppression of the shot noise, and then decreases due to the FWM. Thus, at some value

of Pp, a peak value of y is reached corresponding to the optimum system performance.

V. ASK AND DPSK SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Heterodyne ASK System

Bit Error Rate

We consider first the ASK receiver shown in Fig. 2 a. We assume that a matched

filter is used in the receiver. The impulse responses of the matched filters for the NRZ

and Manchester coded ASK signals are given by

hA~SKRz (t)= cos) 1F for te[0,Tb] (40)
"| O for t [0,Tb (

hO4sK. z(t)={ 0 for all t (41)
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{ COSOIFI for tE[Tb/ 2,Tb]
0 for I o [Tb / 2,T(

oAf IF for IE[0,h/2]
hO .sK)A . ( t = 0 for t i[0,Tb/21

The impulse responses (40) to (43) are shown in the top of the Fig. 3.

To find the noise variance due to four-wave-mixing, we need the autocorrelation

function R(r) of each ASK signal:

Rs,Vz (r) = 1[1 + Rz ()1 (44)
4

R4 sK.dv () = ![1 + RA (r)] (45)
4

where the baseband autocorrelation functions RNRZ(t) and RMAN() are given by

expressions (26) and (28) respectively. Substituting (44) and (45) into (32), we obtain

the autocorrelation function R'(t). The power spectral density of the crosstalk due to

four wave mixing is given in the Appendix. Next, we substitute (32) and (40) into (34)

to obtain

VAsxV z = 0.01916 (46)

Similarly, substituting (32) and (42) into (34), we obtain

ASK WAN =0.00385 (47)
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Substituting (40) and (42) into (38), we obtain WASK.NRZ = 0.5 and WASK.MAN = 0.25.

The bit error ratio of the heterodyne ASK system is given by [9]

BER.SK %W I 2expL 8L (48)

BER4SK .ALN I expfj4 (49)2 [1

Using expressions (48), (49), (46), (47), (39) and (35), we obtain the numerical value of

BER of the ASK multichannel system impaired by the shot noise and the four wave

mixing.

Fig. 5 shows BER for the 8 th channel* of a 16 channel WDM system using a

dispersion shifted (DS) fiber versus the optical fiber input power for several values of the

fiber length; the assumed system parameters are given in Table I. Inspection of Fig. 5

shows that an increase of the input power results in a decrease of the BER for small

powers and in an increase of the BER for large input powers. The increase of BER at

high powers is due to the FWM that is proportional to the cube of the signal power.

Dynamic Raige

The system dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum input power to

minimum input power to maintain BER below 10-9; a more detailed description is

contained in Section VI-B. Fig. 5 shows that the dynamic range of a Manchester-coded

system is about 2.0 dB larger than that of an NRZ system. The maximum allowable

power for the Manchester-coded system is 2.0 dB larger than that for the NRZ coded

system, and receiver sensitivity for the Manchester coded system is same as that for the

* Other channels have better BER.
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NRZ system. The maximum transmission distance of a system using tlhe Manchester

code is 220 Km, and is about 10 Km longer than that of the NRZ system.

B. DPSK Heterodyne System

Bit Error Rate

Fig. 2 b shows a block diagram of a DPSK receiver. The impulse responses of the

matched filters for NRZ and Manchester coded DPSK signals are given by

hIPSKNfc oswOfFt for tr[0,Tb] (50)

0 for t e[O,Tb]

-cosoJt for t[0,Tb1/2 ]

hDpsKA.4vQ)= coso),j for t[Tb1/2,Tb] (51)
0 for t o [0, Tb]

Table I. System parameters

System Parameters
Refractive lndex,n 1.47
Wavelength, x 1.55 gm

Attenuation Coefficient, a 0.2 dB / Km

Channel Spacing 1 GHz
Bit Rate I Gbps

NDS Fiber 32 i m2

Effective Fiber Core Area,A , DS Fiber 16 ,gm 2
NDS Fiber 15 ps/Km rm

Group Velocity Dispersion,C OS Fiber 1 ps/Km nm
DS Fiber 1 ps/Km rnm
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These impulse responses are shown in the top of Fig. 4.

To find the noise variance due to four wave mixing we need the autocorrelation

function R(t) of each DPSK signal:

RDpsXgRz (r) = Rz (r) (52)

RDpsKIMN (r) = R Wfu (r) (53)

where RNRZ(t) and RMAN((t) are the autocorrelation functions of the baseband NRZ

signal and the baseband Manchester coded signal given by expressions (26) and (28),

respectively. Substituting (53) and (54) into (32), we obtain the autocorrelation function

R'(t). The power spectral density of the crosstalk due to four wave mixing is given in the

Appendix. Next, we substitute (32) and (50) into (34) to obtain

V0PSXz 0. 10040 (54)

Similarly, substituting (32) and (51) into (34), we obtain

VDPSK.W" = 0. 03889 (55)

Substituting expressions (50) and (51) into (38), we obtain WDPSK. ,Z = 0.5 and

WDPSK.MN. = 0.5. The bit error ratio of the heterodyne DPSK system can now be found

as [91

BERDPSK = lexp[-L (56)

2 2 I
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Using expressions (56), (54), (55), (39) and (35), we obtain the numerical value of BER

of the DPSK optical multichannel system impaired by the shot noise and the four wave

mixing.

Fig. 6 shows the BER for the 8 th channel* of a 16 channel versus the optical fiber

input power for several values of the fiber length: the system parameters are shown in

Table 1.

Dynamic Rang

The Manchester code gives a 2.1 dB larger dynamic range than the NRZ. The

minimum power due to shot noise is the same for NRZ and Manchester-coded systems.

According to Fig. 6, the maximum transmission distance of Manchester coded systems is

247 Km, 10 Km more than that of NRZ coded system. Table II compares the maximum

transmission length of DPSK and ASK systems utilizing NRZ and Manchester coding.

The largest transmission distance is achieved using Manchester-coded DPSK system.

Table II. Maximum transmission length for a 16 channel

WDM system (in Kin)

ASK DPSK

MAN 220 247
DS

NRZ 210 237

MAN 271 299
NDS

NRZ 261 288

* Other channels have better BER.
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Maximum Transmission Length

The maximum transmission length of optical WDM systems is limited by the shot

noise and the four wave mixing. The optical fiber input power corresponding to the

minimum BER is obtained by differentiating expressions (48), (49) and (56) with respect

to Pp and setting the derivative equal to zero. The maximum transmission distance is

obtained by substituting that value into expressions (48), (49) and (56) for ASK and

DPSK systems, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the maximum transmission length versus the

number of channels for various modulation schemes and coding methods; all calculation

are for the worst-case channel (i.e. channel N12). The four-wave-mixing crosstalk is

maximum for that channel. The upper four curves are for the non-dispersion shifted

(NDS) fiber, while the lower four curves are for the dispersion-shifted (DS) fiber; fiber

parameters are shown in Table I. All curves show that the maximum transmission length

decreases with the number of channels.

Manchester coded systems have the maximum transmission distance larger than that of

NRZ coded system by 10 Km for both DPSK and ASK modulation formats; this

conclusion is valid for both kinds of fiber. It is interesting that for a large number of

channels the NDS fiber outperforms the DS fiber. The reason is that the relatively small

core area and improved phase matching due to small group velocity dispersion increase

the four-wave mixing crosstalk in the DS fiber as compared to the NDS fiber (the

transmission length is limited by the FWM rather than by chromatic dispersion in the

particular case considered).
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Fig. 7. Maximum transmission length versus number of channels

for various modulation schemes and coding methods.

B. Dynamic Range and Power Budget

Dynamic Rang

The fiber input power must be kept between the minimum value Pmin and the

maximum value Pmax to maintain BER below 10-9. The maximum input power Pmax is

determined by the four wave mixing, and the minimum value Pmin is determined by the

shot noise. The maximum and minimum input powers for 8 th channel of a 16 channels

WDM system needed to maintain BER below 10-9 are shown in Fig. 8. The upper four

curves are the maximum input power for various coding formats and optical fiber types

and the lower two curves are the minimum input power for the same coding methods and

fiber types. The ratio of the maximum power to the minimum power is defined as the

dynamic range, and is an important factor in system design. For example, the dynamic

range of a Manchester-coded ASK system with I Gbps bit rate and 100 Kmn non-

dispersion sifted fiber is 38 dB, as shown in Fig. 8 a.
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Fig. 9 shows the dynamic range of a 16-channel WDM system versus the length of

optical fiber for two fiber types and various modulation and coding formats. The fiber

parameters are the same as in Table 1. The curves show that short-distance systems have

a large dynamic range of some 70 dB but as the transmission distance increases, the

dynamic range decreases, and falls to some 30 dB at 100 Km. Manchester-coded ASK

and DPSK 100 Km systems have some 2.0 dB larger dynamic ranges than corresponding

NRZ systems.

The power budget is defined as the ratio of the maximum input power to the

minimum receiver power needed to keep BER below 10-9. For example, the power

budget of Manchester coded ASK system for the 8 th channel of a 16 channels WDM

system with I Gbps and non-dispersion shifted fiber is about 58 dB and shown in Fig. 8

a. The drop of the power budget at long lengths is due to the drop of the maximum

allowable input power caused by the four wave mixing. For very long fibers, the

maximum power level remains almost the same, and therefore, the power budget remains

almost the same. The power budgets of ASK and DPSK systems with various

Table III. Power budget of 100 Km, 16 channel WDM systems (in dB)

SModtij
ASK DPSK

Fbw ___ ___

MAN 48.1 53.6
DS

NRZ 46.1 51.5

MAN 58.4 63.9
NDS -

NRZ 56.4 61.8
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modulation formats and fiber types are given in Table III. The power budget of DPSK is

some 5.5 dB larger than that of ASK system. Manchester coded systems show about 2.0

- 2.1 dB improvement with respect to NRZ systems. And power budget of systems using

NDS fiber is 10.3 dB larger than that of systems using DS fiber.

C. Polarization, Chromatic Dispersion and Interchannel Interference

The state of polarization of the received wave is random in the optical fiber system

without polarization control. As a result, FWM crosstalk is decreased to 5/6 of the value

expected for a fixed state of polarization [10]. In this paper, the case of random

polarization is considered, so that all our results apply to systems NOT employing

polarization-preserving fiber.

The chromatic dispersion can produce distortion in the demodulated waveform

resulting in intersymbol interference in the received signal and reduction of transmission

system performance. The chromatic dispersion limitations for coherent system were

studied by many authors [11,121. The receiver sensitivity degradation due to chromatic

dispersion has been observed in an FSK transmission experiment at more than 4 Gbits/s

[11]. However, transmission experiments from 1 to 2 Gbits/s have shown that the

influence of chromatic dispersion on FSK systems is less than that on intensity-

modulated system [12]. Receiver sensitivity degradation due to chromatic dispersion

depends on the modulation and demodulation schemes used. The transmission distance

limit due to chromatic dispersion is some 2,000 Km for 1.55 .m non-dispersion shifted

ASK and DPSK systems [13]. Since the transmission distance constraints studied in this

paper are less than 2,000 Km, the impact of chromatic dispersion can be (and is)

neglected.
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The bandwidth of the Manchester coded signal measured to the first null is twice that

of the NRZ bandwidth. If several FDM channels are being transmitted, then a coherent

system may suffer a performance degradation stemming from crosstalk generated by

intermodulation interference. Prior work showed that balanced receivers are superior to

single detector receivers in multichannel environment, and for small penalty (below I

dB) both time and frequency analysis techniques yield essentially the same results [7].

Based on the results of [71, the electrical domain channel spacing of ASK and DPSK

systems can be set as shown in Table IV. The maximum required electrical channel

spacing for the four systems is 5.6. The optical domain channel spacing normalized to

bit rate is [7]

D.,, = D, + 2.f. Tb (57)

where Dnl is normalized electrical channel spacing. When the IF frequency for the

Manchester-coded system is selected to be 2/Tb, Dopt is less than 10. Thus, for all

systems considered in this paper, the optical channel spacing of 10 bit rates is adequate.

Thus, we select the optical channel spacing to be 10 GHz for all four 1 Gbits/s systems

investigated in this paper.

Table IV. Electrical channel spacing normalized to bit rate of

ASK and DPSK systems with 1 dB penalty

ASK DPSK

Manchester 5.6 4.6

NRZ 3.7 3.0
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

Wavelength division multiplexing systems are fundamentally limited by the receiver

shot noise and by the fiber four wave mixing. In this paper, we analyzed the impact of

these limitations on NRZ and Manchester coded systems. The minimum receiver power

is determined by the shot noise, and maximum transmitter power is determined by the

four wave mixing.

For 1.55 tm dispersion shifted 16 channel ASK systems, having 10 GHz channel

spacing and I Gbps per channel bit rate, the maximum transmission length is about 210

Km for NRZ and 220 Km for Manchester codes, respectively. The corresponding

numbers for DPSK systems are 237 Km and 247 Km, respectively. The maximum

transmission length of the ASK system using non-dispersion shifted fiber is 261 Km for

NRZ and 271 Km for Manchester codes, respectively. The corresponding numbers for

DPSK systems are 288 Km and 299 Km, respectively. The physical reason is that the

transmission length is limited by the FWM rather than by dispersion in this particular

case.

To maintain system BER below 10-9 , the fiber input power must be kept between the

maximum value determined by the fiber four wave mixing and the minimum value

determined by the receiver shot noise. The ratio of the maximum input power to the

minimum input power is defined as the dynamic range. The dynamic range of 100 Km

Manchester coded systems is some 2 dB better than that of NRZ systems for both ASK

and DPSK modulation formats.
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APPENDLXi

The single-sided power spectral density of the noise due to FWM is obtained by the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (32). The result is given by (6]

G'sK, Z (f) = j315(f')+ 3T sin c(f' T,)

+(z -3'T {3 - 2sin c(2f'Tb) - sin cZ(ff Tb))] (f>O) (A1)

GDps,.N z (f) -2 lT ( -sin fb)} (f>0) (A2)

2(irf'T6)2(f

for the NRZ coded system, where f '= f - fIF- Similarly, the single sided power spectral

density of the noise due to FWM is given by

G ,, ,(f)=-L[3(f')+3Tb + -sin C2( - )- sinc2 (f 'T )

AKAN 4 3 (rffTb)2 2

3T 1 7-{2sin c(f'Tb) + sin c(2f'T )--sin c2(f'Tb)+-sin c2(_,)](rf IT)2  2 2 2

(f>O) (A3)

G'psK. , (f 3T sin c' 2(fTb
4 2

3___ 1 7 T2 '+ 3T { l l+2sinc(f7)+ sinc(f'T)--sic (-)} (f>0) (A4)
(-Tb + 2sin(f>f'T(A4

for I TOs2 2 2

for the Manchester coded system.
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INTRODUCIION

The perfba of optical WDM systems may be degraded by the four wave mixing

(FWM) due to nonlinwaies of optical fibers [1,21. When two or more optical waves

having diffemt wavelengths travel though an optical fiber, FWM may produce new

optical waves at other wavelengths. The new optical waves may lead to crosstalk [3].

Previous studies invesgated FWM in non-retirnto zero (NRZ) systems only, and

neglected other noise sources, such as shot noise [4]. In addition, the bit error rate was

calculated in previous studies under the assumption that the entire power of the

interference due to FWM falls into the signal bandwidth.
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In this paper, the performance of optical WDM systems using the Manchester coded

ASK modulation format is evaluated. Our analysis takes into account the shot noise

originating from the light detection process and FWM noise resulting from the optical

fiber nonlinearity. Our analysis does take into account the spectral digribution of FWM,

and so is believed to be more accurate than previous studies.

WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM AND

FOUR WAVE MIXING

The block diagam of an optical WDM system employing Manchester coding is

shown in Fig. I a. Encodes are used to convert NRZ data to ManchesW'-coded data. To

investigate the impact of FWM on an N-channel optical WDM system, we use the first

order nonlinear differential equation that governs optical wave propagation in a nonlinear

medium. For the case of light with a finite spectral width, this equation looks as follows

[1]:

dE,(w,z) =-awz y
dz2j ZI1) xAh

where it is assumed that the light propagates along the z axis; E is electric field in the

optical fiber, c is angular light frequency, n is fiber core refractive index; c is velocity of

light in vacuum; a is fiber power attenuation coefficient, X11n is third order nonlinear

susceptibility, D is degeneracy factor;, pv and 1 - 1,2.-. N; and Ak is phase mismatch.
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The nonlinear term due to four wave mixing is represented by the double coovolution of

the electric fields of three channels.

The block diagram of an ASK receiver is shown in Fig. 1 b. Solving expression (1),

the output voltage of balanced receiver is obtained [5]:

VTr(t) = 2R4Lo "exp(-a. L/ 2){JVa ' cos[(at + OP(0) (2)

+ n(t) sin[o),t + 0.(t)]) + n(t)

where Pp(t) and #9(t) are the signal power and phase at the fiber input and the noise n(t)

includes the shot noise originating from the detection process and the nois doe to FWM

given by

n(t)= K'2 ,D 21PM-,_(t)P(t)P,(t) (3)

where the phase mismatch factor q1 denotes the ratio of the power of the generated waves

without phase matchin to their power with phase matching. The phases #n(t) generated

by FWM are regarded as independent random variables to simplify the analysis The

parameter ic is given by

32x 3  (4),r=n2c; " A ,,,(4

where Lff is the fiber effective length and Arff is the effective fiber core area.

The signal-to-noise ratio y defined as the ratio of the signal power to the noise power

at point B of Fig. 1 b given by
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1 (5)
k[2x- 2i PV + qW / R bu 2 p

where k=l for the NRZ-coded ASK system and k=4 for the Manchester-coded ASK

system. The parameters V2 and W are defined by

V2 = .r - -
v2-~ ~['(t, - t2 ) COSWa(01 -t)h Tb4 - tl)h( Tb - t2)dtldtz D17 (6)

W= -Lb2T - t4t (7)

where R(r) is the autocofelation function of the optical signal in each WDM channel.

Equation (5) shows that at some value of Pp, a peak value of y is reached corresponding

to the optimum system performance.

We assume that a matched filter is used in the receiver. The bit error ratio of the

heterodyne ASK system is given by

BERW. = exp[-.] (8)

2 8

BEASM 4ixII~ (9)

Using expressions (5), (8) and (9), we obtain the numerical value of BER of the ASK

multichannel system impaired by the shot noise and the four wave mixing.
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NUhME AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows BER for the 8th channel* of a 16 channel WDM system using a

dispersion shifted (DS) fiber versus the optical fiber input power for several values of the

fiber length. Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that the maximum transmission distance of a

Manchester coded system using the dispersion shifted fiber is 220 Kin, and is about 10

Km longer than that of the NRZ system. The assumed system parameters are as follows:

fiber refractive index 1.47, wavelength 1.55 pm, attenuation coefficient 0.2 dB/Km,

channel spacing 10 GHz, bit rate 1 Gbit/s, effbcdve core area 32.x n2 for non-

dispersion shifted fiber (NDS) and 16-x pn,2 for DS fiber, and group velocity dispersion

15 ps/Kmunm for NDS and I ps(Kmnm for DS.

The maximum and minimum input power for 8th channel of a 16 channel WDM

system needed to maintain BER below 10-9 are shown in Fig. 3. The ratio of the

maximum power to the minimum power is defined as the dynamic range. Manchester-

coded ASK system have some 2 dB larger dynamic range than the corresponding NRZ

systems.

The powe budget is defined as the ratio of the maximum input power to the minimum

receiver power needed to keep BER below 10-9. The drop of the power budget at long

fiber lengths (see Fig. 3) is due to the drop of the maximum allowable input power

caused by the four wave mixing. Manchester coded systems show about 2 dB

* Other channels hav better BER.
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improvement with respect to NRZ systems; the power budget of systems using NDS fiber

is 10.3 dB larger than that of systems using DS fiber.

SUMMARY

Wavelength division multiplexing systems are fundamentally limited by the receiver

shot noise and by the fiber four wave mixing. In this paper, we analyzed the impact of

these limitations on NRZ and Manchester coded systems. For 1.55 gm dispersion-shifted

16 channel ASK systems having 10 GHz channel spacing and 1 Gbps per channel bit

rate, the maximum transmission length is about 210 Km for NRZ and 220 Km for

Manchester codes, respectively. The maximum transmission length for non-dispersion

shifted fiber is 51 Km more than the corresponding modulation and coding foriat. The

dynamic range of 100 Km Mancheter coded systems is some 2 dB better than that of

NRZ system
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of an optical wavelength division multiplexing system.

(b) A Heterodyne ASK Receiver.

Fig. 2. The bit error rate of a 16 channel ASK coherent WDM system

using DS fiber versus the optical fiber input power,

the parameter is the transmission distance. (a) NRZ code ,(b) Manchester code.

Fig. 3. Maximum input power, minimum input power and system dynamic range

and system power budget versus optical fiber length

for various fibers and coding formats.
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AB~rR&~r

The performance of Manchester-coded optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems is evaluated taking
into account the shot noise and the four wave mixing (FWM) caused by fiber nulianties, TIM result is compared to
conventional non-return-to-zero (NRZ) system for ASK and DPSK modulation formas Further, the dynamic range,
defined as the ratio of the maximum transmitter power (limited by the FWM) to the minimum transitter power (limited
by receiver sensitivity) is evaluated. For 1.55 pim 16 channel WDM systems, the dynamic rimp of Manchester coded
systems shows a 2 dB improvement with respect to the NRZ; DPSK system outperform ASK system by 5.5 dB. This
result holds true for both dispeusion-uifed fiber and conventional fiber, it has been obtained for 10 GHz channel spacing,
I Gbps/channl bit rate and 100 Kin anmission length.

1. UfMDU~

Future multichmnnel optical tUnmission system will utilize the large bandwidth of single mode fibers sing
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). The performance of optical WDM SYstMS MAY be degraded by die
noilinarities of optical fibers' 2. One important fiber nonlinearity is four wave mixing (FWM). This effect occurs when
two oir mot optical waves at diftbent wavelengths mix to produce new optical waves at othr wavelengths. The new
optical waves may lead to crslk'.

Several studies of four wave mixing in WDM communication systems have been published,6 These studies showed
that the FWM crosstalk limits the sumber of channels, the maximum allowed input power per channel ad the channel
frequency sepamaton. The allowed power per channeL for a given number of channels and a given frequency separation,
depends on the fiber dispersion and attenuation. Previous studies took into accounlt FWM only. and neglected other noise
sources, such as shot noise. In addition, the bit erro rme in previou studies Was calculated uinder the assumption that the
entire power of the interference due to FWMl fals into the signal bandwidth.

In this paper, the perfomance of optical Manchester coded WDM systems is evaluad. Our analysis takes into
account the shot nois origiating Ron the light detection p ress and FWM noise remulting fian the optical fiber
nonlinearity. These two effects limit the ttmsiion distance as fols the nonlinearity of the optical fiber limits the
maximum traniwlon power, and the shot noise oiginating ftn the detection proess limits the minimum receiver
power. The ratio of the maximum tuamnitter power launched intoh fiber 10 o hemnmum recsVW po"O limits the
acceptable attenuation and. threore, the mamum transmisuion length. We Amo tha bimcbmw coding reduces the
impact of FWM on WDM systems. Our analysis does take into account the spectral diembutiom of FWM. and so is
believed to be more accurate than pravin studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system block diagram and the FWM ane discussed in Section Hl.
Receiver output signal and noises we described in Section ill. Section IV deals with uatoCOrrelation functions for NRZ
and Manchester codes and the sagnul-to-oiae ratio. Bit error rate is evaluated in Section V. Numerical results and
discussion are contained in Section VL Finally, Section VII contain the conclusions of this pape.

The block diagram of an optical WDM system employing Manchester coding is Shown in Fig. 1. Encoders are used to
convert NRZ data to Mancheste-Coded data. The matched filter is used as a decoder in the receiver. We assume that all
transmitters use the sume modulation format.



Fig. 1. Block diagram of an optical wavelength division a uiplexing system

To investigate the impact of FWM on the N-channel optical WDM system, we me the first ornmone.'a differentil
equation that governs the optical wave propagation in a nonlinear medium. For the case of light with a finite spectral
width, this equation looks as follows':

d ,() )= - E(o),z) +J !M4J. DX ....)exp(jA~z)
dz 2 Ai nc

eCxp(-Ica)Fdfd E.,('+w- ).E(a)E ()()

Where it is assumed that the light propagates along the z axis E is electric field in the optical fiber, o) is angular light
frequency, n is fiber care refractive index. c is the velocity of light in vacuum, a is the fiber power attenuation constant,
X I II Iis third order nonlinea susceptibilit D is the degeneracy factor, 14v and p -1.2. N and Ak is the phase mismatch
given by'

Ak = 2ZC(fM fA.-pXfv -f ~)c (2)

where C is the group velocity dispersion (G.V.D.). In the derivation of (1), it is assumed that the field depletion due to
FWM is .nall, so that the field amplitude is reduced solely by fiber attenuation. This assumption is valid when the field
amplitude of the incident light at the fiber input is much larger than that of the converted wave at the fiber end. Nonlinear
term due to four wave mixing is represeted by the double convolution of the electric fields of three channels. Expression
(1) is a first order nohmgeeu differential equation. We can obtain the solution at z-L

E(o)L) = ufEp(o,O)+ jj z '~ldof o "-w*E w) ~a 3
MV PIC

where the fiber attenuation u and the effective length in the presenc of dispersion Le are given by

u = exp(-a -LI/2) (4)

I - se vp(JAkL) (5)

Taking the invers Fourier transformn of (3), we obtain the complex amplitude of the electric field in the time domain:

(t )=t'{ 1ff (t)exp(* (t)J+4. ()exp(J. (t)]} (6)

where u' is defined by

u = u/ d (7)



where d, the conversion factor between power and electric field, is defined by'

8N (8)

where Ajgy is the effective core area of the optical fiber. In equation (6), Pp(t) and op(t) are the signal power and phase at
the fiber input, and P,(t) and #3 (t) are the power and phase of the optical noise process due to FWM given by

,. (t) = e z~lP._, (t)P,, (t)P (t) (9)

0.() = 0,(t) + &. (t)0.-.(t)+ Arg(L .)-- (10)
2

where the phase mismatch factor 71 denotes the ratio of the power of the generated waves without phase matching to their
power with phase matching. The parameters i and I are given by

32x' L (II)

n cA A4

al__ + 4exp(-caL)sin 2(Al /2)] (12)P +,& z I {l- ep(-aL)} z

where Lgy is the fiber effective length.

II RECEIVER DLER ON

We considMr ASK and DPSK modulation formats in this paper. The block diagrams of ASK mad DPSK receivers are
shown in Fig. 2. We ammne the lowpss filter just removes the second harmonic components resulting from the delay-
and-multiply demodulator without changing the bmueld components in the DPSK receiver of Fig. 2 b.

In a multichmnel system, complex mplitudes of the received optical signal and local oscillator field are given by7

Es= E,(,L) p=1,2 ........ N (13)

p-IA

E.( 0

(b)
F.i . (a) A Hs.edym ASK Receivm, (b) A Hemdyum DPS Reim.



Ew= P d (14)

where Ep(tL) is the complex amplitude of channel p, N is the total number of optical channels, PrO is the local oscillator
power, d was defined in expression (8) and ELO is the electric field of the local oscillator. We assume that the channel
separation is large enough to neglect the inter-channel crosstalk'. The directional coupler output amplitudes ae then

E t 2 [E,,(t, L) +E,

E~o] (16)

The resulting pbotocurrem are

t I{u- , (t)+ u F P(t)+ P, + 2 u2I; -(o.(t coo( -,. (]
2 A.V M.V

2u2 " V P -1(t)P.(t)cos(#'(t)-0.(t)]

+2u [P-L + n (t)cos,+ I t + Op (t)] + n,(t)sinfWt + ,,()}} +n1(t) (17)

,2(t) (u'P,(t + u2  P, (t)+ LO + 2u2  5P. (t) C0,(0, (t) - . (t)]

+2u'l 7 I:(,)P.(0 o :(,)-0.(,)j

-2u4P-([P(t + n,(t)]cos(1t + 0, (t)] + n.(t)sin[. t + ,,(t)]}) +PZ(t) (,8)

where Pro(t) and P,'(t) are the nois powers of p-th channel corresponding to 14~v and W&','o respectively, R is the
photodetector respmivity, al(t) and n2(t) an shot noims originng from the detection process, and the in-phase and the
quadrature components of noise ae given by

1t~()~ ~~~jsn*Q)(19)

nW)-F- -() Co .,(to (20

The phase change due to FWM is givem by

€M., ( 0) =,(t) + 0v(t)-,(,(t)- $,,)+ A,?(L.) (21

The phases jvp(t) are regarded as idependent randomn variables to simplify the analysis. The resulting output voltage is

V (t) + n'(f)Icoso,,t + + R(fsin', + 0(t)4 + nQ) (22)



where the amplitudie A and the shot noise n(t) are given by

A = 1%4. (23)

nQt) = PQ)W- N W (24)

4. 1 Power Spetra Density of Coded Sionjois

The signal-to-noise ratio foe conventional NRZ coded signals and Manchester coded signals am i= in this seCtaimn.1
the case of unipolar NRZ, the binary I is represented by a higher level (+A) and the binary 0 is represented by a zero level
(0). In the Nanchestercode, the binary I is represented by apositive pulse occupying50% of abit slot followed by a
negative pulse of the sarme duration. Similarly, a binary 0 is represented by a negative pua Wblowed by a positive pulse.

The basebmnd power spectral densty (PSD) of NRZ signal is givenby

q'M(f) = T Sinc? lT) k25)

where Tb is bit period, and the bit rate is RblI/Tb; the total signal power is normalized to unity. The autocorrelation

funaction of the besebuid NRZ signal is

frI <2 (26)

T1he baseboxd power spectral denisity of the Mancheowe-coded bmsbatd signal is given by$

GMAW (f) =Tc2si(4I 2) sn(#jr2//2) (27)

The bandwidth of the Manchiester-coded signal measuired to the first null is twice that of the NRZ bandwidth. The
Manchester-Code signal hos a zezu dc level on the bit by bit ba. Moreover, long strings of zers do not caus a loss of
the clocking sgal. The Menchesew-coded signal is generated by multiplying ftequency-doubled bit clock with the NRZ-
coded signal The ausoc~eladolm fnonm of theo Mea'-ue..r6od basebmnd signa is given by

I- 3t~ frJ

4.2. Signls.os Ratio

The matched Filter outpat voltage at the terminal B of Fig. 2 is given by



VT, =JV0 h Tb )dI =jrSi-T -td n~)h - t)dt (29)

where h(t) is impulse MSrPOMse of the matched filter. The first term gives the signal, and the second term is a zero-mean
Gaussian random varial; its variance is given by

where R,(tl-t2 )-E[n(tl)n(tz) ] is the autoconelation function of the noise.

Assume that all channels use the same modulation format and have the same power. Then, from expressions (19) and
(20), the autocorrelation function of the noise due to FWM is given by

P1 ..,.j(r) = ± €q ( (31)

where R'(r) is given by

R() = R ()cosw ,r 02)

where R(r) is the autocorlaion function of each signal. An explicit expression fur R(t) will be given in Section V for
each modulation and coding fouat investigated in this paper. Substituting (31) into (30), we obtain the variance of FWM
noife:

= 
2 p 2 S T (33)

where V2 and S2 ae defid by

V,,z= I tr rR -

VTb j -t_)h(T._-t)h(T. -t 2 )dtdt,  
(34)

S] Dij(35)

The autocorrelation function of the shot 10i0e is given by

=R,,( - qRPI,4A(r) (36)

Subsituting (36) into (30) we A the variance of the shot noise;

2= qRPwTX (37)

where W is given by

,W =I ( -A (38)
T ,h T b



Therefore the total signal-to-noise ratio y defined as the ratio of the signal power to the noise power, is given by

A2 TP __________

A P = 1 (39)

= 4k(,w, +U4sr) k( P, 2 S2 +qW/RRTu 2 pP

where k-4 for the Manchester-coded ASK system and k- I for the three other modulgioa s co. og kmats considered in

this paper. This equation shows that as the input signal power Pp increas, the signalm-nose ant y mcrems due to

the relative suppression of the shot noise, and then decreases due to the FWM. Thus, at some value of Pp, a peak value of y

is reached corresponding to the optimum system performance.

4- ASK AMD DPSK SYSTEM PERFORACE EVALUATION

5. I Heterodyne ASK Sytmm

We consider first the ASK receiver shown in Fig. 2 a. We assume that a matched filter is used in the receiver. The

impulse responses of the matched filters for the NRZ and Mancheae coded ASK signals are given by

Q cosOM for te[O,TJ] (40)
hIl ( 0)= 0 for te[O,Tj

hO,.=(t)={ 0 for all t (41)

fcosawa, for te [i/2,T,] (42)
l 0()=l O for t*[T,/2,T1

hO. cososst for te[O,Tb/ 2  (43)

1 0 for t E(0,Tb/21

To find the noie variance due to four-wave-mixing, we need the autocorrelation fimction R(t) of each ASK signal:

R 41 + =M (0) +44)

4

1 (45)R,. ( I + RMW (1)] 45

where the basebmnd ausocarlation fumctiom RNpaz(r) and RmAN() are given by expressions (26) and (28) respectively.

Substituting (44) and (45) into (32), we obtain the auocorelbtion fAmcticm R'(v). Next, we substitute (32) and (40) into

(34) to obtain

VS," = 0.01916 
(46)

Similarly, substituting (32) and (42) into (34), we obtin

VI/MX =0.00385 
(47)



Substituting (40) and (42) into (38), We Obtain WASLK.JD - 0.5 and WASKJM - 0.25.

The bit eam ratio ofthe heterodyne ASK system is given by9

BER~jw exp 8L (48)

BERA~,s =! 1 x 4 (49)

Using expressions (48), (49), (46), (47), (39) and (35), we obtain the numerical value of BER of the ASK multichannel
system impaired by the shot noise and the four wave mixing.

Fig. 3 shows BER for the 8 th channelo of a 16 channel WDM system using a dispersion shifted (139) fiber versis; the
optical fiber input power for several values of the fiber length; the assumed system parameters are given in Table I.
Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that an increas of the input power results in a decrease of the BER for small powers and in an
increase of the BER for large input powerm The increase of BER at high powers is due to the FWM that is proportional to
the cube of the signal power.

Dynaie RangeA admaximum Trnuaio Sowl
The system dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum t~nuiuter power to the mmmiwun tinnutter power

needed to maintain BER below 10*9; a moue detailed description is contained in Section VT-B. Fig. 3 shows that at 100 kin
the dynamic range of a Manchester-coded system is about 2.0 dB larger thm that of an NRZ system. The maxiinwn
allowable power for the MVanchester-Coded system is 2.0 dB larger than that for the NRZ coded system, and receiver
sensitivity for the Miatchester coded system is sawe as that for the NRZ syst.f The maximum trmnission distanc of a
system using Manchester code is 220 KM. about 10 Km longer thanthue of the NRZ system.

5.2. DPSK eaoymSsm

Fig. 2 b shows a block diagram of a DPSK receiver. The impalas responses of the matched filter for NRZ and
Manchester coded DPSK signals ae given by

ASI-NRZ ASK-Manchester

104 10.'

1010t 100 Zlrm 100 10 - 10 100 22O~mi 0

10 to0

10.64 10' L

10,9 10

-60 -30 0 10 .60 -30 0 10

Transmitter Power, dbn Transmnitteir Power, dbrn
(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Tls bit oncerft of a 16 chaaWe ASK coheug WODt sysb
using thes D8 fiber vemn the opical Onbe imput power . puawr

is ths trasasismoe distsam (a) NRZ-coded uyrin (b) MAAmK-oeifd syaem.t

Other channels have better BER.



Table 1. Systm par amn

Refractive Index, n 1.47

Wavelength, x 1.55 sm
Attenuation Coefficient, g 0.2 dB / Km

Channel Spacing 10 GHz
Bit Rate 1 Gbps

NOS Fiber 32 • m
Effective Fiber Core Area, A., OS Fiber 36 i tm 

2

NDS Fiber 15 ps/Km m

Group Velocity Dispersion, C DS Fiber 1 ps/Km nm

hDPSZ, t)= cosoJm for te[0,Tb] (50)

1t 0  for t E [0,Tj]

-cosw, t for te[0,T,/21 (51)
hkoMw v(0-,oow for tEIT, 12,1] 51

0 for te[0,T.l

To find the noise variance due to four wave mixing we need the autcorrelaton fimction R(C) of each DPSK signal:

e ( &) = =((52)

RM,, (r) = R, () (53)

where RNRZ(z) and RMA(c) am the autcawrehltion functions of the baseband NRZ signal and the baseband Manchester
coded signal given by expresioms (26) and (28), respectively. Subetituting (53) and (54) into (32), we obtain the
autocorrelatio ftimctiom R'(r). Next, we subtitute (32) and (50) into (34) to obtain

VDW.I= = 0.10040 (54)

Similarly. substituting (32) and (51) into (34), we obtain

VL=jj,x =0.03889 t55)

Substituting expresion (50) and (51) into (38), we obtain WDpSXLNM - 0.5 and WDpsx.MAN - 0.5. The bit error ratio of
the heterodyne DPSK system cam now be found as

BER DmP =le 2 (56)

Using expressions (56), (54), (55), (39) and (35), we obtain the nmerical value of BER of the DPSK optical
multichannel system impaired by the shoet ise and the four wave mixing. Fig. 4 shows the BER for the 8 th channel* of a

Other channels have better BER.



16 channel versus the optical fiber input power for several values of the fiber length; the system prameters are Aawn in
Table I.

Dynaic Ran&e and Maximim IrmismiufiouDistamc
The Manchester code gives a 2.1 dB larger dynamic range than the NRZ. The minimum power due to shot noise is the

same for both NRZ and Manchester-coded systems. According to Fig. 4, the maximum tr-ansmissw distance of
Manchester coded systems is 247 Km, 10 Km more than that of NRZ coded system. Table U compares the maximum
transmission length of DPSK and ASK systems utilizing NRZ and Manchester Coding. The largest transmission distance is
achieved using Manchester-coded DPSK systems.

10-4 OPSK-NRZ 10-4 OPSK-Mawychester-

0 10 100 2370Cm1 100 0o10 too 2G7W 100
10 10

BER 10'7 BER 10 r

104 10'.
10.10 1 0, 1n 1 - -----

-60 -30 0 10 -60 -30 0 10

Tranomitter Power, dBm Tranemitter Power, dem
(a) (b)

Fig. 4. The bit err mm of, 16 cha.-I DPSK cobetun sysem using DS fiber verus opda fiber inpt power
th. panwris tbs wsismo diam. (a) NRZ-oded systa. (b) amchestr-coded sysem.

Tsbl EL Maximum tmasmssioa length (in Kin) for a 16 chanl WDM system

ASK DPSK

MAN 220 247
DS

NRZ 210 237

MAN 271 299
NDS

NRZ 261 288

6. NU.MMiICAL RESULTS AND DISCUS51ON

6-.1 Maximum Ts~iimLm

The maximum truian length of optical WDM systems is limited by the shot noise and the four wave mixing.
The optical fiber input power convionding to the minimum BER is obtained by differentiating expressions (48), (49) and
(56) with respect to Pp mid setting the derivative equal to zero The maximum transissio distance is obtained by
substituting that vah into expressiofs (43), (49) and (56) for ASK and DPSK systems, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the
maximum ranmnission length veims the number of channels for various modulation schemes and coding methods; all
calculation am for the wor t-cae channel (Le. channel N/2). The four-wave-mixing crosstalk is maximum for that
cha mel. Th upper four curves we fir the nondisersion shifted (NDS) fiber, while the lower four curves are for the
dispersion-shifted (DS) fiber, fiber prmnews ae shown in Table I. All curves show that the maximum transmission
length decreases with the number of channels.



Manchester coded system have the maximum rnsmssion distame Lrg ttim that of NRz coded system by 10 Kin
for both DPSK and ASK moculaion m s; this conclusion is valid for both kinds of fiber. DPSK systm, outperform
ASK sym, nd, fOr, lAgN number of channels, NDS fiber OterfuMs DS fiber. The ma ws that tk relatvely sal
core am and pijvmed phim nwcdb de to =all group velocity dislimm increase tt wm-wm mix" = tu a
the DS fiber as compared to the NDS fiber (the transmission length is limited by the FWM rather than by chromanc
dispersion in the paricular case considered).

320

280jMamdmum '_-,-----

IgVth IKml

240

220

4 10 100 400

Nunlbw of channele, N

Fg. 5. Mimu teamuiom lep vermi umha of cthale
fotr vaduso moduWa schem aMd codiag mtodsL

6.2. Dynamie Rge rand Power BudMet

The fiber input power must be kept between. the minimum value P., and the maximum value P,= to maintain BER
below 10 9 . The maximm put power Pm is desernined by the four wave mix& and the minimum value Pm,, is
determined by the shot noise. The maximum and minimum input powers for a 16 channels WDM systems a shown in
Fig. 6. The upper four curve ae &he maximum input power for various coding formatmad optical fiber types and the
lower two cvme me the minimum input pom er the same coding methods anm types. The tio of the maximu
power to the minimum power is defined a the dynamic range, and as an importt facor in sytem design. For example,
th dynmmc range of a Muncbester-coded ASK system with I 0bps/chamel bit raMe and 100 Km non-dispersion sifted
fiber is 38 dB, as shown in Fig, 6a.

Fig. 7 shows the dynamic range of a 16-chanel WDM system vers the length of optical fiber for two fiber types and
various modulation and coding flbmam. he fiber p metm ethe sarn as in Table L The curves show that short-
distance systems have a large dynamic =Wg of some 70 dB but as the ransmiimn distae increases, the dynamic range
decreases, and falls to some 30 dB at 100 Kn. Manchester-coded ASK and DPSK 100 Km system have some 2.0 dB
larger dynamc ranges than the cocnuqading NRZ systems.

The power budget is defined asthe ratio of d maximum input powr to the minimum receiver power needed to keep
BER below 10 "9 . For exuiuple, the powr budget of Nanchester .oded ASK system for the8 t8 channel of a 6 channels

WDM system with I aip and nwdieio shifed fiber is about 58 dB a shown in Fit 6 a. The drop of the power
budget at long lengths a e to the dmp ofthe maximum allowable input power caused by the four wave mixing. For very
long fibes, the maximum power level remain almost the same, and therefore, the power budget remain almost the same.
The power budgets of ASK and DPSK symsm with varios modul ion forats md fiber types an given in Table l. The
power budget of DPSK is some 5.5 dB larger d tha of ASK system. Manchester coded systms show about 2.0 - 2.1 dB
unprovemelMwith respect to NRZ synema And power budget of systems using NDS fiber is 10.3 dB Irger than that of
systems using DS fiber.
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Thie state of polariation of the received wave is random in the optical fiber system without polarizaton control. As a
result FWM crosstalk is decreasd to 5/6 of the value expected for a fixed state of polarization'O. In this piper, the case of
random polarization is consiid so tha all our results apply to systems NOT employing pomi - vg fiber.

The chromatic dispasson can produnc e distartion in the demodulated waveform resulting in intersymbol intfrence in
the received signal and reduction of truamiuian systemn performance. The chromatic dispersion lititatiouis for coherent
system were studied! by many autbarals'1. The receiver sensitivity degradation dim to chromatic dispersion has been
observed in an FSK transmisuion experiment at more than 4 Gbits/sI. However, tranmiion experiments at I to 2 Gbitsls
have shown that the influence of chromtatic dispeirsion on FSK systems is less than that on intensity-modulated system'12 .
Receiver sensitivity degradation due to chromatic dispersion depeds on the modulation and demodulation schemes used.
-Me transmisgion distance limit due to crmatic dispersion is some 2,000 Kmi for 1.55 pim non-dispersion shifted ASK and
DPSK systems'3 . Since the transmission distance constrAints studied in this paper are less then 2,000 Kin, the impact of
chromatic dispersion can be (and is) neglected.



Table in. Powet budget of too Km. 16 chumas WDM syai (in dB)

hz ASK OPSK

MAN 48.1 53.6
DS - -

NRZ 46.1 51.5

MAN 58.4 63.9
NS-

NRZ 56.4 61.8_

The bandwidth of the Manchester coded signal measured to the firs mull is twice doat of the NRZ bmdwidth. If several
FDM channels are being transnitted, then a coherent systemu may suffer a performance degradation stemming from
crosstalk generated by internodulation interference. Prior work showed that balanced receivers are superior to single
detector receivers in multichannel environment, and for small penalty (below I dB) book bas &dftoy analysis
techniques yield essentially the same results7. Based on the results of Ref. 7, the electrical domauin channel spacing of
ASK and DPSK system can be set as shown in Table IV. The maximum required electrical channel spacing for the four
systems is 5.6. The optical domain channel spacing normalized to bit rate is7

DO =Dw +2 -fa, Tb(57)

where D,, is normalized electrical channel spacing. When the IF fequency for t hanchester-coded system is selected
to be 2/b Dp islfen than 10. Thus, for all system considered in this pas; a the optcal channel spacing of 10 bit raes is
adequa. Thia, we select the optical channel spacing to be 10 0Hz for all four I Gbitals sy~ems investigated in this

T"bl IV. Ehleul chiarel qedmig nazed to Wkr of
ASK and DPWK syme wMh I dD peuasky

ASK DPSK

Manchester 5.6 4.6

NRZ 3.7 3.0

7. COCLUSION3

Wavelength divialam uulhpkzing syuin n fluadunentally limitd by the receiver sht noise an by the fiber four
wave mixing. In this Ip Per, we analyzed the impact: of these limitaion on NRZ arnd Manchester coded systems. The
minimum receiver powe is determined by the diet noise, and maximum tramiW power is determined by the four wave
mixing.

For 1.55 gm dispersion shifted 16 channel ASK systems, having 10 0Hz channel spacing and I 0bps per channel bit
rate, the mazimum tranission length is sheet 210 Km for NRZ and 220 Kmn for Manchester codes, respectively. The
corresponding numbers for DPSK system are 237 Kmn and 247 Kmn, respectively. The maximum transmnission length of
the ASK system using non-dispeso shiftd fiber is 261 Km for NRZ and 271 Km for Manchester codes, respectively.



The corresponding numbers for DPSK systems are 288 Km and 299 Km, respectively. The physical reason is that the
transmission length is limited by the FWM rather than by dispersion in this paticular case.

To maintain system BER below 10-9, the fiber input power must be kept between the maximum value determined by
the fiber four wave mixing and the minimum value determined by the receiver shot noise. The rato of the maximum input
power to the minimum input power is defined as the dynamic range. The dynamic range of 100 Km Manchester coded
systems is some 2 dB better than that of NRZ systems for both ASK and DPSK modulation formats.

In summary, Manchester-coded DPSK systems using non-dispersion shifted fiber have the best performance and NRZ-
coded ASK system using dispersion shifted fiber have the worst performance.
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Future Optical Fiber Communication Systems
and Lasers for Their Implementation*

Leonid G. Kazovsky
Stanford University, Durand 202, MC-4055, Stanford, CA 94305-4055

Abstract

We discuss four major directions In optical communication systems research: optical amplifiers;
coherent and dense WDM transmission; analog signal transport; and solton propagation. Then, we
focus on laser requirements for the four systems, including reproducible wavelength, high power,
narrow linewldth, large side-mode suppression, wide tunability, good amplitude-modulation,
frequency-modulation and wavelength-switching characteristics, small frequency- and Intensity
noise, and narrow spectrum. Finally, we discuss candidates for future laser transmitters Including
DFB and DBR semiconductor devices, Nd:YAG lasers, and flber-ring soliton lasers.

1. Introduction

Four major directions in optical fiber communications research are coherent and dense WDM systems;

analog systems for CATV distribution and antenna remoting; optical amplifiers; and soliton transmission

systems. All foregoing technologies promise major advances in the performance and capabilities of

optical fiber communication systems. While some of these technologies are interrelated (for example,

soliton systems are impractical without optical amplifiers), each of them offers distinct new features and

requires a solution of a unique set of problems. Most of the problems are associated with the need for

new lasers, sometimes quite different from those currently available.

In this paper, we review the foregoing four new technologies currently in various stages of R&D, discuss

laser requirements for each system, and speculate what lasers might be able to satisfy these requirements.

We conclude that no single laser is likely to satisfy all the requirements at once. Rather, a variety of

lasers are needed (and are being developed) to operate at the required variety of wavelengths, powers,

emission spectra and modulation responses.

The paper is intended as a broad and shallow overview of the issues involved in the R&D of optical

communication systems, and has been written for a general electrical engineering audience. Readers

This work was partially supported by ONR under contract number N00014-91-1- 1857.



interested in a more detailed exposition are referred to the many technical papers written on the subject; a

small fraction of such papers can be found in the References section of this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, coherent and WDM systems are discussed.

In Section 3, analog systems are dealt with. Section 4 is devoted to optical amplifiers while Section 5 is

devoted to solitons. Finally, Section 6 contains conclusions of this paper.

2. Coherent and WDM Systems [1]

2.1. Motivation and System Example

Dense wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) systems promise larger information bandwidth, more

efficient use of the fiber, and, most importantly, flexibility in network design and operation. In particular,

WDM allows the logical network topology be independent of and generally different from the physical

network topology; in addition, the logical topology can be adjusted to match changing traffic conditions.

Further, WDM allows various bit rates and modulation formats to coexist on the same physical network,

up to and including mixing digital and analog traffic on the same fiber.

The main obstacle to successful implementation of dense WDM networks is the need for fairly

sophisticated lasers and demultiplexers. To appreciate the advantages and the difficulties of WDM,

consider a particular example - STARNet - shown in Fig. 1. STARNet is a coherent WDM network

proposed and investigated by a group of researchers at Stanford university [1]. Each STARNet node is

equipped with one fixed transmitter and two receivers: a main tunable receiver and an auxiliary fixed

receiver. Each auxiliary receiver is fixed-tuned to the frequency of the previous transmitter in the

frequency comb (see insert in Fig. 1) so that a virtual ring of nodes is formed. That ring is FDDI-

compatible and always functioning; through the ring, packet-switched information is exchanged.

Here is what happens in STARNet when a node (say, node A) needs to establish a circuit-switched

interconnect (for example, to have a video-conferencing session) with, say, node B. Node A sends a

request to node B through the FDDI-compatible ring, and tunes its main tunable receiver to the

wavelength of transmitter B. Node B receives the request, and tunes its main tunable receiver to the

wavelength of transmitter A. Thus, a circuit-switched interconnect is established between the two

stations. Simultaneously, many additional pairs of nodes can "talk" to each other without interference.

A major advantage of that approach is that the network throughput is not limited by the electronics of

each node. For example, in the experimental prototype we are currently building, four nodes are planned



to exchange information at 3 GB/s/node, for a total network throughput of 12 GB/s. This is two orders of

magnitude larger than the throughput of FDDL

Xn

Node 1 -- 1 Coupler Node n R n

XI1 .., , X1, .., ,

Transmitter Frequency Comb
C stream 'C' stream 'C' stream

, 'P' stream 'g h, 19 •6 L 'P' stream 'e L

carriers

nodes i-i i i+l N

'P' stream

dedicated receiver of node #1 extracts 'P' data from node N

Figure 1. STARNet a coherent WDM local area network, after Ref. [1].

2.2. Laser Requirements

STARNet and similar networks require tunable optical receivers. Such receivers can be implemented

using either coherent technology (with tunable lasers employed to tune coherent receivers to a desired



frequency) or direct-detection technology in conjunction with tunable optical filters. In both cases, lasers

have to satisfy the following requirements:

- Wavelength: 1.5 pm (wavelength of minimum attenuation) or, possibly, 1.3 pm (wavelength of

minimum dispersion), with 1.5 pm being normally preferable.

• Reproducible wavelength (ideally, within a few GHz).

• Reproducible (preferably - but not necessarily- narrow) linewidth, corresponding to a reproducible
phase noise.

• Wide tuning range: for example, tuning over 10,000 GHz is required for a 500-node system with 20
GHz channel spacing.

• Good modulation response extending (ideally) from DC to many GHz.

" Separate and independent control and modulation of frequency (wavelength) and amplitude.

" For local oscillator lasers, very low intensity noise is a must; RIN of -160 dB/Hz is considered to be
desirable.

- Though not absolutely necessary, integration with photodiodes and other components is a definite
advantage in system design.

2.3. Laser Candidates

Three devices (and their variations) are the main contenders for WDM applications: semiconductor DFB

lasers; semiconductor DBR lasers; and diode-pumped Nd.YAG solid-state lasers.

In DFB lasers, a grating guaranteeing a single-frequency operation is etched into the device, and overlaps

the active (gain) region. As a result, DFB lasers are relatively easy to make, and are available

commercially from a number of vendors. DFB lasers have a reasonably narrow linewidth (a few MHz

for outstanding research devices) and a large modulation bandwidth (many GHz). They are small and

can be integrated with other semiconductor devices. On the negative side, DFB lasers have a small

tuning range (a couple of nanometers) and non-uniform FM response.

Similarly to DFB lasers, DBR lasers have a grating etched into the device to guarantee a single-frequency

operation. However, the grating does not overlap the gain region; instead, it is confined to a separate

(passive) section of the device thus allowing an independent control of light amplitude and frequency.

DBR lasers are characterized by a reasonable linewidth, very large tuning range (10,000 GHz has been

experimentally demonstrated) and flat FM response. Also, DBR lasers can be integrated with other

semiconductor devices. On the negative side, the modulation bandwidth of DBR lasers is rather small

(less than 1 GHz), and represents a bit-rate bottleneck.



Finally, diode-laser pumped Nd:YAG lasers have high output power, extremely narrow linewidth making

them suitable for PSK transmission, and extremely small RIN making them excellent local oscillators and

sources for linear transmission. On the negative side, Nd:YAG lasers have a limited tuning range (less

than 100 GHz), cannot be modulated at any reasonable communications rate, and cannot be integrated

with semiconductor devices.

Review of the advantages and disadvantages of the three devices reveals that no single device satisfies all

the requirements. It does, however, appear that DBR lasers satisfy most requirements, and are a good

candidate for WDM applications.

3. Transmission of Analog Signals

3.1. Motivation and System Example

Analog signal transport systems are needed for CATV distribution, antenna remoting, phased-array radar

and many other applications. Perhaps the best known applications of analog systems are in the CATV

industry where the channel capacity is expected to grow to some 150 channels before the year 2000. That

capacity will require fiber optics for transmission. Fiber optic CATV systems are already being

manufactured and installed, albeit their current capacity does not reach the 150 channel goaL From the

point of view of CATV industry, the link should employ AM to preserve end-to-end compatibility with

TV receivers. An example of a irunk CATV system employing an AM fiber optic link is shown in Fig. 2.

Broadband

Laser Detector Coaxial

Fiber:

Broadband
RF

Headend Trunk Fiber Node

Figure 2. A trunk CATV system employing an analog AM fiber optic link, after Ref.[2].



3.2. Laser Requirements

Lasers for CATV and other analog applications have to satisfy the following requirements:

• High output power to provide a large signal-to-noise-ratio (CNR of some 55 dB is generally required)
and a large dynamic range. In distribution systems, high output power helps to increase the number of
customers served by a singe transmitter.

- High lineaity (both composite triple-heat - CB - and composite second-order - COs - have to be kept
below 45 dB).

" Smali KIN (below -160 dB/Hz) to keep high SNR.

" Protection against reflections is required as the quality of the outside fiber plan. is fiequently uneven
and unpredictable. For this reason, optical isolators normaiy have to be built into laser packages.

" Flat modulation response.

" High-frequency capability: The bandwidth of many current CATV systems is 500 MHz, with I GHz
needed in the near future. For radar systems, a variety of frequencies is needed, up to 10 GHz and
beyond.

- Wavelength compatibility with Er-doped fiber amplifiers (1.55 p~m) is highly desirable for CATV
systems.

- Side modes have to be very small to keep the distortions low.

3.3. Laser Candidates

Two lasers are main contenders for analog applications, and both are in fact used in commercial systems:

semiconductor DFB lasers and solid-state diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers; both are briefly described in

Section 2.3.

DFB lasers have important advantages relevant to analog applications: They can be directly intensity-

modulated, are available at the 1.5 pm wavelength compatible with Er-doped fiber amplifiers; some (but

not all) devices exhibit a low RIN, around -160 dB/Hz. Their output power is modest (a few mW in the

fiber for commercial devices), but is improving rapidly.

On the other hand, Nd:YAG lasers have important advantages of very high output power (devices with

the output power of 300 mW are commercially available) and extremely low RaN. Most of RIN power in

Nd:YAG lasers is concentrated around low frequencies, and is eliminated by feedback loops ("noise-

eaters") in many commercial devices. On the negative side, Nd:YAG lasers cannot be directly modulated

at any reasonable rate, and thus require external modulation. In addition, their longest wavelength of

operation is 1.3 pim, and is incompatible with Er-doped fiber amplifiers.



In summary, DFB-based systems tend to be less costly on a per-system basis, but not necessarily on a

per-channel or per-subscriber basis, and are compatible with Er-doped fiber amplifiers. In contrast,

Nd:YAG-based systems are incompatible with Er-doped fiber amplifiers, and are more expensive on a

per-system basis because of external modulation they must employ. However, the capacity of Nd:YAG-

based systems tends to be higher than that of DFB-based systems because of higher output power and

lower noise, so that the per-channel and per-subscriber cost is actually lower in many cases.

4. Optical Amplifiers

4.1. Motivation and System Example

Optical amplifiers went from a fairly exotic research topic to an important commercially available device

in just a few years. Their main advantages are simplicity, leading to good reliability and potentially low

cost; wide optical bandwidth (some 25 nm for Er-doped fiber amplifiers) leading to very high information

rates and a possibility of handling several WDM channels simultaneously; and flexibility: optical

amplifiers function independently from the bit rate, modulation format, or number of channels, and are

compatible with both direct detection and coherent detection.

Two types of optical amplifiers have been developed: semiconductor optical amplifiers, or SOA's (to a

first approximation, SOA's are just semiconductor lasers driven below threshold), and Er-doped fiber

amplifiers, or EDFA's. The latter type is now preferred in many applications due to very low coupling

loss (less than I dB), the resulting high gain, polarization-insensitive operation, high saturation power

(more than 10 dBm), slow gain dynamics resulting in the lack of saturation-induced crosstalk, and

quantum-limited noise figure (around 3.5 dB).

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of EDFA. It is seen to be an exceptionally simple device consisting of a piece

of Er-doped fiber (several meters), laser diode pump, and a wavelength-selective coupler (WDM

multiplexer) needed to combine the signal and the pump fields. In many practical applications, additional

components are needed; optical isolators are required in most cases to keep the system stable.

EDFA's are not free from drawbacks, however they are currently limited to 1.5 pm applications, require

high-power (50-100 mW) pump diodes and a wavelength-selective coupler (instead of direct current

pumping), are not integratable, cannot be made small, and cannot be modulated at any reasonable

communications rate. Nevertheless, their advantages far outweigh their drawbacks in many important

applications including line amplifiers, pre-amplifiers (used in receivers to improve their sensitivity) and

power amplifiers used to compensate splitting and components' loss in transmitters and networks.



Examples of recent experiments include 1.2 Gb/s ASK transmission over 900 km using 11 optical

amplifiers, and 2.5 Gb/s FSK transmission over 2,223 km using 25 optical amplifiers (Fig. 4). Ever more

impressing experiments are being published every few months.
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Figure 3. Erbium-doped optical fiber amplifier (EDFA).
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Figure 4. A 2.5 Gb/s FSK transmission experiment over 2,223 kIn using 25 optical amplifiers,
after Ref. [3].



4.2. Laser Pump Requirements

- Wavelength: EDFA's can, in principle, be pumped at a variety of wavelengths including 514 nm, 532
nm, 667 nm, 800 nrm, 980 nm, 1.48 pun, and 1.53 pin. However, availability of semiconductor pumps
limits the choice of pump wavelengths to the region between 800 nm and 1.53 gm. Though
semiconductor laser pumps are readily available at 800 nm, this pump wavelength is not necessarily the
best choice: its pumping efficiency is low due to excited-state absorption. Pumping at 1.49 pm and 1.53
pm is less efficient than that at 980 nm (see Fig. 5), pump/signal multiplexing is more difficult, and the
noise figure is not as good. Thus, pumping at 980 nm is a reasonable choice 'eading to pumprig
efficiencies as good as 10.2 dB/mW [4].

- Wavelength reproducibility: The pumping efficiency remains high as long as the pump wavelength is
kept within a window of some 20 nm. Thus, the nominal wavelength has to be guaranteed within +/- 10
nm.

- Output power The need for high gain and high saMration power leads to a requirement of some 50-100
mW of pump power in the fiber. Even higher powers may be needed for future CATV distribution
networks.
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Figure 5. EDFA pumping efficiencies, after Ref. [4].

4.3. Laser Candidates

The obvious choice satisfying the foregoing requirements is a semiconductor AIGaAs Fabry-Perot laser.

Such lasers are commercially available at ever increasing powers, and are commonly incorporated into

EDFA's.



5. Soliton Systems

5.1. Motivation and System Example

Solitons are pulses for which nonlinear effects and dispersion (which are normally detrimental) cancel

each other. Solitons can be explained as the bunching of high-intensity light: the light pulse creates a

moving "valley" of higher dielectric conslant. A simple physical explanation of solitons ("running on a

mattress") is shown in Fig. 6. Runners having different speeds would arrive at different Limes when

running on a flat surface (in fiber, this corresponds to dispersion). However, when runrg on a soft

surface (mattress), their combined weight creates a moving valley (in fiber, this corresponds to a local

change of refractive index due to fiber nonlinearity). The moving valley pulls along slower runners

(slower pljtons in the fiber) and retards faster runners (faster photons in the fiber). The net result is that

the dispersion is canceled by the nonline,ity, so that short pulses can propagate over extremely long

distances without changing their shape as long as their power remains sufficiently high to cause an

adequate local change of the refractive index.

The latter condition implies the need for optical amplifiers to compensate for tne inevitable light

attenuation in the fiber.

Figure 6. A simple physical explanation of solitons: running on a mattress, after Ref. [5].

Fig. 7 iilustrateE a recent experiment transmitting 70 psec %olitons over 10,000 km. To avoid the need to

install an actual 10,000 fiber link, the experiment uses a 75 km fiber ring. Solitons "rnm" around the ring,

much like horses on racetrack, three EDFA's are used to compensate fiber losses.
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Figure 7. A 10,000 km soliton transmission experiment, after Ref. (5].

Contrary to conventional systems, the bit rate / distance limit in soliton systems is not set by the

attenuation or dispersion. Instead, the limit is set by the spontaneous emission noise of optical amplifiers:

that noise causes soliton power fluctuations, leading to a arrival time jitter leading, in turn, to a

fundamental limit on the bit rate / distance in soliton systems (Gordon-Hause limit). That limit is

illustrated in the insert in Fig. 7, and corresponds to 70 psec pulses over 10,000 km. Fortunately, this

limit is so high that even most ambitious trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic links currently on the drawing

board are possible -provided, however, that suitable soliton transmitters will be developed.

5.2. Laser Requirements

" Wavelength: Soliton transmitters must operate at 1.55 jin for compatibility with EDFA's.

" They must generate powerful 10-20 psec pulses for multigigabit-per-second transmission rates needed
for transoceanic applications.

- The pulses must have extremely narrow transform-limited spectrum to allow exact dispersion
compensation.



5.3. Laser Candidates

The lack of a suitable laser is probably the most serious problem in soliton communications. While

several approaches have been investigated and appear to work quite satisfactory in the laboratory, it is not

clear as yet which one (if any) is a reasonable candidate for practical applications.

One possibility is to take a soliton ring (similar to one shown in Fig. 7) and to provide a net gain larger

than unity, as shown in Fig. 8. The resulting device oscillates with the repetition rate set by the free

spectral range of the etalon, yields transform-limited sech-shaped pulses and has sufficiently high output

power (more than 10 mW average power has been demonstrated). In addition, the pulse width scales

inversely with the average power as required for soliton transmission. This de, ce is an excellent

laboratory tool for soliton studies. However, it is not clear as yet whether or not practical ranitters can

be developed using this approach.
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Figure 8. A fiber-ring soliton laser, after Ref. [5].



6. Conclusions

Four exciting system applications will shape the future of optical fiber communications: dense WDM

and coherent systems, analog signal transport, optical amplifiers, and solitons. Optical amplifiers and

analog systems are "already here", and are commercially available. Dense WDM and soliton systems are

further in the future, and depend on the solution to challenging device problems.

All four systems require high-performance lasers, and impose quite different requirements. These

requirements are unlikely to be satisfied by any single device, and so "the laser of the future" is. most

likely, several quite different devices.

Future coherent and dense WDM systems may operate at 1.5 pm. Lasers for such systems have to have a

highly reproducible wavelength, wide tuning range, and good AM, FM and wavelength-switching

response; the AM and FM have to be independent from each other. For local oscillators, very low RIN is

required. A good candidate for dense WDM and coherent applications is a DBR laser, possibly

integrated with an "external" modulator.

Analog signal transport systems require high-power, low RIN lasers with excellent side-mode

suppression. Good candidates for 1.5 pm wavelength (desirable for compatibility with Er-doped fiber

amplifiers) are DFB lasers while for 1.3 pin wavelength, Nd:YAG lasers are an excellent candidate

already used in commercial systems.

High-power semiconductor laser pumps are required for Er-doped fiber amplifiers. The pumps are

required to operate within a 20 nm window at 980 nrn, and generate 50-100 mW in the fiber (probably

even more for future CATV distribution and similar applications). Semiconductor AIGaAs Fabry-Perot

lasers are an excellent candidate for that application, and are used in commercially available amplifiers.

Finally, future soliton systems will operate at 1.5 pma for compatibility with EDFA's. They must generate

10-20 psec transform-limited pulses to allow for multigigabit-per-second transmission on trans-Adantic

and trans-Pacific routes. Fiber-ring soliton lasers do have the foregoing desirable properties, and have

been successfully used in laboratory experiments. It remains to be seen, however, whether or not

laboratory fiber-ring soliton lasers will lead to robust commercial rasmitters.
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Abkaa

The detrimental impact of four-wave mixing on WDM systems can be alleviated using

Manchester-coding and DPSK modulation. Maximum mmmission distance can be extended to

300 Km for I Gbptchannel systems with 10 GHz channel spacing.
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nngducn- The performance of optical WDM systems may be degraded by four-wave

mixing (FWM)I23,4. Previous sdies investigated FWM in non-iturn-to zero (NRZ) system

only, neglected other noie umcus, such as shot noise5, and did not take into account the

spectral distr'butio, of FWM.

In this papw the pefomance of optical Manchester-Coded WDM systems is evaluated. Our

analysis takes into account both shot noise and FWM. We show that Manchester coding reduces

the impact of FWM on WDM systems, particularly when used in conjunction with DPSK. Our

analysi- does take into account the spectral distribution of FWM, and so is more accurate than

previous studies.
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System Under Stdy Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of an optical WDM system employing

Manchester coding and block diagram of ASK and DPSK receivers. To investigate the impact

of FWM, we use the first order nonlinear differential equation l :

d E,(w,z) =1 27Wo ex

exp(-c)f~afo

The numerical analysis was conducted for the following system parameters: wavelength

X=1.55 pm, fiber attenuation cc 0.2 dB/Km, channel spacing 10 GHz, bit rate I Gbit/s, effective

core area 32.g pm2 for non-dispersion shifted fiber (NDS) and 16.s Wm2 for DS fiber, and group

velocity dispersion 15 ps/Km-nm for NDS and I ps/Km-nm for DS.

BERsuls: Fig. 2 shows BER for the 8th channel (other channels have better BER) of a 16

channel WDM system using a DS fiber versus the optical fiber input power for several values of

the fiber length. The decrease of BER at low powers is due to shot noise and the increase of

BER at high powers is due to FWM that is proportional to the cube of the signal power.

Because the spectral width of Manchester-coded signals is wider than that of NRZ signals, the

impact of FWM on Manchester-coded systems is less severe. The maxirm transmission

distance of Manchester-coded systems is 220 Km for ASK and 247 Km for DPSK; this is 10 Km

more than that of NRZ-coded systm.

The system dynmic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum fiber input power to

minimum fiber input power to maintain BER below 10-9. Mancheste-coded 100 Km systems

have some 2 dB large dynamic rang than corresponding NRZ systems.

Maxim Trnnijm__ Fig. 3 shows the maximum transmission length versus

the number of channels; all calculation are for the worst-cam channel. Manchester-coded

systems have the maximum transmission distance larger than that of NRZ coded system by 10

Kin; DPSK systems outperform ASK systems by some 27 Kin, and the NDS fiber outperforms
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the DS fiber by some 51 Kn. The physical reason for the latter is that the transmission length is

limited by the FWM rather than by chromatic dispersion in the case considered.

Cnlsos Fiber-induced FWM limits the maximum transmission distance of WDM

systems. Manchester coding used in conjunction with DPSK modulation extends the

transmission distance tc 247 Km is compared to 210 Km for NRZ-coded ASK systems. This

result refers to dispersion-shifted 16 channel I Gbps/channel systems with 10 GHz channel

spacing.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a)Block diagram of an optical wavelength-division-multiplexing system.

(b) A Heterodyne ASK Receiver, (c) A Heterodyne DPSK Receiver.

Fig. 2. The bit error rate of a 16 channel ASK and DPSK coherent WDM system

using the DS fiber versus the optical fiber input power, the parameter is the transmission

distance.

Fig. 3. Maximum transmission length versus number of channels for various modulation formats

and coding methods.
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ABSTRACT

What is multigigabit optical networking? This is a term we are using loosely to refer to the networks
with multiple gigabit data channels in order to distinguish them from networks whose aggregate bit rate
is on the order of 1 Gbit/s. Current computer networks, such as Ethernet, FDDI and DQDB, suffer from
lack of concurrency: at a given time, only a small number (typically one) of computers can transmit new
information into the network. Therefore, each computer has to operate at the network aggregate speed.
although effectively it has access only to a fraction of that bandwidth. To achieve gigabits/sec throughput.
the next generation of computer networks will have to provide multiple high-speed concurrent channels to
the nodes. One way to achieve concurrency is to use electronic switching, thereby placing the burden on
the switch rather tnan each computer. Another direction is to place the burden on the optical hardware.
Optical transport facilities have been recognized as an excellent choice f-r gigabits/sec networks due to the
high bandwidths and long distances that can be reached. Moreover, W I \I optical techniques allow multiple
concurrent channels to be created in the same fiber, and with tunable transceivers one can potentially create
networks whose topology changes dynamically in response to changing traffic patterns. In this paper, we
will review a few current implementations of very high-speed networks as a background context, and then
describe several prototype optical networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Point-to-point link speeds are now in the several hundred Mb/s to 1 Gb/s range. Such high speeds
mean that the functional bottlenecks are now elsewhere in the network. Gigabit networks are considered a
revolutionary step in data commiiiications because, for the first time, propagation delay as measured in bits
in transit dominates over delay due to the limited bandwidth of the communications link. In other words, as
far as the recipient of the data is concerned, increasing the transmission speed of the link will not bring him
his data any sooner. The optical communications community can be proud of their part in the fiber optics
revolution which has enabled this step.

However, now the ball is back in our court to define our next contribution to data communications.
Simply adding yet more transmission speed is unlikely to be as widely appreciated as before since it will mean
an incremental change. Also, few applications require more than 1 Gb/s especially in view of progress in
data compression. There does exist a problem to be solved despite the existence of gigabit links. How can a
large number of high speed links be set up, switched, and otherwise controlled efficiently? Since the problem
is now not so much to provide more raw bandwidth, as to deal with the multiplicity of data streams, we call
the next generation MULTI-gigabit (e.g. rather than Tbit) networks. For this function, new architectures
and approaches are necessary.

Let us first look at the desired functions. In addition to existing services (remote logins, file transfer.
voice), future networks will be required to support broadband services. Broadband interactive services have
been classified by CCITT Recommendation 1.1211 into the following categories:

" Conversational Services: real-time end-to-end information transfer, such as video- telephony, high-
definition image transfer, high-speed data transfer;

" Messaging Services: communication via store-and-forward, such as multimedia mail;

" Retrieval Services: retrieval of information stored in databases, such as video on demand, or high-
fidelity audio.

I



To provide the services described above, a network will have to handle both stream traffic (i.e., un-
compressed video and audio) and bursty traffic (i.e., variable bit rate video, bursty data, etc.), at a range of
data rates which spans several orders of magnitude. Some data rates required to provide broadband services
are shown in Fig. 1.

Current network topologies, such as Ethernet, FDDI (Fiber-Distributed Data Interface) and DQDB
(Distributed-Queue Dual Bus) provide connectivity between the nodes by means of a small number of shared
channels (one, or two, in the case of DQDB). This has two consequences: (i) all the nodes have to operate
at network aggregate speed, and (ii) on the average, the capacity available per node is no mort than C/N.
where C is the aggregate network capacity, and N is the number of nodes.
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Figure 1: Data rate requirements for broadband services 2

Due to the high data rate requirements, single channel networks will be unable to provide the required
level of service because each node would have to operate at the network aggregate speed, which is neither
possible (due to the high speeds involved) nor desirable (due to the low efficiency). Multiple-channel topolo-
gies, capable of concurrent transmission, are needed, and optical transport mechanisms are an excellent
choice.

In a network composed of multiple channels, some sort of switching between them is needed, except
in the trivial case of a fully connected mesh. Two approaches have been proposed and used to provide this
switching function:

a. Centralized electronic switching: switching is provided by one or more electronic switches, which

transfer data from channel to channel; and

b. Distributed optical switching: switching is performed at the periphery of the network by optical means.

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss some examples of practical implementations of these two
approaches.

2. MULTIGIGABIT NETWORKS BASED ON ELECTRONIC SWITCHING

In this section we will consider networks where the optical medium is used only convey point-to-point
data. Switching between channels is done electronically, at the center of the network, as illustrated in
figure 2. where we have shown the transmit and receive sides of each node separately for the sake of clarity.
The modules marked "E-O" and "O-E" perform the electrical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical conversions
rpspectively.

2
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Figure 2: General model model for networks with central switching

2.1 HIPPI and the Fiber Channel

HIPPI (High-Performance Parallel Interface) was started at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in
1987 as an effort to standardize the physical interconnection between supercomputers3 ; it is now under the
responsibility of ANSI Task Group X3T9.3. HIPPI provides a simplex (i.e., unidirectional) point-to-point
parallel data path, operating at either 800 Mb/s or 1.6 Gb/s; the latter requires two physical connections.
A full-duplex link is built by having two simplex links, one on each direction. The original HIPPI standard
specified a parallel metallic cable, reaching a maximum distance of 25 m; latter, an extension called "serial
HIPPI" 4 was proposed to increase the distance. Serial HIPPI uses 9-pm single-mode fiber and a pigtailed
laser operating between 1285 and 1330 nm, with a mean launch power of -9 to -6 dBm, to reach a distance
of up to 10 km.

fhe HIPPI standard also specifies a protocol to interact with a switch and open/close a "connection":
the physical structure is the one shcwn in figure 2. This is a circuit switch, i.e., a physical path is established
between the source and the destination and is kept in place during the life of the connection.

Two flavors of HIPPI switches, both full cross-point switches handling parallel data, are currently
commercially available. The 8 x 8 switch is dumber but faster, with circuit set up times under I microsecond
and latency through the switch of 160 nsec (4 clock cycles). The fast set-up is possible because source-
routing is used, where the switch needs only to examine a specific part of the header field to see how it
should configure itself. The 32 x 32 switch is somewhat slower because it incorporates a microprocessor to
allow more complex routing functions including destination routing where the switch has to first determine
the routing before performing it. Latency is still only 240 nsec. Since the switch handles parallel data,
scaling the switch size up will involve significant increases in hardware complexity. Also, a small amount of
additional delay and complexity is required to use the switch with serial HIPPI due to the need to de-serialize
and serialize at the output5 .

The Fiber Channel (FC) 3,s is a follow-on to HIPPI, also being developed at the X3T9.3 Task Group.
It is also a point-to-point interface, but with more capabilities. FC supports four data transfer rates: 100.
200. 400 and 800 Mb/s. The physical media can be single or multimode fiber, or even coaxial cable for short
listances. The transmitter can either be a light-emitting diode (LED) or a laser.

The physical model for FC is shown in figure 3. The N-Port is the host interface; it has a transmitter
and a receiver, which together form a full-duplex path. N-Ports may be interconnected together in point-
to-point applications. A fabric interconnects the N-Ports, and is used to route frames between the hosts.
Three classes of service have been defined, which determine the way the fabric routes the frames:

a Class 1: Dedicated Connection. This is a circuit connection. Once established, a dedicated
connection is guaranteed by the fabric. Frames from the source N-Port are delivered to the destination
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NPort in.order. Flow control is also provided. This class is intended for applications such as movie-
quality animation and distributed computation.

" Class 2: Multiplex. This is a connectionless service; in other words, a path is not necessarily resrved
for this kind of traffic inside the switch. The fabric may not guarantee in-order delivery of the frames,
but in the absence of link errors, notification of delivery (or failure to deliver) is guaranteed. This class
is intended to be used in applications such as communication with devices.

" Class 3: Datagram. This is also a connectionless service, like class 2, but the fabric does not
guarantee in-order delivery nor notification of success/failure. In other words, the fabric will try to
deliver the frames, but no guaranties are given, and no confirmations will be sent. This class is viewed
as the data link layer for connectionless protocols like IP.

The first commercially available FC switch has been implemented as a dynamically non-blocking switch
composed of 16-channel modules which accept serial data. Four such modules can be stacked together to
yield a 64 x 64 port switch. In principle, a 4096 x 4096 statically non-blocking switch can be built from the
modules with the addition of additional cross-connect hardware. So far, the 256 Mb/s links and switches
have been delivered, with the 1 Gb/s version due at the end of the year. Switching latencies are on the order
of 200 microseconds for all classes of services on the current 256 Mb/s version but an order of magnitude
decrease is expected with a faster processor. Travel time delay through the switch, once the connection is
set up, is less than 1 microsecond. The present links are designed for 2 km distances, but 10 km will be
available as well7 .

FABRIC

Nods A Fabric Controller Node B

NPort A(1) NPort B(1)

FPort FPort

NPort A(2) NPort B(2)

FPort FPort

Figure 3: Physical model for a fiber channel interconnection

2.2 The plaNET/ORBIT High-Speed Network

The plaNET/Orbit is a gigabit networking system being developed at IBM'. It has two components:
a Wide-Area Network (WAN) consisting of fast packet plaNET switches connected by point-to-point links
forming a backbone connecting multiple local area networks (LANs) in the form of ORBIT (Optical Ring
with Buffer Insertion Technology) rings. Both ORBIT and plaNET use the same protocols, to ease the
interoperability between them. The topology is illustrated in figure 4.
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Figure 4: plaNET/ORBIT network model

The ORBIT network can be seen as the local access to the plaNET switch. As indicated by the
name, it operates as an insertion ring (i.e., a ring where data is inserted by the sender and retrieved by the
destination; a node must "save" enough empty slots before it is allowed to transmit). The ring speed is
I Gb/s, but since concurrent transmission in different parts of the ring is allowed, the aggregate throghput
can be higher, depending on the traffic patterns. The plaNET switch is a shared-medium switch capable
of switching both fixed-size ATM cells and variable-size packets, and performing additional functions like
multicasting. The design philosophy behind the fast packet switch is to provide a "transparent" transport
mechanism, where the network manipulation of the data is minimized, and all packet handling is done in
hardware. The purpose is to be able to handle heterogeneous traffic (different priorities, loss requirements,
packet lengths, routing methods) in a fast, simple way. Currently, the shared medium is a 64-bit wide bus
with a total speed of 6 Gb/s, leading to a maximum switch size is 8 x 8 for 800 Mb/s on each aedaptor. The
next generation will use shared memory, and is expected to support 32 x 32 ports, each slightly over 1 Gb/s.
plaNET will initially support three interfaces:

(a) 155 and 622 Mb/s SONET interfaces;

(b) a 1 Gb/s point-to-point optical interface (over "dark" fiber); and

(c) the ORBIT interface.

IBM and Rogers Cable Co. are currently conducting a joint field trial of ORBIT and plaNET in
Toronto. Field deployments with other partners are planned. In addition, ORBIT and plaNET will be used
in the AURORA testbed, described in the next section.

2.3 The AURORA Testbed

The AURORA testbed9 is one of five gigabit testbeds currently underway as part of a national effort
in high-speed networking. AURORA is a collaboration between Bellcore, IBM, MIT and the University of
Pennsylvania, to evaluate technologies supporting network operation at or near gigabit speeds in a wide-area
network. It will support both fixed-size ATM packets (cells) and variable-size packets. The four sites will
be interconnected by three OC-12 (622 Mb/s) SONET links. Bellcore's Sunshine ATM switch and IBM's
plaNET switch (for variable-size packets) will be tested in this environment. The topology is depicted in
figure 5.
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OfieOfc fieOffice

MIT IBM BlcmPn

Figure 5: AURORA testbed topology

Two separate networks will be provided: one based on plaNET, supporting variable-size packets.
and the other based on Sunshine, supporting fixed-size ATM cells. The central offices have the ability of
independently cross-connect the OC-12 links, making it possible to create a large number of logical topologzes
over the physical topology of the the network. With this setup, the bandwidth between any two nodes on
each of the two networks is at least 622 Mb/s. Deployment is planned for early 1993.

The physical testbed will also be used to test concepts in network protocols, network control and man-agement, and applications that use gigabit capabilities such as video conferencing and multimedia services.

3. MULTIGIGABIT NETWORKS BASED ON OPTICAL SWITCHING

Another way to implement the switching function between the channels is to perform it in the periphery
of the network, in a distributed fashion. In an optical network, a natural way to create multiple channels
is through the use of Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM). The switching function is then performed
by tunable receivers and/or transmitters that select between the available channels (wavelengths), and
superimpose a generic logical topology over the physical topology. The physical topology can be arbitrary, as
long as all receivers can access the combined light signal from all transmitters. From a power distribution
point of view, the optimum topology is the passive star, as depicted in figure 6 (note the similarity between
figure 6 and figure 2; both represent star topologies at the physical level).

PASSIVE

STAR

Figure 6: The WDM star topology
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The last five years have seen a steady transition of WDM experiments from proof of concepts to
experimental networks, with field trials planned in the near future. We will describe here some recent
experimental demonstrations of WDM optical metropolitan and local area networks' 0 .

3.1 TeraNet

TeraNet" is a experimental network being developed to study all seven layers of the OSI standard. The
network provides either I Gb/s ATM packet-switched or 1 Gb/s circuit-switched access using a passive star
topology, as shown in figure 7. A hybrid multiple access scheme combines wavelength-division-multiplexing
and subcarrier frequency division multiplexing to divide the available optical bandwidth. This method of
multiple access reduces the bandwidth requirements on the optical filters but still allows the use of additional
channels through electronic means. Each user is assigned a unique address consisting of a specific wavelength
and a subcarrier multiplexed frequency. Wavelength channels are spaced by 1.5 nm, or 187 times the bit rate.
Each wavelength supports 4-6 subcarrier channels. The receivers use fiber-optic Fabry-Perot (FFP) tunable
filters to select wavelengths. Subcarriers are selected by electronic filtering. A packet-switched network.
conforming to the ATM standard' 2 , is being implemented through a multihop architecture. The network
can be configured to support up to 64 users. Interfaces are also being developed for SONET and HIPPI. A
limited campus field trial is planned for 1992.

PWckM Camt ' Media
Switched Switched inrf Neok

Nau UUn

Figure 7: The TeraNet WDM network (adapted from ref. 11)

3.2 RAINBOW

The RAINBOW network' 3 is a metropolitan area network designed to cover a diameter of 25 km. This
tietwork connects up to 32 IBM PS/2's through a 32 x 32 passive star coupler and allows the computers to
,onmunicate circuit-switched data at a rate of 300 Mb/s/node, yielding an aggregate throughput of up to
'03 Gb/s. The network's physical topology is the passive star shown in figure 6. Each computer is equipped

with its own fixed frequency optical transmitter and tunable optical receiver. The optical transmitters
uitilize directly modulated distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes. Wavelength selection at the receiver is
accomplished with a tunable fiber Fabry-Perot filter whose cavity spacing is varied piezoelectrically. The
rirme for the receiver to identify and lock to a channel is 10 ms. The signalling protocol to coordinate
the retuning of the optical receivers is a simple in-band polling procedure. This method is simpler than a
fster out-of-band protocol. which would require a separate signalling channel. The transmitter, receiver and
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associated electronics are implemented on a single adaptor circuit board, much like an FDDI or token-ring
adaptor card. The current version of Rainbow has been prototyped and demonstrated at Telecom "91 and
other trade shows. New versions of Rainbow, supporting 1 Gb/s/node, are planned for the future 14 .

3.3 UCOL

UCOL is being developed as an ultra-wideband coherent optical local area network"5 . This network
has network interface units/access control units (NIU/ACU's) that communicate on 20 wavelength division
multiplexed optical channels over a passive star topology, as indicated in figure 8. The user can access each
channel through a time division multiplexing access mode (UCOL ATM SWITCH). This technique supports
data rates from a fraction of a Mb/s up to 155 Mb/s. The frequency reference for all transmitters and
receivers is provided over a separate star coupler by a reference generator block (RGB). The transmit power
is set for operation with a Bit Error Ratio (BER) of 10- 6 . Error-correcting codes are then used to decrease
the BER to a value less than 10 - 13 .

UAUU- e AcesUi -=igeFb " onco

IU/AU =Ue erfAce Ui - Muile Fiber Connection

and Access Control Unit

Figure 8: UCOL block diagram (adapted from ref. 15)

3.4 STARNET: a coherent broadband optical network

STARNET' 6 is a broadband optical local area network architecture. The STARNET architecture offers
all users both a high-speed packet switched network and a multi-gigabit broadband circuit interconnect based
on a WDM transport facility, as shown in figure 9. As a result, the STARNET architecture efficiently supports
diverse types of traffic. An experimental demonstration of STARNET is currently under development in the
Optical Communications Research Laboratory at Stanford University. The initial STARNET experiment
will interconnect four workstations through a 4 x 4 passive star coupler. The data rate for the broadband
circuit switched network is 2.5 Gb/s/station. The packet switched network data rate is 100 Mb/s.

STARNET's physical topology is the passive star shown in figure 6. However, each node transmitter
transmits two independent data streams, stream 'C' (Circuit data) and stream 'P' (Packet data). This is
accomplished by phase-modulating the transmitter laser with the 'C' stream, and amplitude-modulating
the "P' stream, with low modulation index. Each node has a tunable receiver that can be tuned to any
trar smitter and decodes the 'C' stream thus enabling a broadband circuit interconnect among all the nodes.
In addition, every node is equipped with a fixed receiver which decodes the 'P' stream of the previous node
in the frequency comb. The first node of the chain is equipped with a receiver that decodes the p stream

Opicl omuncaios esarh abraor a Safod nierit. heintil TANE epei8n



of the last node: In this manner, a unidirectional logical ring topology similar to that of FDDI is formed, as
shown in figure 9.

nodes 
Star

High-Speed
Circuit

Virtul R~g PasiveInterconnect
Packet Network sa

's

Figure 9: STARNET offers both a packet-switched ring and a circuit interconnection

Each node consists of a transmitter, a 2.5 Gb/s broadband receiver for the circuit interconnect, and a
100 Mb/s receiver for the packet-switched network, which uses off-the-shelf FDDI cards to interface with the
workstation. The network operates at a center wavelength of 1319 nm over conventional single mode fiber
with a network diameter of 4 km. The system is designed to ensure a BER of 10- 9 with a 10 dB system
margin.

3.5 Comparison of the networks with optical switching

Many challenges are yet to be resolved before multi-Gigabit/s optical networks become practical.
Among these challenges are the development of fast tunable and narrow linewidth lasers, tunable filters,
automatic frequency selection, frequency stability of the network, design of network protocols efficient for
high speed bursty and continuous traffic, and selection of network topologies which optimize both throughput
and latency. Table I presents a comparison of the experitaental WDM networks discussed in r his section.

TABLE I: EXPERIMENTAL WDM NETWORKS

[Parameter TERANET I  RAINBOW'S UCOL' 5  STARNET"6

Modulation ASK ASK DPSK PSK
Format

Data Rate I Gb/s 300 Mb/s 155 Mb/s 3 Gb/s
'Channel Sepa- 187 Bit rates 1040 Bit rates 23 Bit rates 2.7 Bit rates
ration
Kind of Dir. Detection Dir. Detection Coherent Coherent

'Receiver
Tunable Ele- Fabry-Perot Filter Fabry-Perot Filter Laser Laser
ment

Frequency Sta- Thermal Thermal External Refer- Provided by the
bilization ence architecture

I Polarization Not needed Not needed Polarization Di- Manual
Control versity

Receivers per 2/tunable 1/tunable l/tunable 1/tunable
INode 1/fixed
Transmitters 2/fixed 1/fixed 1/tunable 1/fixed
per Node

Extra Features Multiple subcarrier Wide range of Lower speed packet

channels data rates sup- network embedded
ported
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The key to achieving multi-gigabit throughputs in the next generation of networks is concurrency. In
the presence of multiple concurrent channels, some sort of switching is needed; this function can be performed
either at the center or at the periphery of the network. In both cases, the network assumes a star topology
at the physical level.

In the first case, an electronic switch is placed at the center of the network, and it performs most of
the routing functions (i.e., the "intelligence" of the network is concentrated at the center). Switching can
be done very fast, in a packet-by-packet basis for some switches. Optics is used only for point-to-point
connections. However, this kind of network has a single point of failure (the switch). It is generally not easy
to upgrade (i.e., to add more nodes the switch has to be upgraded; to increase the access data rate, the
switch has to be replaced). While it is simple to route a given message through multiple switches, cascading
multiple switches might cause the links between the switches to become bottlenecks.

In the latter case, the center of the network is just a passive star coupler, and is even data-rate
independent. The "intelligence" of the network is distributed between the nodes, leading to improved fault-
tolerance. Expansion of the network to add more nodes is trivial. The topology need not be restricted to
a simple single star. The switching times, however, are not as fast as with electronic switching, and the
technology itself is not as mature.

At this point, it is not clear which scheme will prevail in the multigigabit arena, if any. The answer to
this question is heavily dependent on how the device technology will evolve (in both fields) on the next few
years.
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A 10 channel direct detection subcarrler multiplexed system using
direct frequency modulation of a DFB Laser and a Fabry-Perot filter
for frequency discrimination was implemented and optimized. A Bit
Error Rate of 10-9 was acheived with a detected optical power of
-20 dBm.
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Direct frequency modulation of a Distributed Feedback (DFB)

semiconductor laser is an attractive technique because it can obtain

high modulation depths with low drive powers. For direct detection

systems an optical frequency discriminator has tO precede the

photodetector. Systems that use optical filters as frequency

discriminators are also well suited for Wavelength Division

Multiplexing (WDM) applications with optical amplifiers [1). Then,

the optical filter also reduces the Amplified Spontaneous Emission
(ASE) noise and provides wavelength selectivity. In this paper we

report the use of a tunable fiber Fabry-Perot (FFP) interferometer as

an optical frequency discriminator for a 10 channel FSK-SCM system

in the frequency range 2.1 -3.9 GHz. Comprehensive models of the

FFP response to an optical FM signal have been developed which

accurately predict the optimal system parameters and performance.

With each channel operating at 100 Mb/s, a BER = 10- 9 was achieved

with a detected optical power of -20 dBm. The experimental data

showed excellent agreement with theory.
The system block diagram is shown in Fig. I. The light source

Is a 1/4 wave shifted DFB laser diode emitting at 1.54 4im with a
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threshold current of 21.5 mA. The laser was biased at 76 mA and

modulated by 10 equally spaced channels.

At the receiver the FFP interferometer (bandwidth=10 GHz,

finesse=l 16) is followed by a PIN photodiode and a low noise

microwave amplifier. The transmission point and the stability of the

FFP were monitored and controlled by a computer-based feedback

loop. Channel selection at the receiver is accomplished via

electrical tuning and demodulation of the FSK signal is performed by

a delay line discrimin~ator followed by a low pass filter.

Theoretical calculations are obtained using the Bessel function

method and the asymptotic metiod of Carson and Fry to predict the

signal power and distortion (2]. The FFP response to the FM and AM

portions of the Signal (both present in direct modulation) along with

the phase difference between them are taken into account [3,4].

Thermal noise, shot noise and intermodulation distortion (IMD) are

also included. Both methods show good agreement for the FM indices

of interest and the Bescel approach was used for calculations in this

paper. The effect of phase noise to intensity noise conversion was

found experimentally to be insignificant and therefore not addressed

in the models.

Experimental (discrete points) and calculated (continuous

lines) results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3- The optical input power

was held constant, which produced a photocurrent Idc= 10XA at the

half power transmission point, In Fig. 2 the CNR is measured for the

single c.hannel case using the positive and negative slope of the FFP

for optical discrimination. There is a 6 dB difference between the

curves due to the AM presence. For the 10 channel case (Fig. 3),

measurements are made on the channel with the worst performance

(ch. 6 at 3.1 GHz) for various transmission points on the positive

slope of the FFP. it is seen that a maximum CNR of 20 dB is obtained

with trgnsmisslon Tx - 0.5 and the FM index f0.3, 'which is also

accurately predicted by theory,
In summary, we have implemented a direct detection FM

system which incorporates a fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer as an

optical frequency discriminator. Optimal conditions are accurately

predicted by the theoretical models and experimentally verified. The
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models include the effects Of the non-flinear Fabry-Perot response to
the FM and AM signals, the AM-FM phase difference, and the
intermodulation distortion

[I) W.I. Way, et al., "1 60-Channel FM-Video Transmission Using
Optical FM/FDM and Subcarrler Multiplexing and an Erbium
Doped Optical Fibre Amplifier," Elec. Letters, Vol.26, No. 2, pp.
139-142, 1990.

(2] PF. Panter, "Modulation , Noise, and Spectral Analysis,"
McGraw-Hill, 1965,

[3] K.Petermann, "Laser Diode Modulation and Noise," Kluwer
Academic Publishers, 1988.

[4] R.S. Vodhanel, et al., "Ten-to-Twenty Gigabit-per-Second
Modulation Performance of 1 .5-4jm Distributed Feedback
Lasers for Frequency-Shift-Keying Systems," Journal of
Lightwave Technology, Vol. 7, No. 10, pp. 1454- 1459, 1989.
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Figure Caotlons

1. Schematic diagram of the direct FM-SCM system with the
Fabry Perot optical discriminator.

2. CNR for a single channel at 3.1 GHz operating on the positive
and negative slope of the FFP with transmission point Tx = 0.5
and Idc- 10 4±A,

3. CNR for Channel 6 at 3.1 GHz for the 10 channel case with
various transmission points of the FFP.

TOTAL .
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Abstract

We experimentally observed optical scattering from thermally excited acoustic waves in single-

mode fibers. Theoretical analysis shows that the performance of optical DPSK communication

systems can be impaired by the resulting phase noise.
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Introduction: Optical fiber is usually modeled as a linear attenuating dispersive medium. In a

real fiber, thermally excited acoustic waves phase-modulate the propagating light1 . Thermal

vibrations of atoms cause fiber density fluctuations and consequent refractive index fluctuations

that induce phase noise in the transmitted light Due to acoustic waveguiding provided by the

optical fiber, the acoustic waves form a series of eigenmodes with discrete natural frequencies.

Therefore, optical fiber can be modeled as a phase modulator with modulating signals

corresponding to discrete acoustic modes.

In this paper, we present the results of our experimental measurements of the fiber-induced

optical phase fluctuations in a fiber link. The result is applied to a performance analysis of DPSK

receivers considering both laser phase noise and fiber-induced phase noise.
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Expeiment: Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the experimental setup used to measure fiber-

induced phase modulation. The lasers used in the experiment are Lightwave Electronics LW122

1310 nm single-frequency diode pumped Nd:YAG lasers. 9.9 km of Corning SMF 28 single-

mode optical fiber was used in the experiment. Laser 1 operated at a frequency 8 GHz higher

than laser 2.

Fig. 2 shows the heterodyned light spectrum for two cases: (a) when there is no fiber in the

system, and (b) when there is 9.9 km of single-mode fiber. In both cases, the central peak is the

IF component with the difference frequency of the two lasers. After propagating through 9.9 km

of fiber, the signal has more than 30 phase modulated spectral components from 20 MHz to 850

MHz. For the 130.0 MHz component, the measured relative amplitude is -34 dB at a

transmission distance of 9.9 km. The measured relative amplitude increases 3 dB when the fiber

length is increased from 2.2 km to 9.9 km, and can be approximately expressed as

1.3 • 10-4 - ,(km). This relationship agrees well with the guided acoustic field theory2' 3.

The phase modulation index changes less than I dB when the optical power is varied by 10

dB. This shows that this effect is essentially linear and can be treated by linear phase modulation

theory. The experimental data actually show that the relative amplitude decreases as the optical

power increases. This effect is not completely understood and needs to be further investigated.

BER floor: The phase noise caused by the thermal acoustic waves in optical fiber may affect

receiver performance, especially in phase-modulated systems. We used the theory of Ref. 4 to

calculate the worst case BER floor. Fig. 3 shows the theoretically predicted BER floor of a 1

Gb/s DPSK receiver versus laser linewidth for several fiber lengths in presence of fiber-induced

phase noise. For a laser linewidth of 10 MHz, prior analysis 5 predicts a BER floor of 2x10 1 4 in

the absence of fiber-induced phase noise. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the fiber-induced phase

noise increases the BER floor to 3x10 1 3, 7x10 - 12, and 7x10 -11 for transmission distances of 100

km, 500 km, and 1000 km, respectively.
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Conclusions: Thermal acoustic waves in optical fibers form discrete eigenmodes. These

modes modulate the phase of the light propagating in the fiber. We investigated this effect

experimentally anu showed that the optical field at the fiber output has discrete spectral

components ranging from 20 MHz to 850 MHz. The relative amplitude of the phase-modulated

terms is proportional to the square root of the fiber length, and is almost independent of the

optical intensity.

The theoretical analysis of DPSK system in the presence of fiber-induced phase noise shows

that the BER floor of DPSK systems increases due to the thermal phase noise. For example, in a

1 Gb/s, 500 km system with laser linewidth of 10 MHz, the fiber-induced phase noise increases

the BER floor by more than two orders of magnitude.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Experimental setup for measuring scattered light spectrum resulting from thermal

acoustic modulation.

Figure 2. Heterodyned spectrum of the transmitted light modulated by thermal acoustic waves.

Laser 1: Pout = 7.7 dBm. Laser 2: Pout = 11.6 dBm. (a) with no fiber, (b) with 9.9 km

of fiber.

Figure 3. Calculated BER floor of a I Gb/s DPSK heterodyne receiver.
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Fig. 2. Heterodyned spectrum of the transmitted light modulated by thermal

acoustic waves. Laser Pout = 7.7 dBm. Laser 2: Pout = 11.6 dBm.

(a) ,'th no fiber, (b) with 9.9 km of fiber.
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